
Title/Subtitle

1, 2, 3 to the zoo

3 nasty gnarlies

6th grade can really kill you

The 13 days of Halloween

The 13th floor : a ghost story

17 kings and 42 elephants

20 soccer legends

The 20th century children's poetry treasury

26 Fairmount Avenue

The 39 Clues: Doublecross: Mission Atomic

THE 39 CLUES: DOUBLECROSS : Mission Hurricane

The 39 Clues: Storm warning

42 is not just a number : the odyssey of Jackie Robinson, American hero

100 portraits, pioneers, visionaries & role models.

Los 100 primeros días de escuela de Emilia

100 Years of Education : National School District 1871-1971

101 facts about guinea pigs

101 facts about iguanas

101 facts about rabbits

101 facts about tropical fish

101 ways to bug your parents

The 500 hats of Bartholomew Cubbins

9.11.01 : terrorists attack the U.S.

1001 animals to spot

1001 cosas que buscar en pueblos y ciudades

1001 things to spot in the town

1001 things to spot long ago

1001 things to spot on the farm

A TIcket to -- Australia

A Ticket to: Jamaica

A TICKET TO: Japan

A TIcket to : Mexico

A TICKET TO: Philippines

A TICKET TO: Vietnam

A toda marcha!

A.A. Milne

Aaaarrgghh! Spider!

Aaron's awful allergies

Abadeha : the Philippine Cinderella

ABC book of early Americana : a sketchbook of antiquities and American firsts.

Abdul

Abe Lincoln at last!

Abe Lincoln goes to Washington, 1837-1865

Abe lincoln president for the people.

Abejas

Abel's island

Abigail takes the wheel

About reptiles : a guide for children

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln : 16o. presidente de los Estados Unidos de América

Abraham Lincoln : a man for all the people : a ballad



Abraham Lincoln : healing a divided nation

Abraham Lincoln : lawyer, leader, legend

Abran paso a los patitos

The absent author

Absolutely almost

Absolutely normal chaos

The absolutely true diary of a part-time Indian

The absolutely true story of my visit to Yellowstone with the terrible Rupes

Abuela

Abuela's weave

El abuelo Tomas

Acertijos y trabalenguas

Across the wide and lonesome prairie : the Oregon Trail diary of Hattie Campbell

Ada Lovelace

Adaline Falling Star

Adam's smile

Adaptation

Adapting and surviving

Adding with apes

Addition Annie

Addy learns a lesson : a school story

Addy saves the day : a summer story

Addy's cookbook : a peek at dining in the past with meals you can cook today

Addy's craft book : a look at crafts from the past with projects you can make today

Addy's surprise : A Christmas story

Adios ratoncito!

Adivina cuanto te quiero

Adjectives

Adjectives

Adjectives

Administering library service in the elementary school.

Adrift

Adventures in ancient Egypt

Adventures in the Middle Ages

The adventures of Beekle : the unimaginary friend

The adventures of Captain Underpants

The adventures of Captain Underpants

The Adventures of Captain Underpants : an epic novel

The adventures of Connie and Diego = Las aventuras de Connie y Diego

The adventures of Huckleberry Finn

The adventures of King Midas

The adventures of Super Diaper Baby : the first epic novel by George Beard and Harold Hutchins

The adventures of Tintin. Volume 1

The adventures of Tom Sawyer

The adventures of Tom Sawyer

Adverbs

Adverbs

Adverbs

Aeronaves de combate

Aesop's fables

Aesop's fables

Afghanistan

Africa

African-American holidays

African Americans and the Revolutionary War



African Americans in California

African-Americans in the colonies

The African safari discovery

Afro-American folktales : stories from Black traditions in the New World

After the fall : how Humpty Dumpty got back up again

After the rain

Afternoon on the Amazon

Agapanthus Hum and the eyeglasses

Agarren esa gata!

El agua como gas

Las aguilas

Águilas calvas

Ah-choo

Ahyoka and the talking leaves

Aida

Aikido

Air

Air

Air

Air pollution

Aircraft carriers

Aircraft carriers

The airplane

Airport

Airport

Akavak : an Eskimo journey

Akiak : a tale from the Iditarod

Al amanecer

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Aladdin & the magic lamp

Alaska

Alaska

Alaska

Alaska

Alaska and Hawaiʿi

Alaska and Hawaiʿi
Albert B. Cub & Zebra : an alphabet storybook

Albert Einstein

Albert Einstein

Albertina anda arriba : el abecedario = Albertina goes up : an alphabet book

Alberto Del Rio

Albert's toothache

Albrecht Durer

An album of the American cowboy.

Alces americanos

Alejandro's gift

Alexander and the terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day

Alexander and the wind-up mouse.

Alexander Fleming : discoverer of penicillin

Alexander Graham Bell

Alexander Graham Bell



Alexander Graham Bell

Alexander Graham Bell : called to invent

Alexander que de ninguna manera--le oyen?--lo dice en serio!--se va a mudar

Alexander, que era rico el domingo pasado

Alexander the Great

Alexander, who used to be rich last Sunday

Alexander, who's not (Do you hear me? I mean it!) Going to move

Alexander y el dia terrible, horrible, espantoso, horroroso

Alfa y el bebe sucio

Algo de nada : adaptacion de un cuento folklorico judio

El Algodon

The Algonquian

Ali Cross

Alice and the birthday giant

Alice in Wonderland

Alice's adventures in Wonderland

Alien Superman!

Alimentos amarillos

Alimentos blancos

Alimentos de color café

Alimentos verdes

Alison goes for the gold

Alison on the trail

Alison walks the wire

All about wheels and axles

All about wheels and axles

All around California : regions and resources

All by myself

All change!

All I see is part of me

All keyed up

All of you was singing

All pigs are beautiful

All the colors of the race : poems

All the lovely bad ones

All the way to Lhasa : a tale from Tibet

All washed up

All you need for a beach

The alligator and his Uncle Tooth : a novel of the sea

Allosaurus

Allosaurus

Alma and how she got her name

Alma y cómo obtuvo su nombre

Almejas, ostras y cayos

Almendrita

Almost famous

Almost famous Daisy!

Almost starring Skinnybones

Along came a dog

Along came the Model T! : How Henry Ford put the world on wheels

Along the Santa Fe Trail : Marion Russell's own story

Alosaurio

Alphabet adventure

Alphabet city

Alphabet mystery



Alphabet rescue

The alphabet theatre proudly presents the Z was zapped : a play in twenty-six acts

Alphabet under construction

Altoona up north

Always Arthur

Always inventing : a photobiography of Alexander Graham Bell

Aly Raisman

Am I the princess or the frog? : Jim Benton's tales from Mackerel Middle School

Amal unbound

Amalee

Amanda Pig, schoolgirl

The amazing bone

Amazing cardboard tube science

AMAZING CATS.

The amazing Christmas extravaganza

Amazing Grace

The amazing Mexican secret

Amazing spot what!

Amazon alphabet

Amazon river

Amber Brown is green with envy

Amber Brown sees red

Amber Brown wants extra credit

Amelia and Eleanor go for a ride

Amelia Bedelia

Amelia Bedelia 4 mayor

Amelia Bedelia 4 mayor

Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart : a photo-illustrated biography

Amelia Earhart : flying into adventure

Amelia Earhart : pionera en aviación

Amelia hits the road

Amelia works it out

America in the time of Abraham Lincoln : the story of our nation from coast to coast, from 1819 to 1869

America in the time of Columbus, from earliest times to 1590

America in the time of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 1929 to 1948

America in the time of George Washington, 1747 to 1803

America in the time of Lewis and Clark, 1801 to 1850

America in the time of Martin Luther King Jr., 1948-1976

America in the time of Pocahontas, 1590 to 1754

America in the time of Sitting Bull, 1840 to 1890

America in the time of Susan B. Anthony, 1845-1928

America is-

America the beautiful.

American as paneer pie

The American eagle : the symbol of America

The American flag

American flag

American flag

The American flag : the red, white, and blue

American heroes

The American scene, events.

The American scene. Lives.

The American spirit : meeting the challenge of September 11



American tall tales

Amigo

The aminal.

Among the Barons

Among the betrayed

Among the brave

Among the dolls

Among the free

Among the hidden

Among the hidden

Among the impostors

Amor

Amos Fortune : free man

Amos y Boris

Amphibians

Amphibians

Amphibians

Amphibians

Amulet. Book eight, Supernova

Amulet. Book five, Prince of the elves

Amulet. Book four, The last council

Amulet. Book one, The stonekeeper

Amulet. Book seven, Firelight

Amulet. Book six, Escape from Lucien

Amulet. Book three, The cloud searchers

Amulet. Book two, The stonekeeper's curse

The amusement park from the Black Lagoon

The amusement park from the Black Lagoon. #27

The amusement park mystery

Anacondas

Anansi and the moss-covered rock

Anansi the spider : a tale from the Ashanti

Anansi the spider : a tale from the Ashanti

Anastasia : the last Grand Duchess

Ancient China

Ancient China

The ancient Chinese

Ancient civilizations.

Ancient civilizations. Volume 4, food and drink-Incas.

Ancient civilizations. Volume 6, literature- Mississippians.

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egyptian gods and goddesses

Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs

Ancient Egyptian myths

The ancient Egyptians

Ancient empires & mighty people

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece



Ancient Greece

The ancient Greeks

Ancient Mesopotamia

Ancient Mesopotamia

The ancient Romans

Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome

Ancient West African kingdoms

Ancient West African kingdoms : Ghana, Mali, & Songhai

And I mean it, Stanley

And my mean old mother will be sorry, Blackboard Bear

... and now Miguel

And Tango makes three

And the dish ran away with the spoon

And then what happened, Paul Revere?

Anders Celsius

Andiamo, weasel!

Andrés Guardado

Andrew Carnegie : builder of libraries

Andrew Jackson : our seventh president

Andrew Johnson : our seventeenth president

Andy and Tamika

Anfibios

An angel for Solomon Singer

Angel on the square

Angelina and Alice

Angelina and the rag doll

Angelina ballerina

Angelina ballerina. A day at the fair

Angelina ballerina. Angelina and Henry

Angelina ballerina. Angelina and the butterfly

Angelina ballerina. Angelina in the wings

Angelina ballerina. The costume ball

Angelina ballerina. Two mice in a boat

Angelina on stage

Angelina on stage

Angelina's Christmas

Angel's kite

Angels ride bikes and other fall poems = Los Angeles andan en bicleta y otros poemas de otoño : poems

Angkat : the Cambodian Cinderella

Anguilas

Angus and the cat

Angus and the ducks

Angus lost

Ani y la anciana

The animal.

Animal acrostics

Animal antics from 1 to 10

Animal babies

The animal fair

Animal house

The animal shelter mystery



Animales de la granja

Animals from Mother Goose : a question book

Animals in fall

Animals should definitely not act like people

Animals sleeping

Ankylosaurus

Ankylosaurus

Ankylosaurus

Anna Banana and me

Anna Sewell's black beauty

Annabelle Swift, kindergartner : story and pictures

annan eleanor roosevelt.

Anne Frank

Anne Frank : an unauthorized biography

Anne Frank in the world : essays and reflections /.

Anne of Green Gables

Anne of Green Gables

Anne of Green Gables

Annie and Bo and the big surprise

Annie and the wild animals

Annie Bananie

Anno's alphabet : an adventure in imagination.

ANNO'S COUNTING BOOK.

Anno's counting house

Anno's magic seeds

Anno's mysterious multiplying jar

The annotated Alice : Alice's adventures in Wonderland and Through the looking glass

Another

Another other side of the story : fairy tales with a twist

Anquilosaurio

Ant

The ant and the elephant

The ant and the grasshopper

The Ant and the Grasshopper / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Andrew Geeson.

The ant : energetic worker

Ant plays bear

The Antarctic Ocean

Antarctica

Anteaters

Anteaters, sloths, and armadillos

Anton Pirulero

Antony and Cleopatra : A Shakespeare Story

Ants

Ants

Ants

Ants

The ants = : Las hormigas

Any small goodness : a novel of the barrio

Los apache

The Apache

The Apache Indians

The Apaches

Apatosaurus

Apatosaurus

Apatosaurus



Apatosaurus

Apostrophe

Apple trees and the seasons

Apples

Apples, apples everywhere! : learning about apple harvests

April

April Fool

April fools.

April Fools' Day from the Black Lagoon. #12

Apt. 3.

Aqualicious

Aquí estoy

La araña muy ocupada

La arana saltadora

Arañas lobo

Arañas saltarinas

Arañas tramperas

Arañas viuda negra

El árbol de los deseos

Un árbol es hermoso

El arbol Generoso

Arbor Day

Arbor Day

El arce

Arctic foxes

Arctic foxes and red foxes

Arctic frozen reaches

Arctic hares

Arctic memories

The Arctic Ocean

Arctic peoples

Arctic tundra and polar deserts

Arctic wolves

La ardilla almendrita

Are we there yet?

Are we there yet, Daddy?

Are you a bee?

Are you a dragonfly?

Are you a ladybug?

Are you a snail?

Are you a spider?

Are you my mother?

Are you scared, Darth Vader?

Argentina

Arizona

Arizona

Arizona

Arizona

Arizona facts and symbols

Arkansas

Arkansas

Arkansas

Arlene sardine

Armadillo Ray

Armadillo rodeo



Armful of memories

Arnosky's ark : beginning a new century with old friends

Around the bay in thirty minutes.

Arrow to the sun : a Pueblo Indian tale

Arrow to the sun : a Pueblo Indian tale.

Arroz con frijoles--y unos amables ratones

Arroz con leche : popular songs and rhymes from Latin America

The Art of reading : forty illustrators celebrate RIF's 40th anniversary

The art teacher from the Black Lagoon

Artemis Fowl

The Artemis Fowl files

Artemis Fowl : the Arctic incident

Artemis Fowl. The Arctic incident

Artemis Fowl. The Atlantis complex

Artemis Fowl. The eternity code

Artemis Fowl. The eternity code

Artemis Fowl, the opal deception

Arthropods

Arthur and the 1,001 dads

Arthur and the comet crisis

Arthur and the poetry contest

Arthur and the race to read

Arthur, for the very first time

Arthur goes to camp

Arthur plays the blues

Arthur writes a story

Arthur's April fool

Arthur's baby

Arthur's birthday

Arthur's chicken pox

Arthur's Christmas

Arthur's eyes

Arthur's hiccups

Arthur's nose

Arthur's pen pal

Arthur's teacher trouble

Arthur's underwear

Arturo escribe un cuento

Arturo y el desastre de la computadora

Arturo y el día de acción de gracias

Arturo y el negocio de las mascotas

Arturo y los terribles gemelos

Arturo y sus problemas con el profesor

As You Like It : A Shakespeare Story

The Asante of West Africa

Ashanti to Zulu : African traditions

Ashes to Asheville

Asia

Asian holidays

La Asombrosa Graciela

Asombrosos animales venenosos

The Assassination of Brangwain Spurge

Assertive discipline : a take charge approach for today's educator

Aster Aardvark's alphabet adventures

Aston Martin DB9



Astronaut

Astronaut

Astronauts at work

Astronomer

ASUS Chromebook Adapter

At last, Jedi : a Christina Starspeeder story

At the beach

At the beach

At the crossroads

At the same time

Atalanta's race : a Greek myth

Athena

The Atlantic Ocean

ATLANTIS: THE LOST EMPIRE: Kida and the crystal

Atlas Visual : de los Descubrimientos

Atoms

ATP CA Classroom Library Pkg : Grade 4.

Attack of the furball : a Christina Starspeeder story

Attack of the paper bats

Attack of the shadow smashers

The attacks of September 11, 2001

Audubon: the man who painted birds

Auggie & me : three wonder stories

August

Auguste Rodin

Aunt Chip and the great Triple Creek dam affair

Aunt Harriet's underground railroad in the sky

Aunt Isabel makes trouble

Aunt Pitty Patty's piggy

Aunt Possum and the pumpkin man

Auntie Claus and the key to Christmas

The austere academy

Australia

The Australian boomerang bonanza

Author talk : conversations with Judy Blume... [et al.]

The author visit from the black lagoon

The author visit from the Black Lagoon. #18

An author's odyssey

The automobile

Autos deportivos

Autumn

Autumn

Autumn : an alphabet acrostic

The autumn equinox : celebrating the harvest

Autumn : signs of the season around North America

Avalanches

Avalanches

Avatar : the last airbender : smoke and shadow. Part one

Las aventuras de Beekle : el amigo (no) imaginario

Las aventuras de dona dulce pestanitas.

Las aventuras de Dos ratoncitos traviesos

Las aventuras de El conejito Beni

Las aventuras de Maxi, el perro taxista

Las aventuras de Tomie el gato

Aviones



Aviones bombarderos

Aviones de caza

Away we go.

Awesome air

Awesome craft stick science

Awful Ogre's awful day : poems

Axle Annie

The Aztecs

The Aztecs.

The Aztecs

The Aztecs

The Aztecs

Azul y verde

B is for bookworm : a library alphabet

The Babe & I

Babe Ruth

Babe : the gallant pig

Babe : the gallant pig

Babe the sheep pig : oops, pig!

Baboons

Babushka Baba Yaga

Baby Beluga

Baby bird

Baby brother blues

The baby bunny

Baby Monkey, private eye

The Baby-sitters club. 1, Kristy's great idea

The Baby-sitters Club. 2, The truth about Stacey

The Baby-sitter's Club. 2, The truth about Stacey

The Baby-sitters club. 3, Mary Anne saves the day

The Baby-sitters club. 4, Claudia and mean Janine

The Baby-sitters club. 5, Dawn and the impossible three

The Baby-sitters Club #5 : Dawn and the impossible three. 5, Dawn and the impossible three

The Baby-sitters club. 6, Kristy's big day

The Baby-sitters club. 7, Boy-crazy Stacey

The Baby-sitters club. 9, Claudia and the new girl

The Baby-sitters club. 10, Kristy and the snobs

The Baby-sitters club. 11, Good-bye Stacey, good-bye

Baby tamer

The baby uggs are hatching

Baby whale's journey

Babymouse. [1], Queen of the world!

Babymouse. [2], Our hero

Babymouse. [5], Heartbreaker

Babymouse. [6], Camp Babymouse

Babymouse. [7], skater girl

Babymouse. [8], Puppy love

Babymouse. #9, Monster Mash

Babymouse. [#10], The musical

Babymouse. [15], A very Babymouse Christmas

Babymouse. [16], Babymouse for president

[Babymouse]. [17], Extreme Babymouse

Babymouse : beach babe!

Babymouse : burns rubber!

Babymouse : cupcake tycoon 13



Babymouse : dragonslayer

Babymouse: Happy Birthday, Babymouse 18, Happy birthday, Babymouse

Babymouse : mad scientist

Babymouse : rock star

Back-to-school fright from the black lagoon

Back-to-school fright from the Black Lagoon. #13

Back yard Angel

Backyard bugs

Bacteria

The bad beginning

Bad boys get cookie!

A bad case of stripes

The bad child's book of beasts

The Bad Guys

The Bad Guys in alien vs Bad Guys

The Bad Guys in attack of the zittens

The Bad Guys in cut to the chase

The Bad Guys in dawn of the underlord

The Bad Guys in intergalactic gas

The bad guys in mission unpluckable

The Bad Guys in superbad

The Bad Guys in the baddest day ever

The Bad Guys in the big bad wolf

The Bad Guys in the furball strikes back

The Bad Guys in the one?!

The Bad Guys in They're bee-hind you!

Bad Kitty camp daze

Bad Kitty drawn to trouble

Bad Kitty for president

Bad kitty gets a bath

Bad Kitty : Puppy's big day

Bad Kitty school daze

Bad Kitty vs Uncle Murray

Bailey goes camping

Bailey's story : a dog's purpose novel

Bake the best-ever cookies!

The baker's dozen : a colonial American tale

Baking

The bald bandit

Bald eagle

Bald eagle

The bald eagle

Bald eagles

The ball book

The ballad of Valentine

Ballet

Ballet Cat : the totally secret secret

Ballet dancing

Baloncesto : grandes momentos, rédords y datos

Baloney, Henry P

La bandera

La bandera que amamos

Bank

Bank

Bank tellers



Banks

Barack Obama : 44o. presidente de los Estados Unidos de América

Barbara Jordan : voice of democracy

Barbara Pierce Bush, 1925-

Barbie developer : Ruth Handler

Barcos

Barefoot : escape on the underground railroad

A bargain for Frances

Barn dance!

Barnacles

Barnyard banter

Bartholomew and the oobleck

Baseball

Baseball by the numbers

Baseball Flyhawk

Baseball for fun!

Baseball in action

Baseball in the American League Central Division

Baseball in the American League East Division

Baseball in the American League West Division

Baseball in the National League Central Division

Baseball in the National League West division

Baseball jokes and riddles

Basho and the river stones

Basic manners

Basic manners

Basil & Maggie

Basketball

Basketball by the numbers

Basketball for fun!

Basketball in action

Basking sharks

Bass cannot play bass

The bat boy & his violin

A bat hangs from the bat

The bat in the boot

The bat-poet

Batbaby finds a home

Batgirl at Super Hero High

Bathe, buff, and beautify : DIY crafts and recipes for natural body care

Batman : Li'l Gotham : April showers and Cinco de Mayo

Batman : Li'l Gotham : Christmas and New Year's Eve

Batman : Li'l Gotham : Comic con and Labor Day

Batman : Li'l Gotham : Halloween and Thanksgiving

Batman : Li'l Gotham : month of waters and Independence Day

Batman : Li'l Gotham : Mother's Day and Father's Day

Batman : Li'l Gotham : Sandwich day and Our family album

Batman : Li'l Gotham : tropical getaway and bird watching

Batman : Li'l Gotham : Valentine's Day and the Lunar New Year

Bats

Bats at the beach

Bats : mammals that fly

Batter up Wombat

The battle for the castle

The battle of D-Day, 1944



The Battle of Gettysburg

The Battle of the Alamo

Battle of the boss-monster

The battle of the Labyrinth

The Battle of the Little Bighorn

Battle of the super heroes!

The Battle of Yorktown

The battlefield ghost

Battlefield support

The battles of Lexington and Concord

The Battles of Lexington & Concord

Battles of the French and Indian War

Battles of the Spanish-American War

Battles of the War of 1812

Be kind

Be my valentine

Be nice, Nanette!

Be prepared

Be quiet!

Bea and Mr. Jones : story and pictures

Beady Bear : story and pictures

Beans Baker, number five

A bean's life

Beans on the roof

A bear called Paddington

The Bear Scouts

Bears

Bears

Bears

Bears, bears everywhere

The bear's bicycle

Bears in the night

The bear's toothache.

Bearymore

Beast

The beast beneath the stairs

Beast feast

Beatrix Potter

Beautiful California

Beauty

Beauty and the beast

Beaver pond, moose pond

Because of the sand witches there

Because of Winn-Dixie

Bedtime!

Bedtime for Frances

A bedtime story

The bee tree

Beef stew

Bees to baleens : the rhyme & the rhythm of living things

Bees to Baleens : the rhyme & the rhythm of living things

Beethoven

Beetle.

Beetles

Beetles, lightly toasted



Beetles : the most common insects

Begin at the beginning

The beginning

The beginning of the armadilloes

Behavior

Behavior

Being a good guest

Being a good guest

Béisbol : grandes momentos, récords y datos

El béisbol nos salvó

Believe the wee frog / La pequeña rana

Las bellas hijas de Mufaro : cuento popular Africano

Belle Prater's boy

Ben and me : a new and astonishing life of Benjamin Franklin as written by his good mouse, Amos

Ben Franklin and his first kite

The Benin Kingdom of West Africa

Benito Juarez

Benito's bizcochitos

Benjamin Banneker

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin--printer, inventor, statesman : a first biography

Benjamin Franklin : thinker, inventor, leader

Benjamin Harrison : our twenty-third president

Benjy and the barking bird.

Benjy's boat trip

Benny uncovers a mystery

Benny's Saturday surprise

Ben's Trumpet

The Berenstain Bears and baby makes five

The Berenstain bears and the bad habit

The Berenstain bears and the double dare

The Berenstain Bears and the escape of the Bogg brothers

The Berenstain bears and the ghost of the forest

The Berenstain Bears and the messy room

The Berenstain Bears and the missing dinosaur bone

The Berenstain bears and the missing honey

The Berenstain Bears and the missing watermelon money

The Berenstain bears and the truth

The Berenstain bears and too much vacation

The Berenstain bears get stage fright

The Berenstain Bears get the gimmies

The Berenstain bears in the dark

The Berenstain Bears meet Santa Bear

The Berenstain Bears-- phenom in the family

The Berenstain Bears ride the thunderbolt

The Berenstains

The Bermuda Triangle

Bernardo de Galvez

Bertie was a watchdog

Best friends

Best friends for Frances

Best friends : story and pictures



The best Halloween ever

The best mistake ever! and other stories

The best of times : math strategies that multiply

BEST PET OF ALL.

The best place

The best school year ever

The best valentine

The best way to play

Best wishes

Beto and the bone dance

Betsy Ross and the silver thimble

Betty Doll

Between us and Abuela : a family story from the border

Beverly Cleary

Beverly Cleary

Beware of kissing lizard lips

Beware! : R.L. Stine picks his favorite scary stories

Beware! we are poisonous : how animals defend themselves

The bewitching world of Maurice Sendak

The bewitching world of Maurice Sendak

The BFG

The BFG

Bibliotecarios

A bicycle for Rosaura

Bicycle mystery

Bicycle rider

Bicycle safety

Big and little : a book of opposites.

The big balloon race

Big Ben

The big, big wall

The big blueberry barf-off!

The big box

Big brown bear

The big buck adventure

The big bunny and the Easter eggs

A big cheese for the White House : the true tale of a tremendous cheddar

Big egg

Big enough = : Bastante grande

The big game from the Black Lagoon

The big game from the Black Lagoon. #26

a big guy took my ball.

The big honey hunt

The big hungry bear.

The big meow

Big moon tortilla

A big mooncake for Little Star

The big nap : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Big Nate : in a class by himself

Big Nate : say good-bye to Dork City

Big Nate : the crowd goes wild!

Big Pig and Little Pig

Big Red

big red barn.

Big Show



The big snow

Biggest, baddest book of bugs

Biggest, baddest book of dinosaurs

Biggest, baddest book of ghosts

Biggest, baddest book of monsters

Biggest, baddest book of pirates

Biggest, baddest book of sea creatures

The biggest bear.

The biggest boy

The biggest house in the world.

The biggest valentine ever

The bike lesson

Bike lesson

Bilal cooks daal

Bill and Pete

Bill Clinton : 42o. presidente de los Estados Unidos de América

Bill Gates : helping people use computers

The Bill of Rights

Bill Peet : an autobiography.

A bill's journey into law

Biologist

Biomas acuáticos

Biomas marinos

Biotech : frontiers of medicine

Bird

The bird king : an artist's notebook

Birds

Birds

Birds

Birds

Birds

Birds

Birds

Birds

A birthday basket for Tia

The birthday car

The birthday car

A birthday for Cow!

A birthday for Frances

The birthday surprise

Biscuit

Biscuit and the baby

Biscuit finds a friend

Biscuit goes to school

Biscuit wants to play

Biscuit wins a prize

Biscuit's big friend

Biscuit's new trick

Bisontes americanos

The bite of the gold bug : a story of the Alaskan gold rush

Bizarre beasts : and other oddities of nature

Blabber mouse

Black cat

Black hands, white sails : the story of African-American whalers

Black heroes of the Wild West



Black Panther : the young prince

Black pilgrimage.

Black rhino : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Black rhinos

The black snowman

The black stallion

Black Star, Bright Dawn

Blackbriar

The Blackthorn key

Blackwater

Blanca Nieves y los siete enanos

The blanket that had to go

Blast off! : poems about space

Bling Blaine : throw glitter not shade

Blizzard of the blue moon

Blizzards

Blood in the library

Bloomers!

Blossom and Boo stay up late : a story about bedtime

Blue

Blue and green

Blue Bay mystery

Blue Bug's Christmas

Blue jasmine

Blue Rabbit and friends

Blue sea

Blue tortoise

Blueberries for Sal.

The blueberry bears

BMX racing and freestyle

Bo Jackson

Bo Jackson, super athelete

Boa constrictors

Board game builder : Milton Bradley

Boat ride with Lillian Two Blossom

Boats, boats, boats

Bob

Bob Feller

Bob Gibson

Bobby's zoo

Bob's vacation

The bodies in the Bessledorf Hotel

Body switch

The boggart

Bolivar

Bolivar

Bomberos

The bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941

Bone. [1], Out from Boneville

Bone. [1], Out from Boneville

Bone. [2], The great cow race

Bone. [3], Eyes of the storm

Bone. [5], Rock Jaw, master of the Eastern border

Bone. [6], Old Man's Cave

Bone. [7], Ghost circles



Bone. [8], Treasure hunters

Bone. [9], Crown of horns

Bone-chilling myths

Bone: Ghost Circles [7], Ghost circles

Bone: Rock Jaw, Master of the Eastern Border [5], Rock Jaw, master of the Eastern border

Bone : Rose

Bone: The Dragonslayer [4], The dragonslayer

Bone: Treasure Hunters [8], Treasure hunters

Boo to a goose

Book

Book!

Book 4 Kaya and Lone Dog : a Friendship Story / The American Girls Collection

Book! book! book!

The book of dragons

Book of enchantments

The book of shadowboxes : a story of the ABCs

A book of silly jokes!

The book that ate my brother

The book that dripped blood

The book that Jack wrote

Booked

Booker T. Washington

Booker T. Washington

Booker T. Washington

The bookshop dog

The bookstore burglar

The bookstore ghost

The bookstore mouse

A bookworm who hatched

The bookworm's feast : a potluck of poems

Boom town

Boomer goes to school

Boomer's big day

Boomer's big surprise

Boots for Beth

Bootsie Barker bites

Border voices : the eighth annual anthology of poetry by major poets and San Diego students

Border voices : The tenth anniversary anthology of poetry by san deigo udents and internationally acclaimed wwriters

Boreal forests

Boreal forests

Borreguita and the coyote

The Borrowers afloat

Bosques

Bosques

Bosques de algas marinas

Boss of the plains : the hat that won the West

The bossy gallito = : El gallo de bodas ; a traditional Cuban folktale

Boston Jane : an adventure

The Boston Massacre

The Boston Tea Party

The Boston Tea Party

Bottlenose dolphins

Bow wow meow meow : it's rhyming cats and dogs

Bowling in action

A box can be many things



Box top dreams

The boxcar children

The boxcar children

Boxers

Boxes for Katje

A boy and his baseball : the Dave Dravecky story

The boy and the goats

The boy in the moon

Boy of the islands

The boy of the three-year nap

The boy on Fairfield Street : how Ted Geisel grew up to become Dr. Seuss

The Boy Project : notes and observations of Kara McAllister

Boy : tales of childhood

Boy : tales of childhood

The boy & the bindi

The boy, the mole, the fox and the horse

The boy who cried "Wolf!"

The Boy Who Cried Wolf / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen; illustrated by Mike Lacey.

The boy who harnessed the wind

The boy who lived with the seals

The boy who saved baseball

The boy who was followed home

The boy with paper wings

Boys and girls of the world : from one end to the other

Brachiosaurus

Brass instruments

Brave Harriet : the first woman to fly the English Channel

Brave Margaret : an Irish adventure

Brave Mary

Brave : the junior novelization

Bravo, Tanya

Bread and jam for Frances

Brer Rabbit; stories from Uncle Remus

Brett Favre

Bridge to Terabithia

Brigham Young : Mormon and pioneer

The brightest night

Brilla, brilla, linda estrella

Brisingr, or, The seven promises of Eragon Shadeslayer and Saphira Bjartskular

Broadway

Brocha y pincel

The bronze bow.

Brooms are for flying

Brother Eagle, Sister Sky : A Message from Chief Seattle

Brothers

Brown bear, Brown bear, what do you see?

Brown bears

Brown honey in broomwheat tea : poems

Brownie & Pearl step out

Brrr! : a book about polar animals

Bruh Rabbit and the tar baby girl

La bruja Gertrudis

Brundibar

Brush and paint

Bub, or, The very best thing



Bubba and Trixie

Bubble trouble

Bubble trouble!

Buceadores y sus amigos submarinos

Buck, wild

Bud Barkin, private eye

Bud, not Buddy

Las Buenas acciones de Clifford

Buffalo before breakfast

Buffalo hunt

Buffalo woman

Bug in a rug

The bug in teacher's coffee, and other school poems

Bugs

Bugs!

Bugs!

Bugs : a close-up view of the insect world

Building a house

Building a new world

Building beavers

Building with shapes

Bullet trains

Bullfrog builds a house

Bullfrog pops

Bully for you. Volume 1

Bully for you. Volume 2

Bully for you. Volume 3

The bully from the Black Lagoon

Bumble bees

Bumblebees

Bumblebees

Bunjitsu Bunny jumps to the moon

Bunjitsu Bunny vs. Bunjitsu Bunny

Bunjitsu Bunny's best move

Bunnicula : a rabbit tale of mystery

BUNNICULA: Screaming mummies of the Pharaoh's tomb II

Bunnicula strikes again!

Bunny double, we're in trouble!

The Bunyans

The burger and the hot dog

The burglar's breakfast

The burning questions of Bingo Brown

El burrito y la Tuna.

Bus driver = El conductor del autobus

Bus station mystery

Business pig

Buster

Buster and the giant pumpkin

Busy animals : learning about animals in autumn

A busy creature's day eating

A busy guy

The butter battle book

Butterflies

Butterflies

Butterflies



Butterflies and moths

Butterflies of the Sea

Butterfly.

The butterfly

A butterfly grows

Butterwings

The button box

The button war : a tale of the Great War

Buttons for General Washington

Buzz Boy and Fly Guy

Buzz vs. Torque : one-on-one

Buzzing rattlesnakes

Buzzy the bumblebee

By the dawn's early light : the story of the Star spangled banner

By the great horn spoon!

By the great horn spoon!

By the shores of Silver Lake

By the shores of Silver Lake

La cabalgata de Paul Revere

Caballete

Caballitos de mar y agujas de mar

El caballo

The cabin faced west

The cabin faced west

The cable car and the dragon

Caboose mystery

The caboose who got loose.

El cachorrito de Arturo

Cacti

Cacti

Cactos

Cactus soup

Cada niño = : y Tish Hinojosa ; illustrated by Lucia Angela Perez :

Caddie Woodlawn

Caddie Woodlawn

Caddie Woodlawn

The cafeteria lady from the Black Lagoon

Caimanes

Caimans

Cake pop crush

La calabaza mas grande del mundo

Calamity Jane

The Calder game

Caleb's story

Calico bush

Calico cat at school

Calico Cat's exercise book

California

California

California

California

California

California

California, aqu~aai vamos!

California biographical dictionary : people of all times and places who have been important to the history and life of the state.



California condors

California facts and symbols

California gold rush

The California Gold Rush

California history

California Indians

California Indians

California Indians and The Gold Rush

California Indians fact cards.

California Missions

The California missions

The California missions : a pictorial history

California Missions fact cards.

California native peoples

California plants & animals

The California wildfires, 2018

Call it courage

Call me Francis Tucket

The call of the wild

Calling on dragons

Calor : a story of warmth for all ages

Calor : a story of warmth for all ages

Calvin Coolidge : our thirtieth president

Los calzoncillos de Arturo

Los calzoncillos maléficos

Cam Jansen and the catnapping mystery

Cam Jansen and the first day of school mystery

Cam Jansen and the mystery at the monkey house

Cam Jansen and the mystery of the dinosaur bones

Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Stolen Diamonds

Cam Jansen and the mystery of the U.F.O

Cam Jansen and the scary snake mystery

Cam Jansen and the tennis trophy mystery

Cam Jansen, the mystery of the carnival prize

Camaleones

Camaros.

Cambios

Camels

El camino de Amelia

Caminos de José Marti, Frida Kahlo, César Chávez

Camiones

Camouflage

Camouflage

Camp Midnight

The camp-out mystery

Camping

Can I keep him?

Can you guess?

Can you hear a shout in space? : questions and answers about space exploration

Can you hear me from here?

Can you imagine?

Can you make a piggy giggle?

Can you see what I see? Dream machine : a picture adventure to search and solve

Can you see what I see? : picture puzzles to search and solve

Canada Day



Canals

The canary caper

La canción del geco

La cancion del lagarto

El cangrejo de las pinzas de oro

Cangrejos, camarones y langostas

El canguro tiene mamá?

Los canguros

Can't you make them behave, King George?

Capitol Building

Capitol Building

El Capitolio

Caps for sale : a tale of a peddler, some monkeys & their monkey business

The captain contest

Captain Underpants and the attack of the talking toilets

Captain Underpants and the attack of the talking toilets : another epic novel

Captain Underpants and the big, bad battle of the Bionic Booger Boy. Part 1, The night of the nasty nostril nuggets : the sixth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the big, bad battle of the Bionic Booger Boy. Part 2, The revenge of the ridiculous robo-boogers : the seventh epic novel

Captain Underpants and the perilous plot of Professor Poopypants : the fourth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the perilous plot of Professor Poopypants : the fourth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the sensational saga of Sir Stinks-A-Lot

Captain Underpants and the terrifying return of Tippy Tinkletrousers : the ninth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the tyrannical retaliation of the Turbo Toilet 2000 : the eleventh epic novel

Captain Underpants and the wrath of the wicked Wedgie Woman : the fifth epic novel

Captain Zap and the evil Baron von Fishhead

Capybaras

Capyboppy

Cardinals

Cardumenes

Career day

Caring

Caring

Carl Sandburg

Carlos and the carnival

Carlos and the cornfield = Carlos y la milpa de maiz

Carlos and the skunk = : Carlos y el zorrillo

Carlos and the squash plant = Carlos y la planta de calabaza

Carlos digs to China

Carlos Finlay

Carlota y los dinosaurios

Carlotta's kittens and the Club of Mysteries

Carl's Christmas

Carmela full of wishes

Carmine : a little more red

Carnival at candlelight

Carnivores

Carnivores

The carnivorous carnival

Carnivorous plants

Carnivorous plants

The carousel ride

Carpenters

Carros

The carrot seed

Carry me, Mama



El cartero simpatico en Navidad

El cartero simpatico o unas cartas especiales

Carteros

Cartier : Jacques Cartier in search of the Northwest Passage

The cartoon world of Jeff Kinney

The cartoon world of Jeff Kinney

Carver, a life in poems

La casa adormecida

La Casa Blanca

The case of the black-hooded hangmans

The case of the chocolate fingerprints

The case of the climbing cat

The case of the hooking bull

The case of the kidnapped collie

The case of the missing monkey

The case of the missing movie

The case of the night-stalking bone monster

The case of the runaway turtle

The case of the secret message

The case of the sleepy sloth

The case of the stolen jewel

The case of the vampire cat

The case of the vampire vacuum sweeper

Casey at the bat

Casey Jones's fireman : the story of Sim Webb

Casey Stengel

La casita

Un caso grave de rayas

Cassie's journey : going West in the 1860s

El castillo misterioso = Mystery Castle

Castle

Castle diary : the journal of Tobias Burgess, page

The castle in the attic

Castle under attack

Castle under siege

Castles and dungeons

Castles, caves, and honeycombs

Cat

Cat

Cat and dog

Cat & canary

Cat dreams

The cat in the hat

The Cat in the Hat comes back

Cat nap

The cat who wished to be a man

La catarina

Catch that cat!

Catch that pass!

The catcher's mask : a Peach Street Mudders story

The caterpillar

Caterpillar capers

Caterpillarology

Caterpillars

Caterpillars, bugs, and butterflies



Catherine, called Birdy

Cats are cats

Cats are like that

Cats have kittens

The cats in Krasinski Square

Cattle

Catundra

Caught!

The causes of World War I

The causes of World War II

Cave of the bookworms

Caves

Caves

Caving : exploring limestone caves

The cay.

Las cebras

Celebraciones y festivales

Celebrations

The celery stalks at midnight

Celeste sails to Spain

Cellos

Cells and systems

Centennial commemorating the purchase of the National Ranch "El Rancho de la Nacion" by the Kimball Brothers, 1868-1968.

Centipedes

Centipedes

César Chávez

Cesar Chavez

Cesar Chavez

Cesar Chavez : a photo-illustrated biography

César Chávez : protecting farm workers

Cesar Ch̀vez : activista por los derechos civiles latinoamericanos

Cesar E. Chavez : the fight for farm workers' rights

El cetro de Ottokar

A chair for my mother.

Chairs, chairs, chairs!

The chameleon

The chameleon wore chartreuse : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Chameleons

The champion of Merrimack County

Changes for Addy : a winter story

Changes for Felicity : a winter story

Changes for Josefina : a winter story

Changes for Kaya : a story of courage

Changes for Kirsten : a winter story

Changes for Kit : a winter story, 1934

Changes for Molly : a winter story

Changes for Samantha : a winter story

Changing circuits

Changing from solids to liquids to gases

Changing materials

The changing role of women

Changing sounds

Chanukah

The Chanukkah guest

The Chanukkah tree



Chaparrals

Chaparrals

Charge of the lightning bugs

Charles Darwin

Charles Lindbergh : a photo-illustrated biography

Charles Schulz

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and Other Illustrated Classics

Charlie and the great glass elevator

Charlie and the great glass elevator : the further adventures of Charlie Bucket and Willy Wonka, chocolate-maker extraordinary

Charlie Bone and the beast

Charlie Bone and the castle of mirrors

Charlie Bone and the hidden king

Charlie & Mouse

Charlie & Mouse & Grumpy

"Charlie needs a cloak."

Charlie's raven

Charlotte's web

Charlotte's web

Chato y su cena

Chato's kitchen

Chave's memories = Los recuerdos de Chave

Check It Out! The New Children's Museum membership pass : [10-day pass]

The Cheerios counting book

Cheerleading in action

Cheetah : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Cheetahs

Chefs

Chemist

The Cherokee

The Cherokee

The Cherokee Indians

Los cheroqui

Cherries and cherry pits

Chester A. Arthur : our twenty-first president

Chester Cricket's pigeon ride

Chester : the worldly pig

Chester's way

Chevrolet Camaro Z28

The Cheyenne

The Cheyenne

The Cheyenne

The chicken book.

Chicken Little

Chicken Sunday

Chickens

Chickens

Chickens to the rescue

Chief Joseph, 1840-1904

Chief Red Cloud, 1822-1909

Chiggers

A child of books

Child of the silent night

Children of the trail west

Children of the Wild West



The Children's Blizzard, 1888

The children's book of virtues

The children's book on how to use books and libraries.

The children's war.

A child's book of art : great pictures : first words

A child's calendar : poems

A child's day

A child's garden of verses : a collection of scriptures, prayers & poems featuring the works of Robert Louis Stevenson, with the artwork of Thomas Kin

Chili-Chili-Chin-Chin

Chills run down my spine

The chimp and the clown

Chimpanzee : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Chimpanzees

Chimpanzees

Chin Yu Min and the ginger cat

China

China's bravest girl : the legend of Hua Mu Lan

Chinese New Year

Chinese New Year

Chinese New Year

The Chinook people

Chipmunk at Hollow Tree Lane

Chita's Christmas tree

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang : the magical car

Chocolate Island

A chocolate moose for dinner

The chocolate phantom

The Chocolate rabbit

The Chocolate touch

The chocolate touch

The Choctaw nation

Chomp of the meat-eating vegetables

Choosing up sides

Chris Jericho

Chrissa

Christa McAuliffe : a space biography

Christina's ghost

Christmas

Christmas

Christmas

The Christmas ark

Christmas bear

Christmas cricket

Christmas in Camelot

Christmas in England

Christmas in France

Christmas in Germany

Christmas in Italy

Christmas in Mexico

Christmas in Norway

Christmas in Sweden

Christmas in the Philippines

Christmas in the Philippines

The Christmas party from the Black Lagoon

Christmas tapestry



Christmas trees

Christopher Columbus

Christopher Columbus

Christopher Mouse : the tale of a small traveler

Chrysanthemum

Chuchurumbé

The Chumash Indians

The Chumash of California

Cicadas and aphids : what they have in common

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo : a Mexican holiday about unity and pride

Los cinco hermanos chinos

Cincuenta en la cebra : contando con los animales=Fifty on the zebra : counting with the animals

Cinder-Elly

Cinderella

Cinderella

Cinderella at the ball.

Cinderella at the ball

Cinderella Skeleton

Cindy Ellen : a wild western Cinderella

Circle of fire

Circle of gold

El círculo de las calabazas : historia de un huerto

Circus

Circus Fun

Cirque du freak : a living nightmare

Cirque du freak : allies of the night

Cirque du freak : hunters of the dusk

Cirque du freak : killers of the dawn

Cirque du freak : lord of the shadows

Cirque du freak : sons of destiny

Cirque du freak : the Lake of Souls

Cirque du freak : the Vampire Prince

Cirque du freak : the vampire's assistant

Cirque du freak : tunnels of blood

Cissie Palmer : putting wealth to work

Cities in the sand : the ancient civilizations of the Southwest

Citizenship

City chicken

City Fun

City hall

City hall

Civil engineer

The Civil Rights Movement

The Civil War

Clams, oysters, & scallops

Clamshell Boy : a Makah legend

Clara Barton

Clara Barton

Clara Barton : angel of the battlefield

Clarinets

The class election from the Black Lagoon

The class election from the Black Lagoon. #3

The class picture day from the Black Lagoon

The class picture day from the Black Lagoon. #22



The class trip from the Black Lagoon. #1

Classics to read aloud to your children

Classification

Claude Monet

Claude Monet

Claudia and the phantom phone calls

Clay modeling

Clementine

Cleopatra

Cleopatra

Cleopatra VII, daughter of the Nile

Cleversticks

Click, clack, moo : cows that type

Clifford and the big parade

Clifford and the grouchy neighbors.

Clifford and the Halloween parade

Clifford grows up

Clifford keeps cool

Clifford makes a friend

Clifford, the big red dog

Clifford the big red dog : show-and-tell surprise

Clifford the big red dog. The runaway rabbit

Clifford the big red dog. Tummy trouble

Clifford visits the hospital

Clifford y el día de acción de gracias

Clifford y el gran desfile

Clifford y la limpieza de primavera

Clifford y la tormenta

Clifford's best friend : a story about Emily Elizabeth

Clifford's birthday party

Clifford's happy Mother's Day

Clifford's kitten

Clifford's manners

Clifford's manners

Clifford's valentines

Climate change

Climate scientist

Climbing tree frogs

Clocks and more clocks.

Cloning and genetic engineering

Close call

Close your eyes

Closed for the season

Clothes

The cloud book

The cloud book : words and pictures

Cloud boy

Clouds

Cloudy with a chance of meatballs

Cloudy with a chance of meatballs

Clown around

Clownfish

Clownfish

El Club de las Baby-sitters. 1, Buena idea, Kristy!

The clue of the broken locket.



The clue of the linoleum lederhosen

The clumsy crocodile

Coach Hyatt is a riot!

Coal

Coal

The Coast Miwok

The cobweb Christmas

Cock-a-doodle-doo! : barnyard hullabaloo

Code it! programming and keyboards you can create yourself

Code Talker : a novel about the Navajo Marines of World War Two

Coffin on a case

The coin counting book

The Cold War

El coleccionista de palabras

Colin and the curly claw

Colin Powell

Collecting

The collector

Colonial crafts

Colonial life

Color me a rhyme : nature poems for young people

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado facts and symbols

De colores and other Latin-American folk songs for children

The colors of us

The Colosseum

Columbus Day

Columbus Day

The Comanche

The Comanche Indians

Combat rescue helicopters : the MH-53 Pave Lows

El combatiente

Come here, Tiger!

Come out and play

Come over to my house

Come play with me

Come sing, Jimmy Jo

Come! Sit! Speak!

Come with me : poems for a journey

Comet's nine lives

Comic & curious cats

Coming to know : writing to learn in the intermediate grades

Comma

Commonsense cataloging : a manual for the organization of books and other materials in school and small public libraries

Compare with bears

The complete history of our presidents

The complete story of the Three blind mice

The complete wilderness training book

The computer teacher from the Black Lagoon

Con mi hermano



Conchas de mar

Conductores de autobús

Conductors and insulators

El conejillo de Indias

El conejito andarín

El conejito Pedrin

El conejo fugitivo

Conflict resolution

Confucius : philosopher and teacher

Congress

Conjunctions

Connect it! circuits you can squish, bend, and twist

Connecticut

Connecticut

Connecticut

The Connecticut Colony

Connecticut facts and symbols

Conquering carbs

Conquista!

Conservation and natural resources

Consideration

Construct it! architecture you can build, break, and build again

Cook-a-doodle-doo!

The cookie fiasco

Cookie's week

Cool breads & biscuits : easy & fun comfort food

Cool cake mix cupcakes : fun & easy baking recipes for kids!

Cool Chinese and Japanese cooking : fun and tasty recipes for kids

Cool dips & drinks : easy & fun comfort food

Cool fabric projects : creative ways to upcycle your trash into treasure

Cool filled cupcakes : fun & easy baking recipes for kids!

Cool fun cupcakes : fun & easy baking recipes for kids!

Cool glass and ceramic projects : creative ways to upcycle your trash into treasure

Cool healthy muffins : fun & easy baking recipes for kids!

Cool Italian cooking : fun and tasty recipes for kids

Cool jobs for handy helpers : ways to make money doing home services

Cool jobs for kids who like kids : ways to make money working with children

Cool jobs for super sales kids : ways to make money selling stuff

Cool jobs for yard-working kids : ways to make money doing yard work

Cool jobs for young entertainers : ways to make money putting on an event

Cool jobs for young pet lovers : ways to make money caring for pets

Cool main dishes : easy & fun comfort food

Cool metal projects : creative ways to upcycle your trash into treasure

Cool Mexican cooking : fun and tasty recipes for kids

Cool Middle Eastern cooking : fun and tasty recipes for kids

Cool odds and ends projects : creative ways to upcycle your trash into treasure

Cool paper projects : creative ways to upcycle your trash into treasure

Cool plastic bottle and milk jug science

Cool plastic projects : creative ways to upcycle your trash into treasure

Cool salsa : bilingual poems on growing up Latino in the United States

Cool savory muffins : fun & easy baking recipes for kids!

Cool sides & salads : easy & fun comfort food

Cool soups & stews : easy & fun comfort food

Cool sweet muffins : fun & easy baking recipes for kids!

Cool treats & sweets : easy & fun comfort food



Cooperation

Coral

Coral reef

Coral reef explorer

Coral reefs

Coral reefs

Corales

Coraline

Coraline

Corazon Aquino

Corduroy

Coretta Scott King

Corn is maize : the gift of the Indians

A corner of the universe

Coronado : Francisco Vasquez de Coronado explores the Southwest

Corvette

Cosmic

Cosmo zooms

Costas arenosas

Cotton mill town

Cougars

Could be worse!

Count on Calico Cat

Count on your fingers African style

Countdown to kindergarten

Counting by 7s

Counting lions

Counting on Frank

The country bunny and the little gold shoes : as told to Jenifer

Country music

Courage

Courage

Courthouse

Courthouse

Cousins

The cow buzzed

The cow that got her wish

The cow who wouldn't come down

Cowardly Clyde

The cowboy ABC

Cowboy and his friend.

Cowboy small.

Cowboy up!

Cowboys

Cowboys

Cowboys

Cowboys of the wild West

Cowgirl Megan

Cows

Cows have calves

Coyote and the laughing butterflies

Coyotes

Crab

Crabby Gabby

Crabs



Crabs, shrimp & lobsters

Crafts for kids.

Crafts for kids who are wild about the wild

Crafts from your favorite nursery rhymes

Craftsmen and craftswomen

Cranberry Thanksgiving

Crawdad Creek

Crayfish

Crayola creators : Edwin Binney and C. Harold Smith

Crazy about colored pencils

A crazy day with cobras

Crazy hair day

Crazy Horse, 1842-1877

Crazy lady!

Creative lettering

Creatures from planet X!

Crecer en una granja

The Cree Tribe

The Creek

The creeping bookends

Creepy Carrots!

Creepy castle

Creepy crawlies.

Creepy pair of underwear!

Creepy riddles

Creepy urban legends

Creepy urban legends

Crenshaw

Creole

The cricket in Times Square

Cricketology

Crickwing

Crispin : at the edge of the world

Crispin : the cross of lead

Crónicas de una vida muy poco glamurosa

The crook who took the book

The crossover

The Crow and the Pitcher / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Terry Riley.

Crow Boy.

Cruise ship

Cruise ships

Crush hour

Crushing avalanches

Cry, heart, but never break

The Cryptid hunters

The crystal mountain

Crystals

Crystals

Cuando Jessie cruzo el oceano

Cuándo llegará la primavera?

Cuando los borregos no pueden dormir

Cuando no eres la reina de la fiesta precisamente

Cuando voy a escalar una montana

Cuando voy a explorar una caverna

Cuando voy a pasear al bosque



Cuando voy a pasear al mar

Cuatro letras se escaparon

Cuauhtémoc Blanco

Cuckoo : a Mexican folktale = Cucú : un cuento folclórico mexicano

Cuckoo song

El cucuy! : a bogeyman cuento in English and Spanish

Cuenta los insectos

Un cuento de enanos

El cuento de Ferdinando

El cuento de Nessa

Los cuentos del cerdito Oliver

Cuentos : tales from the Hispanic Southwest : based on stories originally collected by Juan B. Rael

Una cuidadora de perros con mala pata

Cuidadores del zoológico

La culebra verde

Cultivos de la granja

Curious George at the airport

Curious George at the ballet

Curious George at the laundromat

Curious George gets a medal

Curious George goes hiking

Curious George goes sledding

Curious George goes to a costume party

Curious George makes pancakes

Curious George plays baseball

Curious George rides a bike

Curious George takes a job.

Curious George visits a police station

Curious George walks the pets

The custodian from the black lagoon

Cy Young

The Cybil war

Cycling in action

Cyrus the unsinkable sea serpent

D is for Dahl : a gloriumptious A-Z guide to the world of Roald Dahl

Da Gama : Vasco da Gama sails around the Cape of Good Hope

Dad, Jackie, and me

Daddy is a doodlebug

Daily life in a covered wagon

Dairy products

Daisy and the egg

Daisy comes home

Daisy-head Mayzie

Daisy's favorite things

Dakota dugout

The Dakota Sioux

Dan and Dan

Dan O'Brien

Dance at Grandpa's : adapted from the Little House Books

Dance in the desert

A dance of friendship

Dancing Drum, A Cherokee Legend

Dancing in the moon : counting rhymes.

Dancing Miranda

Dancing teepees : poems of American Indian youth



Dandelion

A dandelion's life

Danger on the air

Daniel's mystery egg

Daniel's pet

Danny and the dinosaur

Danny, the champion of the world

Danny, the champion of the world

Danny the dog.

The dark at the top of the stairs

Dark day in the deep sea

The dark frigate : wherein is told the story of Philip Marsham who lived in the time of King Charles and was bred a sailor but came home to England af

The dark is rising

The dark secret

The dark-thirty : Southern tales of the supernatural

The dark-thirty : Southern tales of the supernatural

Darkness of dragons

Darwin's family tree

Dash

Dave and the tooth fairy

David Farragut

David gets in trouble

David goes to school

David McCheever's 29 dogs : Margaret Holt ; illustrated by Walter Lorraine.

David se mete en lios

Davy and his dog.

Davy Crockett

Dawn and the impossible three

Dawn's big move

Day and night

The day Eddie met the author

The day I had to play with my sister.

A Day in the desert

A day in the life of a dancer

A day in the life of a police officer

The day Jimmy's boa ate the wash

The day my dogs became guys

The day of Ahmed's secret

Day of the Bizarros!

Day of the Dead

Day of the Dragon King

Day of the night crawlers

The day that Henry cleaned his room

The day the babies crawled away

The day you begin

Daydreamers

A day's work

The dazzling book report

DC Comics Secret Hero Society. Detention of doom

DC Comics Secret Hero Society : Fort Solitude

DC Comics Secret Hero Society : study hall of justice

The dead bird

Dead end

Dead letter

The dead man in Indian Creek



The dead man in Indian Creek

The deadly dungeon

El Deafo

Dealing with dragons : the enchanted forest chronicles

Dear America: Like the willow tree : the Diary of Lydia Amelia Pierce

Dear Austin : letters from the Underground Railroad

Dear dragon goes to the carnival

Dear dragon goes to the firehouse

Dear dragon goes to the market

Dear dragon goes to the zoo

Dear dragon's day with father

DEAR DUMB DIARY: Can adults become human?

DEAR DUMB DIARY: The problem with here is that it's where I'm from :

Dear Mr. Blueberry

Dear Mr. Henshaw

Dear Mrs. Larue : letters from obedience school

Dear Napoleon, I know you're dead, but--

Dear Peter Rabbit

Dearly, nearly, insincerely : what is an adverb?

Death sentence

December

Deciduous forests

Deciduous forests

Deciduous forests

Deciduous forests

Deck the halls, we're off the walls!

The Declaration of Independence

The Declaration of Independence

The Declaration of Independence : foundation for America

Decomposers

Decomposers

The decoration of the California Missions.

Decorative painting

Deep and dark and dangerous

Deep and dark and dangerous

Deep in the forest

Deep oceans

Deer

Deer

Deinonychus

Deinonychus

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delfines

Delicious hullabaloo = Pachanga deliciosa

Dentist = El dentista

Dentro de la selva tropical

Derek Jeter

Desastre & total

Desastre & Total

Descubre mariposas

Desert animals.

Desert explorer

The desert is my mother = El desierto es mi madre



The desert mermaid = : La sirena del desierto

The deserted library mystery

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts and semideserts

Desiertos

Desiertos

Destination Australia

Destination--deep sea

Destination--polar regions

Destination : rain forest

The destruction of Pompeii, AD 79

Destruction zone

Detective secrets

Detenlo a ese gato!

Determination

Developing learning skills through children's literature : an idea book for K-5 classrooms and libraries

Development of the Mission Olive Industry and other South Bay stories.

The Dewey decimal system

DeWitt and Lila Wallace : charity for all

Dexter's journey

Un dia con Lulu

El Día de Acción de Gracias

El Día de la Independencia

El Día de los Caídos

El Dia de los Presidentes

El Dia de Martin Luther King, Jr

El dia de Miranda para bailar

Un dia de nieve

El día en que descubres quién eres

El dia mas feliz de Alicia

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 1

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 2

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 3

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 4

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 5

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 6, Zombie goes to camp

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 7, Zombie family reunion

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 8

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 9

Diary of a wimpy kid : cabin fever

Diary of a wimpy kid : dog days

Diary of a wimpy kid : double down

Diary of a wimpy kid : Greg Heffley's journal

Diary of a wimpy kid : hard luck

Diary of a wimpy kid : Rodrick rules

Diary of a wimpy kid : the getaway

Diary of a wimpy kid : the last straw

Diary of a wimpy kid : the long haul

Diary of a wimpy kid : the third wheel

Diary of a Wimpy Kid : The Ugly Truth

Diary of a wimpy kid : wrecking ball



Diary of an awesome friendly kid : Rowley Jefferson's journal

Diary of an early American boy, Noah Blake, 1805.

Días de perros

Dia's story cloth

Dibujar animales

Diccionario didactico de espanol elemental

Dictionary of 1000 rooms

Dictionary of California historic places

Didier Drogba

El diente de Franklin

Diez deditos = : Ten little fingers : & other play rhymes and action songs from Latin America

Diez, nueve, ocho

Different just like me

A different pond

Digby and Kate and the beautiful day

Diggers and cranes

Diggers & dumpers

Diggers & loaders

Digging for bird-dinosaurs : an expedition to Madagascar

The digital revolution

Dime por que es mojada la lluvia

Dime por que tienen alas los aviones

Din dan don, it's Christmas

Dinosailors

Dinosaur babies

Dinosaur bones

Dinosaur detectives

Dinosaur hunt : Texas, 115 million years ago

Dinosaur jokes

Dinosaurs

Dinosaurs.

Dinosaurs before dark

The dinosaur's new clothes : a retelling of the Hans Christian Andersen tale

The dinosaurs next door

The dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins : an illuminating history of Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins, artist and lecturer...

Dinosaurs : the good, the bad, and the ugly

Dioses y faraones de la mitologic Egipcia.

Diplodocus

Diplodocus

Directores

The dirt road

Dirty Larry

Disappearances

The disappearing floor

El Disco volador magico

Discover rocks & minerals

Discovering the California coast

Disney fairies. #2, Tinker Bell and the Wings of Rani

Disney Princess : Two hearts

Disney's 101 dalmatians

Dissolving

Divided we fall

Diwali

Dizzy Dean

DK.com kid's guide to the Internet



Do not squash the squash

Do penguins get frostbite? : questions and answers about polar animals

Do pigs have stripes?

Do we by, buy, or bye tickets?

Do you believe in unicorns?

The doctor

The doctor

Doctor Bird : three lookin' up tales from Jamaica

Doctor = El medico

Doctor Illuminatus

Doctors

Dodge Charger R/T

Does a kangaroo have a mother, too?

Dog

Dog and Cat make a splash

Dog breath : the horrible terrible trouble with Hally Tosis

A dog like Jack

Dog Man

Dog Man

Dog Man. A tale of two kitties

Dog Man. A tale of two kitties

Dog Man and Cat Kid

Dog Man and Cat Kid

Dog Man. Brawl of the wild

Dog Man : Brawl of the Wild Brawl of the wild

Dog Man : Dog Man and Cat Kid

Dog Man. Fetch-22

Dog Man. For whom the ball rolls

Dog Man. Grime and punishment

Dog Man. Lord of the fleas

Dog Man. Mothering heights

Dog Man unleashed

Dog Man : Unleashed

Dog wants to play

Dogger

The doghouse

The Dogon of West Africa

Dogs and cats

Dogsong

The doll graveyard

The doll in the garden : a ghost story

A dollar bill's journey

Dollars and sense : managing your money

Dolley Payne Todd Madison, 1768-1849

The dollhouse murders

Dolphin dreams

Dolphin : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Dolphins

Dolphins

Dolphins at daybreak

Dominic

Un don del mar

Donald Trump : 45o. presidente de los Estados Unidos de América

Donde dormiras Pequena Liebre?

Donde esta Paco?



Donde viven los monstruos

Don't fidget a feather

Don't forget the bacon!

Don't go!

Don't know much about the 50 states

Don't know much about the Pilgrims

Don't laugh, Joe

Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!

Don't need friends

Don't open the door after the sun goes down : tales of the real and unreal

Don't rock the boat

Don't whistle in school : the history of America's public schools

Donut go breaking my heart

Dooby dooby moo

The doorbell rang

Dora's backpack

Dork Diaries Tales from a not-so-dorky drama queen

Dork Diaries Tales from a NOT-SO- Fabulous Life

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-fabulous life

DORK DIARIES: Tales from a not-so-friendly frenemy

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-glam TV star

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-graceful ice princess

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-happily ever after

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-happy heartbreaker

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-perfect pet sitter

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-popular party girl

DORK DIARIES: Tales from a not-so-secret crush catastrophe

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-talented pop star

The Dorling Kindersley children's illustrated dictionary

Dorothy & Mikey

Dorothy Vaughan

Dorrie and the amazing magic elixir.

Dos conejos blancos

The dot

Double crossing

Double fake

Double fudge

The double life of Pocahontas

Double play at short

Dove Isabeau

Doves

Down on the farm

Down the road

Downhill Megan

Dr. Brad has gone mad!

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

Dr. Seuss

Dr. Seuss's ABC.

Dr. White

Dracula

Dragolin

Dragon

Dragon in the cupboard

The dragon nanny

Dragon of the red dawn



Dragon Pearl

Dragon rider

Dragonbreath

Dragonbreath : attack of the ninja frogs

Dragonbreath : curse of the were-wiener

Dragonbreath : knight-napped!

Dragonbreath : lair of the bat monster

Dragonbreath : nightmare of the iguana

Dragonbreath : no such thing as ghosts

Dragonbreath : revenge of the horned bunnies

Dragonbreath : the frozen menace

Dragonbreath : when fairies go bad

Dragones de Komodo

Dragones tacos 2 : la continiación

Dragones y tacos

The dragonet prophecy

Dragonflies

Dragonflies

Dragonfly's tale

The dragonling

Dragons

Dragons

The dragon's boy

Dragon's gate

Dragons love tacos

The dragon's robe

Drama

Draw, write, now : a drawing and handwriting course for kids!

Draw your own cartoons!

Drawing

Drawn together

Dreadful droughts

The dream collector

A dream come true

The dream jar

Dreamers

Dreaming fish

Dreams in the golden country : the diary of Zipporah Feldman, a Jewish immigrant girl

Dress-up

The drinking gourd : a story of the underground railroad

The drop in my drink : the story of water on our planet

DROPPING IN ON: Canada

DROPPING IN ON: Costa Rica

DROPPING IN ON: Egypt

DROPPING IN ON: India

DROPPING IN ON: Israel

DROPPING IN ON: Italy

DROPPING IN ON: Japan

DROPPING IN ON: Puerto Rico

DROPPING IN ON: Vietnam

Drums

Duck, duck, goose! : (a coyote's on the loose!)

Duck for president

Duck & Goose

Duck on a bike



Ducks

Ducks

Ducks

Ducks (Lightbox).

Ducktails

Dudes, the school is haunted!

Duke Ellington : the piano prince and his orchestra

Duke Snider

The Dumb Bunnies' Easter

Dump trucks

Dumpy La Rue

Dustin Grubbs : one-man show

Dusty

D.W., go to your room!

D.W. la quisquillosa

Dwarf planets

Dwarf planets

Dwayne Johnson

Dwight D. Eisenhower : our thirty-fourth president

D.W.'s library card

E. B. White

Each little bird that sings

Each peach pear plum

Eager

Eager

Eagles

An ear is not an ear

Early Christmas

Early city life

Early farm life

Early schools

Early settler children

Early stores and markets

Early travel

Earth

Earth

Earth

Earth

Earth and beyond

Earth Day

Earth Day

Earth Day from the Black Lagoon. #23

Earth friendly crafts for kids : 50 awesome things to make with recycled stuff

Earth science.

Earth : the blue planet

Earthmovers

Earthquake

Earthquake in the early morning

Earthquakes

Earthquakes

Earthquakes

Earth's layers

Earthworms

Earthworms : underground burrowers

Easter



Easter bunnies

The Easter bunny's secret

Easter monkeys? You're kidding : the story of the fabulous E.E.E. adventure

Eastern chipmunks

Eastern woodlands Indians

Easy as pie : a guessing game of sayings

Eat your peas, Louise!

Eating for good health

Eating the alphabet : fruits and vegetables from A to Z

Ebb and Flo and the new friend : by Jane Simmons.

Echoes for the eye : poems to celebrate patterns in nature

Eclipses

Ed & Fred Flea

Edgar Allan Poe

Edificios de la granja

Edith Bolling Galt Wilson, 1872-1961

The education of Ivy Blake

An Edward Lear alphabet

Edward unready for school

Edwin Hubble : American astronomer

Eels

The egg

Egg

Egg thoughts, and other Frances songs

Egypt

The Egypt game

The Egyptian Cinderella.

The Egyptian Cinderella

Egyptian farmers

The Egyptian science gazette : where the news is ancient history

The Egyptians

Eight animals on the town

El ejote

El arduo viaje

Eldest

Eleanor, Ellatony, Ellencake, and me

Eleanor Roosevelt : a friend to all

Eleanor Roosevelt : a life of discovery

Eleanor Roosevelt : primera dama estadounidense y defensora de la igualdad de derechos

Eleanor's enormous ears

Election day

Election day

Electrical engineer

Electricity

Electricity

Elefante y Cerdita : Debo Compartir Mi Helado?

Elefante y Cerdita : Esperar no es fácil!

Elefante y Cerdita : Estamos en un libro!

Elefante y Cerdita : Hoy volaré!

Elefante y Cerdita : Tienes un pájaro en la cabeza!

Elefante y Cerdita : Un tipo grande se llevó mi pelota!

Los elefantes

Elements

Elephant : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Elephant & Piggie book: A big guy took my ball!



Elephant & Piggie book: Are you ready to play outside?

Elephant & Piggie book: Can I play too?

Elephant & Piggie book: Elephants cannot dance!

Elephant & Piggie book: I am going!

Elephant & Piggie book: I am invited to a party!

Elephant & Piggie book: I broke my trunk!

Elephant & Piggie book: I love my new toy!

Elephant & Piggie book: I really like slop!

Elephant & Piggie book: I will surprise my friend!

Elephant & Piggie book: I will take a nap!

Elephant & Piggie book: I'm a frog!

Elephant & Piggie Book: Let's go for a drive!

Elephant & Piggie Book: My friend is sad

Elephant & Piggie Book: My new friend is so fun!

Elephant & Piggie Book: Pigs make me sneeze!

Elephant & Piggie Book: Should I share my ice cream?

Elephant & Piggie Book: The thank you book

Elephant & Piggie Book: There is a bird on your head!

Elephant & Piggie Book: Today I will fly!

Elephant & Piggie Book: Waiting is not easy!

Elephant & Piggie Book: Watch me throw the ball!

Elephant & Piggie Book: We are in a book!

Elephant & Piggie like reading!: It's shoe time!

Elephant & Piggie like reading!: The itchy book!

Elephants

Elephants

Elephants aloft

Eli

Eli Whitney

Eli Whitney, great inventor

Elizabeth

Ella

Ella Fitzgerald : cantante estadounidense de jazz

Ella Sarah gets dressed

Ellis Island

Ellis Island

Elmer.

Elmer and the lost teddy

Elves and fairies

The elves and the shoemaker

The elves and the shoemaker

The Emancipation Proclamation

The Emancipation Proclamation

Emeka's gift : an African counting story

Emeraldalicious

Emergency!

Emily Dickinson

Emily's blue period

Emily's fortune

Emma's pet

Emperadores, dioses y heroes de la mitologia Romana.

The emperor who forgot his birthday

The emperor's egg

The empty envelope

En 1492



En la escalera

En la playa

El Enano Saltarin : cuento de los Hermanos Grimm

The enchanted forest

The Enchantress returns

Enciclopedia juvenil de la naturaleza

Encore for Eleanor

Encyclopedia Brown and the case of Pablo's nose

Encyclopedia Brown and the case of the disgusting sneakers

Encyclopedia Brown and the case of the slippery salamander

The Encyclopedia of Elephants, Big Cats, Bears and Whales.

The encyclopedia of explorers and adventurers

The encyclopedia of US spacecraft

The end

Endangered animals

Ender's game

ENDLING: The Last

The enemy above

Enemy in the Fort

Energy

Energy

English-Tagalog dictionary

The enormous crocodile

Entrenadores

Epossumondas

Epossumondas saves the day

Érase una vez una princesa algo desafortunada

Ereth's birthday

Eric Carle's dragons dragons & other creatures that never were

The Erie Canal

Erik and the Christmas horse

Ernest L. Thayer's Casey at the bat : a ballad of the Republic sung in the year 1888

Ernie Banks

The eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980

Eruption! : the story of volcanoes

Es hora de jugar fútbol = It's time for the soccer game

A es para decir Americas

La escapada

Escape from future world!

Escape from the ice : Shackleton and the Endurance

Escape from the pop-up prison

Escape to California

Escape to Freedom: Brave Young Refugees

Escaping peril

Escarabajos

Esio Trot

Esperanza rising

Espinosaurio

Esponjas

The Esselen of California

La estación de los bomberos

El estanque de fuego

Estiracosaurio

Esto es el colmo!

Estrellas de mar y erizos



Estrellita se despide de su isla

Estuaries

Estuaries

Europe

Eva y Beba

Eva y Beba se ocupan de la canguro

Eva y Beba y el fantasma del banño de chicas

Eva y Beba y el récord de los dinosaurios

Eve of the Emperor penguin

Everest : reaching for the sky

Everett Anderson's friend

Everett Anderson's goodbye

Everlasting Nora

Every day's a holiday : amusing rhymes for happy times

Everybody bakes bread

Everybody says

Everybody wins!

Everyday angels

Everyone knows what a dragon looks like

Everything on a waffle

Everything to spend the night--from A to Z

Everywhere babies

Evolution.

The exact location of home

Exclamation point

Exercising for good health

Exotic Tropical Fish

Experiment with air

Experiment with water

Exploding gravy : poems to make you laugh

The explorations of Lewis and Clark

Explore the tundra

Explorers of the frontier

Exploring Mars

Exploring shapes

Exploring space

Exploring the library

Exploring the planets in our solar system

Exploring the Titanic

The explosive world of volcanoes with Max Axiom, super scientist

The exposed

El Expreso Polar

The extraordinary adventures of Alfred Kropp

Extraordinary African-Americans

Extraordinary Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders

Extremely weird frogs

The Eye Book

The eye in the graveyard

Eyeopeners! : how to choose and use children's books about real people, places, and things

The eyes of Gray Wolf

The eyes of the Amaryllis

Eyes of the dragon

Eyes that kiss in the corners

Fables

Fabula de la avispa ahogada



Fabulas : escritas e ilustradas por Arnold Lobel.

A fabulous creature

Fabulous frogs

Face painting

Face-to-face with the ladybug

Fairest

The fairground ghost

The fairy rebel. Illustrated by william Geldart.

Fairy tales from Hans Christian Andersen

The faithful friend

The faithful spy : Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the plot to kill Hitler

The Falcon's feathers : A to Z mysteries

Fall

Fall

Family, Familia

A family from Brazil

A family from China

A family from Germany

A Family from Germany.

A family from Guatemala

A family from Iraq

A family from Japan

A family from South Africa

A family from Vietnam

Family groups

Family groups

Family tree

Una famosa con poco estilo

Famous ghosts

Fanny's dream

Fantasmas

Fantastic Mr. Fox

Fantastic Mr. Fox

Farm animals

Farm buildings : life on the farm

Farm crops

Farm machinery

Farm tractors

Farmer boy

The farmer in the dell

The farmer in the dell : a singing game

Farmers

Farmer's garden : rhymes for two voices

Farmers market

Farmer's market rounding

Farms old and new

El fascinante mundo de ... las abejas

El fascinante mundo de ... las mariposas

El fascinante mundo de-- los murcielagos

El fascinante mundo de los osos

Fast-attack submarine : the Seawolf class

Fast draw Freddie

The Fast Facts Encyclopedia of Animals and Nature.

The Fast Facts Encyclopedia of Science and technology.

Fat, fat calico cat



Father Junipero Serra and the California missions

Favorite children's authors and illustrators

Feather fin

Feathered serpent, dark heart of sky : myths of Mexico

Feathers for lunch

Feathertop : based on the tale by Nathaniel Hawthorne

February

Feeding time

The feel good book

Felicity learns a lesson : a school story

Felicity saves the day : a summer story

Felicity's cook book : a peek at dining in the past with meals you can cook today

Felicity's new sister

Felicity's surprise : a Christmas story

Feliz cumpleanos, Lulu!

Feliz cumpleanos vivi!

The fences between us : the diary of Piper Davis

Ferdinand Magellan

Ferdinand Magellan : opening the door to world exploration

Fernando's gift = : El regalo de Fernando

Ferrari

Ferret

Ferret

Ferret in the bedroom, lizards in the fridge

The fiddler's son

The field day from the Black Lagoon

The field day from the Black Lagoon. #6

The field mouse and the dinosaur named Sue

The fierce yellow pumpkin

Fiesta!

Fiesta! : Bolivia.

Fiesta! : Brazil.

Fiesta! : Cambodia.

Fiesta! : Chile.

Fiesta! : China.

La fiesta de Arturo

Fiesta! : Egypt.

Fiesta! : England.

Fiesta! : Ethiopia.

Fiesta fiasco

Fiesta! : France.

Fiesta! : Germany.

Fiesta! : Guatemala.

Fiesta! : India.

Fiesta! : Ireland.

Fiesta! : Israel.

Fiesta! : Italy.

Fiesta! : Jamaica.

Fiesta! : Japan.

Fiesta! : Korea.

Fiesta! : Lebanon.

Fiesta! : Mexico.

Fiesta! : Nigeria.

Fiesta! : Pakistan.

Fiesta! : Peru.



Fiesta! : Poland.

Fiesta! : Puerto Rico.

Fiesta! : Russia.

Fiesta! : Spain.

Fiesta! : Sweden.

Fiesta! : Tibet.

Fiesta! : Turkey.

Fiesta! : Vietnam.

Fiestas : a year of Latin American songs of celebration

The fight for civil rights and a new freedom

Fighter planes

The fighting ground

A figure in hiding

Figure skating in action

Filipino Americans

Filipino children's favorite stories : fables, myths and fairy tales

Filipino friends

Filipinos in California

Film and photography

Finches

Find Demi's baby animals.

Find Demi's dinosaurs : an animal game book.

Finders keepers for Franklin

Finding Langston

Finding Mighty

Finding Serendipity

Fine feathered friends

A fine, fine school

Fine lines

The fine round cake

Finsterhall goes over the wall

Finsterhall of San Pasqual

Fire engine shapes

Fire engines

Fire fighters

Fire! Fire! said Mrs. McGuire

"Fire! fire!" Said Mrs. McGuire

Fire safety

The fire station

Fire truck

Fire trucks

The firefighter

The firefighter

Firefighter = El bombero

Firefighters A to Z

Firetalking

Firetrucks

The firework-maker's daughter

First 100 words in Spanish

First day, hooray!

First day in grapes

First day jitters

First dictionary

The first dog.

The first forest



First grade jitters

First math dictionary

The first rule of punk

First snow.

The first strawberries : a Cherokee story

The first Thanksgiving

The first two lives of Lukas-Kasha

First verses : finger rhymes, action rhymes, counting rhymes, chanting rhymes

Fish

Fish

Fish

Fish

Fish

Fish

Fish Boy

Fish eyes : a book you can count on

Fish is fish.

Fish that Hide

Fish & their babies

The fisherman and his wife

Fishing bears

Fishing day

Fit and fats

The five Chinese brothers

Five haunted houses

Five little ducks

The five senses

Five smooth stones : Hope's diary

Flag Day

Flag Day

The flag we love

Flags

The flame of peace : a tale of the Aztecs

Flamingoes

Flea's best friend

The flea's sneeze

Flecha al sol : un cuento de los indios pueblo

Un flechazo de lo más catastrófico

The fledgling

flicker flash.

The flickering torch mystery.

Flies can taste with their feet and other facts about senses

Flies : from flower flies to mosquitoes

Flight

Flight

Flip-flop girl

Floods

Floods

Floods

Florence Griffith Joyner

Florence Nightingale

Florence Nightingale : a photo-illustrated biography

Flores

Flores

Florida



Florida

Florida

Florida

Florida

Florida

Florida facts and symbols

Flossie & the fox

Flower gardens

Flowering plants

Flowers

Flowers

Fluffy and Baron

Fluffy's school bus adventure

Flurry of the snombies

The flute player = : La flautista

Flutes

A fly can fly

Fly-fishing

Fly Guy and the alienzz

Fly Guy and the Frankenfly

Fly Guy meets Fly Girl!

Fly Guy vs. the flyswatter!

Fly Guy's amazing tricks

Fly Guy's big family

Fly Guy's ninja Christmas

Fly high, fly guy!

Fly, Homer, fly.

The fly on the ceiling : a math myth

Flyer

Flying brown pelicans

The flying Chinese wonders

Flying dragon

The flying dragon room

Flying firefighters

Flying free

Flying solo

Flying squirrels

Focas y leones marinos

The Folk Keeper

Folk music

Follett quick reference guide Follett digital reader, Follett Shelf.

Follow the dream

Follow the drinking gourd

Follow the swallow

Follow the water from brook to ocean

Following Fake Man

Food

Food : a very first picture book

Food and Festivals : China

Food and Festivals : India

Food and Festivals : The Caribbean

Food and Festivals : West Africa

Food chains

Food chains and webs

Food & feasts in ancient Rome



Food fight!

The food pyramid

The food pyramid

Food, teeth, and eating

Foods and Festivals France: A flavor of France

Foolish rabbit's big mistake

The foot book

Football

Football for fun!

Football in action

Footprints in the sand

For Biddle's sake

The force oversleeps

Forces around us

Forces in action

Forecasting weather

Forest explorer

Forest fires

Forests

Forests

Forever Amber Brown

Forged by fire

Forgive me, I meant to do it : false apology poems

Forgiveness

Fortunately

The fortune-tellers

Forty fortunes : a tale of Iran

Fossil fuels

The fossil girl : Mary Anning's dinosaur discovery

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils

Found

Four famished foxes and Fosdyke

Four good friends.

Four good friends

Fourth of July fireworks

Fourth of July mice!

Fox

The Fox and the Crow / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Terry Riley.

The Fox and the Goat / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Elizabeth Sawyer.

Fox + Chick. The party and other stories

Fox eyes

Fox in socks

Fox is late

The fox steals home

Fox the tiger

Foxes

Fraction action

Fractions with fish

Framed

Framed

Framed in France



France ABCs : a book about the people and places of France

Francie

Francisco Coronado

Francisco Coronado

Francisco Pizarro

Francisco Pizarro : descubre la vida de un explorador

Frank and Ernest

Frank and Ernest : on the road!

Frank and Ernest play ball

Frank and Fiona build a fictional story

Frank was a monster who wanted to dance

Frankenstein

Frankenstein

Frankenstein

Franklin and Harriet

Franklin and the magic show

Franklin and the tooth fairy

Franklin D. Roosevelt : 32o. presidente de los Estados Unidos de América

Franklin D. Roosevelt : our thirty-second president

Franklin dice "te quiero"

Franklin en el museo

Franklin en la oscuridad

Franklin es un mandón

Franklin fibs

Franklin goes to school

Franklin helps out

Franklin is lost

Franklin juega al fútbol

Franklin miente

Franklin Pierce : our fourteenth president

Franklin plays the game

Franklin se pierde

Franklin tiene un mal día

Franklin va al hospital

Franklin wants a pet

Franklin y el regalo de Navidad

Franklin's birthday party

Franklin's blanket

Franklin's class trip

Franklin's family treasury

Franklin's school play

Franklin's Thanksgiving

Frazzle

Freak the mighty

Freaky Friday.

Freckle juice

Fred and the Monster

Freddy Adu

Freddy goes to Florida

Freddy Rincón

Frederic Chopin

Frederick.

Frederick.

Frederick Douglass

Frederick Douglass



Freedom river

Freedom roads : searching for the Underground Railroad

Freedom Summer

Freedom's fruit

Freedom's wings : Corey's Underground Railroad diary

Freight train

The French and Indian War

Fresh water

Fresh waters

Freshwater fishing

Friction

Frida Kahlo

Frida Maria : a story of the Old Southwest

Friday night headlights

Friday the 13th from the Black Lagoon

Friday the 13th from the Black Lagoon. #25

A friend for dear dragon

A friend for E.T

Friendliness

Friends

Friends for life

Friends forever, Snoopy

Friends from the other side = : Amigos del otro lado

The friends of Emily Culpepper

Friends : stories about new friends, old friends, and unexpectedly true friends

The friendship

Friendship

Friendship stories you can share.

Frindle

Frog.

Frog

Frog

Frog and toad all year

Frog goes to dinner

Frog in Winter

The frog prince, continued

Frog went a-courtin'

Froggy se viste

Froggy's first kiss

Frogs.

Frog's lunch

From Manila with love : a balikbayan story

From paper airplanes to outer space

From pictures to words : a book about making a book

From sea to shining sea : a treasury of American folklore and folk songs

From tadpole to frog

From tadpole to frog

From the bellybutton of the moon and other summer poems = Del Ombligo a la Luna y otros poemas de verano

From the mixed-up files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler

Front desk

Frozen fire : a tale of courage

Frozen noses

Fruits

Fruits

Fruits



Fruits

Fruits are fun

Frutas

Fudge-a-mania

The full belly bowl

Full steam ahead : the race to build a transcontinental railroad

Fun days

The funny baby

The funny baby

The funny ride

Fur magic

Fútbol

Fútbol americano : grandes momentos, récords, datos

Fútbol : grandes momentos, récords y datos

Future world : a beginner's guide to life on earth in the 21st century

Gabby

Gabriel, the happy ghost in Spain = Gabriel el fantasmita simpatico en Espa~na

The gadget war

Gail Devers

Galileo

La gallina paulina

Las gallinas no son las unicas

El gallo que no se callaba! = The rooster who would not be quiet!

Games

Games from long ago

Gansa Tonta

The garden of Abdul Gasazi

The gardener

Gardening

The gargoyle on the roof : poems

Garvey's choice

Gases

Gases

Gases

Gases around us

Gases, pressure, and wind : the science of the atmosphere

Gaston

Gastón

A gathering of days : a New England girl's journal, 1830-32 : a novel

Gathering the sun : an alphabet in Spanish and English

El gato con botas

El gato ensombrerado ha regresado

Los gatos black on Halloween

Los gatos black on Halloween

Geese find the missing piece : school time riddle rhymes

Gemstones

Gemstones

Gemstones

Generosity

Gentle giant octopus

Gentle giant octopus

Geography from A to Z : a picture glossary

George and Martha

George and Martha

George and Martha encore.



George and Martha rise and shine

George Bush : our forty-first president

George Lucas : cineasta y creador de Star Wars

George Lucas : creator of Star Wars

George W. Bush : our forty-third president

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington : 1er presidente de los Estados Unidos de América

George Washington Carver

George Washington Carver

George Washington Carver, plant doctor.

George Washington Carver : planting ideas

George Washington : our first president

George Washington's breakfast

George Washington's breakfast

George's Marvellous Medicine

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

The Georgia colony

Georgia facts and symbols

Georgia O'Keeffe

Georgia O'Keeffe

Georgie and the magician.

Georgie and the robbers

Gerald R. Ford : our thirty-eighth president

The germ busters

A germ's journey

Get dressed, Robbie : Vaistete, Robertito

Get the ball, Slim

Get well soon, Mallory!

Getting near to baby

Getting ready for space

Ghost

The ghost-eye tree

Ghost hunting

A ghost in the house

The ghost of Captain Briggs

The ghost of Crutchfield Hall

The ghost of Nicholas Greebe

Ghost of summer

Ghost town at sundown

Ghost Wings

Ghost writer

Ghosthunters and the Gruesome Invincible Lightning Ghost!

Ghosthunters and the Incredibly Revolting Ghost

Ghosts

Ghosts at sea

Ghosts I have been : a novel

Ghosts in cemeteries

Ghosts in hotels

Ghosts in mansions

Ghosts in the White House



Ghosts of the west coast : the lost souls of the Queen Mary and other real-life hauntings

Ghosts of the White House

Ghosts of war

Ghoulish ghost stories

Gianluigi Buffon

The giant hug

The giant jumperee

Giant machines

Giant octopuses

Giant panda : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

The giant postman

Gib rides home

A gift for Abuelita : celebrating the Day of the Dead

The gift of the pirate queen

The gift of the poinsettia = : El regalo de la flor de nochebuena

The gift of the sacred dog

The gift of the tree

The gift stone

El gigante del desierto : el mundo del saguaro

The Giggler treatment

The gila monster

Gila monsters meet you at the airport

Gilberto and the wind.

Gimnasia : grandes momentos, récords y datos

Gingerbread baby

The gingerbread man

A giraffe and a half

The giraffe and the pelly and me

Giraffe : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Giraffe problems

Giraffes

Giraffes

Giraffes can't dance

El girasol

The girl from Felony Bay

Girl in a cage

The girl in the locked room : a ghost story

A girl named Disaster

A girl named Helen Keller

The girl who chased away sorrow : the diary of Sarah Nita, a Navajo girl

The girl who lived with the bears

The girl who loved the wind

The girl who loved wild horses

The girl with a watering can

Girls and their horses : true tales from American girl.

Girls can, too! : A book of poems

Give a dog a bone

The giver

The giver

The giving tree

Glaciers

Glaciers

Gladiators

Glasses : who needs 'em?

The glorious flight : across the Channel with Louis Bleriot, July 25, 1909



Gloss, floss, and wash : DIY crafts and recipes for a fresh face and teeth

The gnats of Knotty Pine

The gnome from Nome

Go away, Spot.

Go, Go, Go! kids on the move

Go in and out the window : an illustrated songbook for young people

Go to sleep, Daisy

Go to sleep, Groundhog!

Go, Wendall, go!

Goats

Goats

Goggles.

Goin' someplace special

Going for the gold : the story of Black women in sports

Going solo

Going solo : the thrilling sequel to Boy

Going to the zoo

Going West

Gold

Gold

Gold fever

Gold Fever! Tales from the California Gold Rush.

Gold medal summer

Gold Rush : hands-on projects about mining the riches of California

The golden book of death

Golden eagle : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Golden Gate Bridge

Golden Gate Bridge

The Golden Goose

The golden goose

Golden retrievers

Golden retrievers

Goldie is mad

Goldilicious

Goldilocks and the three bears.

Goldilocks and the three bears

Goldilocks and the three bears

Golem

Golf for fun!

Golf in action

Goliath beetles

Goliath beetles

Good-bye, Charles Lindbergh : based on a true story

Good dog, Bonita

The good for nothing button

Good job, Little Bear!

Good manners at school

Good manners at school

Good manners during special occasions

Good manners during special occasions

Good manners in public

Good manners in public

Good manners on the phone

Good manners on the phone

Good manners with family



Good manners with family

Good mental health

Good morning, gorillas

A good night for ghosts

Good night, Good Knight

Good night, Gorilla

Good table manners

Good table manners

The good, the bad, and the goofy

The good, the bad and the very slimy

Goodnight, Andrew; goodnight, Craig

Goodnight, dear monster!

Goodnight moon

The goofy, goony guy

Goofy jokes & giggles

Gooney Bird Greene

Goosebumps : A night in Terror Tower

Goosebumps : Deep trouble

Goosebumps : Monster Blood

Goosebumps : Night of the living dummy

Goosebumps : One day at Horrorland

Goosebumps : Say cheese and die!

Goosebumps : The curse of the mummy's tomb

Goosebumps : The Haunted Mask

Goosebumps : The Horror at Camp Jellyjam

Goosebumps : The horror at Camp Jellyjam

Goosebumps : The Werewolf of Fever Swamp

The goose's gold

Gorila

Los gorilas

The gorilla did it

Gorilla : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Gorillas

Gorillas

Gorillas

Grace

Grace for president

Gracias, el pavo de thanksgiving

Gracias, Sr. Falker

Gracias, Tejon

Gracias, the Thanksgiving turkey

Grains

Grains are good

Grampa-Lop

El gran capoquero : un cuento de la selva amazonica

Grand Canyon : National Park

Grandad Bill's song

Grandfather and I

Grandfather Tang's story

Grandfather's journey

Grandma and me at the flea

Grandma Essie's covered wagon

Grandma Fina and her wonderful umbrellas = La abuelita Fina y sus sombrillas maravillosas

Grandmother and I

Grandmother's nursery rhymes = Las nanas de abuelita : lullabies, tongue twisters, and riddles from South America = canciones de cuna, trabalenguas y



Grandpa takes me to the moon

Grandpa Toad's secrets

Grandpa's face

Grandpa's teeth

Granjas de ayer y de hoy

The grapes of math

The graphic alphabet

Graphs with giraffes

Grasshopper on the road

Grasshoppers

Grasshoppers

Grasshoppers

Grasslands

Grasslands

Grasslands

Grasslands

La gravedad

The Graves family

Gravity

Gravity

Gravity

The great airport mystery.

The great American gold rush

The great ancestor hunt : the fun of finding out who you are

Great Basin Indians

The great bicycle race mystery

The Great Brain

The Great Bug Hunt

The Great Chicago Fire, 1871

Great day for up

The Great Depression

The Great Depression

The great Egyptian grave robbery

The great Gilly Hopkins

Great moments in World Cup history

Great national soccer teams

The great peace march

The Great Pyramid

The great quarterback switch

The great railroad race : the diary of Libby West

The great Redwall feast

Great seal

Great seal

The great smelling bee

Great Smoky mountains : National Park

The Great Wall of China

Great white sharks

Great white sharks

Great women of the Old West

The great world tour

the greedy man.

Greek myths for young children

The Greek news

The Greeks

Green Bear



The green book

Green eggs and ham.

Green eyes

The green iguana

A green kid's guide to composting

A green kid's guide to garden pest removal

A green kid's guide to organic fertilizers

A green kid's guide to preventing plant diseases

A green kid's guide to soil preparation

A green kid's guide to watering plants

Green says go.

Green willow

The greentail mouse.

Greg LeMond

The grey king

The grim grotto

A Grimm warning

Grizzly bear : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Grizzly bears

The grouchy ladybug

The grouchy Santa

Groundhog Day

Groundhog day

Groundhog Day from black lagoon. #29

Grover Cleveland : our twenty-second and twenty-fourth president

Growing ideas

Growing up

The growing up feet

Growing up on a farm

Grown sweet home. Volume 1

Grown sweet home. Volume 2

Grown sweet home. Volume 3

The gruffalo

Grump : the (fairly) true tale of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves

The grumpling

Grumpy Cat (and Pokey!)

The guard mouse

Guardaparques

Guess how much I love you

Guess who.

Guinea pig

Guinea pig

Guinea pigs

Guion Bluford : a space biography

The gullywasher

Gus and Grandpa and the two-wheeled bike

Gus Grissom : a space biography

Gus the bus

Gus was a gorgeous ghost

The gym teacher from the Black Lagoon

Gymnastics

Gymnastics for fun!

Gymnastics in action

Gypsy Rizka

H. A. Rey



Habitats

Habitats de agua dulce

Habitats of the world : Deserts

Habitats of the world : Forests

Habitats of the world : Freshwater habitats

Habitats of the world : Islands

Habitats of the world : Mountains

Habitats of the world : Polar regions

Habitats of the world : Rocky Shores

Habitats of the world : Sandy Shores

Habitats of the world : Tropical rainforests

Haikyu!! 44, The greatest opponent

Hail to the chief

Hailstones and halibut bones : adventures in color

Hairs = : Pelitos

Hairy Maclary and Zachary Quack

Hairy Maclary's bone

Hairy Maclary's rumpus at the vet

Hairy, scary, ordinary : what is an adjective?

Hakeem Olajuwon

Half-Moon investigations

Halfback attack

El hallazgo de Franklin

El hallazgo de Jamaica

The hallowed horse : a folktale from India

Halloween

Halloween

Halloween

Halloween

The Halloween hoax

Halloween jack-o'-lanterns

Halloween night

The Halloween parade

The Halloween party

The Halloween party from the Black Lagoon

Hally Tosis : el horrible problema de un perro

Hamlet : A Shakespeare Story

Hamlet and the enormous Chinese dragon kite

Hammerhead sharks

Hammerhead sharks

Hamsteres

Hamsters

Handbook for storytellers

A handful of stars

Hank the Cowdog and monkey business

Hank the Cowdog : it's a dog's life.

Hank the Cowdog, the garbage monster from outer space

Hannah and the seven dresses

Hannah of Fairfield

Hannah's journal : the story of an immigrant girl

Hansel y Gretel

Hanukkah

Happiness hacks : how to find energy & inspiration

Happy birthday, Addy! : a springtime story

Happy birthday, Anna, Sorpresa!



Happy birthday Bad Kitty

Happy birthday, dear dragon

Happy birthday, Felicity! : a springtime story

Happy birthday, Josefina! : a springtime story

Happy birthday, Kirsten! : a springtime story

Happy birthday, Kit! : a springtime story, 1934

Happy birthday, Molly! : a springtime story

Happy birthday, moon

Happy birthday, Samantha! : a springtime story

The happy funeral

Happy Hanukkah, dear dragon

The happy man and his dump truck

Happy Pig Day!

Happy to be nappy

Harbor me

Hard drive to short

The hare and the tortoise

The hare and the tortoise : a fable from Aesop

The Hare and the Tortoise / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Edward Mooney.

Harlem

Harlem : a poem

Harley Quinn at Super Hero High

Harmensz. van Rijn Rembrandt

Harold and the purple crayon

Harold's trip to the sky.

Harriet

Harriet and the garden

Harriet Ross Tubman

Harriet, the spy

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman : leading slaves to freedom

Harris and me : a summer remembered

Harry and the terrible whatzit

Harry Cat's pet puppy

Harry Houdini

Harry Houdini : ilusionista y mago famoso

Harry in trouble

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Harry Potter and the deathly hallows

Harry Potter and the deathly hallows

Harry Potter and the goblet of fire

Harry Potter and the goblet of fire

Harry Potter and the half-blood prince

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

Harry Potter and the prisoner of Azkaban

Harry Potter and the prisoner of Azkaban

Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone

Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone

Harry S. Truman

Harry S. Truman : our thirty-third president



Harry, the dirty dog

Harry the poisonous centipede

The harvest birds = Los pajaros de la cosecha

Harvesting hope : the story of Cesar Chavez

Has visto a mi patito?

The hat

Hatchet

Un hatillo de cerezas.

Hats!

Hattie and the wild waves : a story from Brooklyn

Hau kola = : hello friend

The haunted cabin mystery

Haunted castle on Hallows Eve

Haunted dolls

The haunted hotel

The Haunted house : a collection of original stories

Haunted kids

Haunted kids : true ghost stories

The haunted lighthouse

Haunted ships

Haunted teachers : true ghost stories.

Have you seen bugs? /$cJoanne Oppenheim ; illustrated by Ron Broda.

Have you seen my duckling?

Hawaii

Hawaii

Hay un oso en el cuarto oscuro

Head Lice.

The headless horseman

Heads up

Healthy hair

Healthy skin

Hearing

Hearing

The heart and the bottle

Heat waves

Heat waves

Heat waves and droughts

Heather at the barre

Heather, belle of the ball

Heather goes to Hollywood

Heather takes the reins

Hecho en Mexico

Heckedy Peg

Hedgehog

Hedgehog

Hedgehog howdedo

Hedgie's surprise

Hedy Lamarr

Heidi

Heidi

The Heinie Prize

Helen Cordero and the Storytellers of Cochiti Pueblo

Helen Keller

Helen Keller

Helicopters



Hello, doctor

Hello, fish : visiting the Coral Reef

Hello lighthouse

Hello universe

Help!

Help for dear dragon

Helping plants grow well

Henny Penny

Henny-Penny

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec

Henri Matisse

Henri Rousseau

Henrietta's Fourth of July

Henry and Beezus

Henry and Mudge and Annie's perfect pet : the twentieth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the forever sea : the sixth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the long weekend : the eleventh book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the sneaky crackers : the sixteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the snowman plan : the nineteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the wild goose chase : the twenty-third book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the wild wind : the twelfth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge get the cold shivers : the seventh book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge in the family trees : the fifteenth book of their adventures

Henry Ford

Henry hikes to Fitchburg

Henry Hudson

Henry Hudson

Henry Hudson

Henry Huggins

Henry & the Buccaneer Bunnies

Henry V : A Shakespeare Story

Henry y Mudge y el mejor dia del ano

Her right foot

Herbert Hoover : our thirty-first president

Herbivores

Herbivores

Hercules

Hercules

"Here I am!" said Smedley

Here lies the librarian

Here's to you, America!

Heritage Square : National City, California

Hermana aguila, hermano cielo : un mensaje del Jefe Seattle

La hermanita de Franklin

Hermit crabs

Hernan Cortes .

Hernan Cortes

Hernando de Soto

Hernando de Soto

Herod the Great

Heroes, gods & emperors from Roman mythology

Heroes of the Day

Hershel and the Hanukkah goblins

He's my brother

Hey, Al



Hey! get off our train

Hey kid, want to buy a bridge?

Hey you! C'mere! : a poetry slam

Hi, cat!

Hi, clouds

Hi! Fly Guy

Hiawatha

Hibernation

Hibernation

Hiccups for Elephant

Hidden figures : the untold true story of four African-American women who helped launch our nation into space

The hidden Harbor mystery.

The hidden kingdom

Hidden stories in plants : unusual and easy-to-tell stories from around the world, together with creative things to do while telling them

Hiding toads

Hieroglyphs

Hieroglyphs from A to Z : a rhyming book with ancient Egyptian stencil for kids

High hopes for Addy

The high king.

High mountains

High-tech house of the future

High tide in Hawaii

High tide, low tide

High time for heroes

High wire

The higher power of Lucky

El hijo del elefante

Hilda must be dancing

Hillary Clinton

Hillary Clinton : destacada política norteamericana

Hip-hop dancing

Los hipopotamos

The hippo boat

The hippo-NOT-amus

Hippopotamus : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Hippopotamuses

Hippopposites

Hippos

Hispanic holidays

Historia verdadera de una princesa.

Historic and famous cities

Historic ranchos of San Diego

Historic sites and monuments

Historical American landmarks : from the Old North Church to the Santa Fe Trail

History Detectives: The Aztecs

The history of counting

History of NASA : America's voyage to the stars

The history of the Internet

The history of the personal computer

The history of the ranchos.

Hitty : her first hundred years

Ho, ho, Benjamin, feliz navidad

The hobbit : or, There and back again

Hockey

Hockey for fun!



Hockey : grandes momentos, récords y datos

Hockey in action

The hockey mystery

Hog eye

Las hojas

Hojas

The hokey-pokey man

Hola, doctor

Hold fast

Holes

Holi

Holiday jokes

Hollow city

Hollywood

The Holocaust

Hombre Mosca y los extraterrestrezz

Hombre Perro

Hombre Perro. Historia de dos gatitos

Hombre Perro se desata

Hombre Perro y Supergatito

Home crafts

The home front in the North

The home front in the South

Home of the brave

Home safety

Homeplace

Homesick, my own story

Hondo & Fabian

Honesty

Honey

Honey bees

Honey Paw and Lightfoot

Honeybee

Honk!

Honoring our ancestors : stories and pictures by fourteen artists

Honus and me

Honus and me : a baseball card adventure

Honus Wagner

Hoofbeats of danger

Hookworms

Hooper Humperdink ... ? Not him!

Hooray! A pi~nata!

Hooray for Diffendoofer Day!

Hooray for Fly Guy!

Hooray for Snail!

Hoot

Hooway for Wodney Wat

Hop-skip-jump-a-roo zoo

Hop, skip, jump : a very first picture book

Hop, skip, run

Hope was here

The hoppameleon

La hora de acostarse de Francisca

Horace and Morris but mostly Dolores

Horace and Morris join the chorus (but what about Dolores?)



Horatio's birthday

The Hork-Bajir Chronicles

Hormigas

Horrible Harry and the dragon war

Horrible Harry and the holidaze

Horrible Harry and the triple revenge

Horrible Harry at Halloween

Horrible Harry goes to sea

Horrible Harry takes the cake

La horrible realidad

The horse and his boy

The horse : faster than the wind

Horseback riding for fun!

Horseback riding in action

Horses: A book about favorite colors

Horses have foals

Horton hatches the egg

Hospital

Hospital

The hostile hospital

Hot-air Henry

Hot cocoa hearts

Hot deserts

Hot Wheels developer : Elliot Handler

Hour of the Olympics

The house at Pooh Corner

A house called Awful End : book one of the Eddie Dickens trilogy

A house for Hermit Crab

A House for Little Red

A house is a house for me

A house is a house for me

The house of Dies Drear

House of Representatives

House of Representatives

The house of sixty fathers

The House of Wisdom

The house on East 88th Street

The house on the cliff

A house spider's life

The house that Lou built

The house with a clock in its walls

Houseboat mystery

Houses of hide and earth : native dwellings : plains Indians

How?

How about a hug?

How books are made

How do elections work?

How do humans depend on Earth?

How Do I Become A ...?: Chef

How Do I Become A ...? : Firefighter

How Do I Become A ...? : Police officer

How Do I Become A ...? : TV Reporter

How Do I Become A ... : Veterinarian

How Do I Become An ... EMS worker

How do laws get passed?



How do plants grow?

How do you feel?

How Droofus the dragon lost his head

How Groundhog's garden grew

How Many Ants?

How many fish?

How many, how many, how many

How much is a million?

How my parents learned to eat

How people worship

How the Grinch got so grinchy

How the Grinch stole Christmas

hOW THE gRINCH sTOLE cHRISTMAS.

How the ox star fell from heaven

How the rooster got his crown : a Chinese folktale

How the second grade got $8205.50 to visit the Statue of Liberty

How the stars fell into the sky : a Navajo legend

How the true facts started in Simpsonville, and other tales of the West

How things move

How to be an elephant : growing up in the African wild

How to catch a dragon

How to catch a leprechaun

How to catch a mermaid

How to catch a monster

How to catch a turkey

How to catch a unicorn

How to catch a yeti

How to draw terrifying robots

How to eat fried worms

How to make elephant bread

How to organize a children's library

How to say it when you don't know what to say : the right words for difficult times

How to steal a dog : a novel

How we crossed the West : the adventures of Lewis & Clark

How we see things

Howard B. Wigglebottom learns to listen

Howie Monroe and the doghouse of doom

Howler monkeys

Howliday Inn

The howling dog and other cases

Howling hurricanes

Hubble Space Telescope : exploring the Universe

Hubert's hair-raising adventure

Hucklebug

El hueso prodigioso

Huevos de pascua

Los huevos parlantes : cuento popular del sur de los Estados Unidos

Huevos verdes con jamón

Huevos Verdes Con Jamon

Huggly goes to school

Hugo Sánchez

Human body

Humbug

Humbug rabbit.

Hummingbird.



Humpback whales

Humpback whales

Humpback whales

Hunches in bunches

The hundred dresses

The hungry billy goat

Hungry hen

The hungry otter

The hungry thing

The hunter and the animals : a wordless picture book

Hunter's best friend at school

Hunting the white cow

Hurricane gold : a James Bond adventure

Hurricane Katrina, 2005

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Hurry Granny Annie

Hurry up, Molly = : Apúrate, Molly

Hush! : a Thai lullaby

Hush, little baby

The Hutchinson Treasury of children's literature

I am a cat

I am a star

I am a taxi

I am : I am a dancer

I am mad!

I am phoenix : poems for two voices

I am planet Earth

I am respectful

I am responsible

I am the artist!

I am the ice worm

I and you and don't forget who : what is a pronoun?

I call it sky

I can be an archaeologist

I can count to 100 ... can you?

I can do it all

I can draw animals

I can draw people

I can finger paint

I can go hiking

I can hear the sun : a modern myth

I can lick thirty tigers today! : and other stories

I can read with my eyes shut!

I can't believe I have to do this

"I can't take you anywhere!"

I, Doko : the tale of a basket

I dreamed I was a ballerina

I feel angry

I feel brave

I feel safe

I feel scared

I got it!

I had trouble in getting to Solla Sollew

I hate to go to bed



I hate to take a bath

I have a little dreidel

I have a sister--my sister is deaf

I have heard of a land

I, Houdini : the amazing story of an escape-artist hamster

I knew two who said moo : a counting and rhyming book

I know an old lady who swallowed a pie

I like acting grown up = Me gusta hacer como los mayores

I like computers : what can I be?

I like getting dirty = Me gusta ensuciarme

I like growing up = Me gusta ser mayor

I like hiding = Me gusta esconderme

I like me, I like you

I like mess

I like music : what can I be?

I like sports : what can I be?

I Like Things

I like to win!

I live in the city ABC

I lost my tooth!

I lost my tooth!

I love rocks

I love you : a rebus poem

I love you because you're you

I love you, dear dragon

I love you, mouse

I need you, dear dragon

I see a song.

I see the rhythm

I see, you saw

I speak English for my mom

I spy a circus

I spy Christmas : a book of picture riddles

I spy Fly Guy!

I survived: The attack of the grizzlies, 1967

I survived the attacks of September 11, 2001

I Survived : The Battle of Gettysburg, 1863

I Survived : The Hindenburg Disaster, 1937

I Survived : The Japanese Tsunami, 2011

I SURVIVED: The Nazi invasion, 1944

I Survived : The San Francisco earthquake, 1906

I Survived : The Shark Attacks of 1916

I survived the sinking of the Titanic, 1912

I survived the sinking of the Titanic, 1912

I thought I'd take my rat to school : poems for September to June

I took my frog to the library

I unpacked my grandmother's trunk : a picture book game

I walk with Vanessa : a story about a simple act of kindness

I wanna iguana

I want my hat back

I want to be

I want to be-- a chef

I want to be a docor.

I want to be an astronaut

I want to be an engineer



I was a second grade werewolf

I was a third grade science project

I went for a walk : a read-and-sing book

I went walking

I will never not ever eat a tomato

I wish I were a butterfly

I wouldn't be scared

Ice

Ice

Ice ages

Ice Bear and Little Fox

The ice-cream cone coot : and other rare birds.

Ice is-- whee!

Icy Antarctic waters

Ida B : --and her plans to maximize fun, avoid disaster, and (possibly) save the world

Idaho

If

If anything ever goes wrong at the zoo

If I could = : Si yo pudiera

If I ran the zoo

If the dinosaurs came back

If the earth were a few feet in diameter

If the shoe fits

If you are a hunter of fossils

If you had a nose like an elephant's trunk

If you hopped like a frog

If you made a million

If you were a kid aboard the Titanic

If you'll be my Valentine

Iggie's house

Igneous rocks

Iguana

Iguana

Iguanas

Iguanas

Iguanas in the snow and other winter poems = Iguanas en la nieve y otros poemas de invierno

Iguanodon

Iguanodon

Iktomi and the boulder : a Plains Indian story

Iktomi and the ducks : a plains Indian story

I'll always be your friend

I'll always love you

I'll be the horse if you'll play with me

I'll draw a meadow

I'll make you a card

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois facts and symbols

Illuminations

The illustrated dictionary of Greek and Roman mythology

The illustrated history of the world : from the big bang to the third millenium

I'm a caterpillar

I'm going on a bear hunt

I'm going to California = : Yo voy a California



I'm going to Texas = Yo voy a Tejas

I'm gonna like me : letting off a little self-esteem

I'm just no good at rhyming and other nonsense for mischievous kids and immature grown-ups

I'm my own dog

I'm nobody! Who are you? : The story of Emily Dickinson

I'm taking a trip on my train

I'm too big = : Soy demasiado grande

Imaginative inventions : the who, what, where, when, and why of roller skates, potato chips, marbles, and pie and more!

Imagine!

Imagine

Imagine you are a tiger

Immigrant children

Immigrants

The Immune System

The important book

Important people of the Revolutionary War

Impossible, possum

In 1776

In a dark, dark house

In a dark, dark room : and other scary stories

In daddy's arms I am tall : African Americans celebrating fathers

In-line skating

In-line skating

In my family / EN MI FAMILIA

In the beginning : creation stories from around the world

In the country

In the garden : word building with prefixes and suffixes

In the haunted house

In the kitchen : word building with prefixes and suffixes

In the rabbitgarden.

In the rain with Baby Duck

In the small, small pond

In the time of the drums

In the yard

In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson

The Incas

Los Incas

Inch by inch

Incident at Hawk's Hill

The incredible book eating boy

The incredible journey

The incredible journey of Lewis and Clark

The incredible present

Incredible snack package science

Independence Day

Independence Day

Independence Day

Independence Hall

Independence Hall

India ABCs : a book about the people and places of India

The Indian in the cupboard

The Indian Ocean

Indian picture writing

Indiana

Indiana



Indiana facts and symbols

Indiana Jones y Los gigantes de la torre de plata

The Indians and the California missions

The Indians of Mexico

Indians of the California mission frontier

Indians : the first Americans

The Indus Valley

Inkfoot

Inkheart

Inkspell

Insectlopedia : poems and paintings

Insects and crawly creatures

Inside out & back again

The inside-outside book of libraries

Inside the World Cup

The insightful world of Judy Blume

The insightful world of Judy Blume

Inspector Hopper

Inspector Hopper

El interesante mundo de las serpientes

Interjections

Into the land of the lost

The intrepid Canadian expedition

The Inuit

The Inuit

The invention of Hugo Cabret : a novel in words and pictures

Invertebrates.

The invisible island

The invisible man

Iowa

Iowa

Iowa

Ira sleeps over

Irena's children

Irene, la valiente

Iris and Walter

Iris and Walter. True friends

The Irish Cinderlad

Irish Red

The iron ring

Ironclad! : A true story of the Civil War

The Iroquois

The Iroquois Indians

Is a camel a mammal?

A is for America : an American alphabet

Is there really a human race?

Isaac Newton

Isla

La Isla

Isla de Leones : el guerrero cubano de las palabras

La isla fantastica = Fantastic Island : a Spanish/English puzzle story

The island at the end of everything

Island boy : story and pictures

An island in the sun

Island of the aunts



Island of the Blue Dolphins.

Islandborn

Islas

It came from beneath the bed!

It could always be worse : a Yiddish folk tale

It doesn't have to be this way : a barrio story

It goes eeeeeeeeeeeee!

It looked like spilt milk.

It rained on the desert today

Itchy, itchy chicken pox

It's a fiesta, Benjamin

It's about dogs : poems

It's all Greek to me

It's an orange aardvark!

It's Christmas, David!

It's circus time, dear dragon

It's fall, dear Dragon

It's great to skate! : an easy guide to in-line skating

It's Halloween, Dear Dragon

It's Halloween, I'm turning green!

It's mine

It's mine!

It's not easy being a bunny

It's not my fault I know everything

It's okay to be different

It's only Stanley

It's spring, dear Dragon

It's St. Patrick's Day, dear dragon

It's winter, dear Dragon

The itsy bitsy spider

Iva Dunnit and the big wind

J. K. Rowling

Jabutí the tortoise : a trickster tale from the Amazon

Jack and Rick

Jack and the beanstalk

Jack and the beanstalk

Jack and the giant : a story full of beans

Jack : the true story of Jack & the beanstalk

Jackalope

The jacket

Jacki Wadeson's beautiful braids, beads, and bows.

Jackie and me : a baseball card adventure

Jackie Joyner-Kersee

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson and the story of all-Black baseball

Jackie Robinson : baseball's great pioneer

Jackie Robinson : hero on the baseball field

Jackie Robinson : leyenda del béisbol

Jackson Pollock

Jacob have I loved

Jacob Lawrence

Jacob's rescue : a Holocaust story



Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis, 1929-1994

Jaguar

Jaguars

Jaguars

Jaguars

The jaguar's jewel

Jaja, jiji, cuac

Jake Drake, class clown

Jake Drake, teacher's pet

Jake Johnson : the story of a mule

Jamaica's find

Jambo means hello : Swahili alphabet book

James A. Garfield : our twentieth president

James and the giant peach

James and the red balloon and other Thomas the tank engine stories

James Buchanan : our fifteenth president

James Cook

James Earl Carter : our thirty-ninth president

James Madison : our fourth president

James Monroe : our fifth president

James Polk : our eleventh president

James Watt

Jamestown : hands-on projects about one of America's first communities

Jamie O'Rourke and the big potato : an Irish folktale

Jane Addams

Jane Addams : pioneer social worker

Jane Goodall

Jane Goodall

Jane Goodall : activista y erperta en chimpancés

Jane Goodall and the Wild Chimpanzees

Janet Hamm needs a date for the dance

January

The Japanese in California

The Japanese ninja surprise

The Japanese tsunami, 2011

Jason and the baseball bear.

Jays

Jazz dancing

The jazz man

J.C. Watts, Jr : character counts

Jed : the story of a Yankee soldier and a southern boy

Jedediah Smith : mountain man of the American West

Jefferson Memorial

Jefferson Memorial

Jellyfish

Jellyfish

Jellyfish

Jellyfish

Jellyfish

Jellyfish

Jennifer Lawrence

Jennifer Murdley's toad : a magic shop book

Jeremy Thatcher, dragon hatcher

Jeremy Thatcher, dragon hatcher : a magic shop book

Jess



Jesse Jackson

Jesse Jackson : I am somebody!

Jessica's x-ray

Jethro and Joel were a troll

Jim Abbott

Jim Bridger : frontiersman and mountain guide

Jim Eisenreich

Jim Ugly

Jimmie Foxx

Jimmy, the pickpocket of the palace

Jimmy's boa and the big splash birthday bash

Jimmy's boa and the bungee jump slam dunk

Jimmy's boa bounces back

Jingle Bear

Las jirafas

Joan of Arc

Jobs people do. A day in the life of a musician

Jody's beans

Joe Lion's big boots

Joe Montana, the comeback kid

Joey Pigza loses control

Joey Tigertail

Johannes Brahms

John Adams : our second president

John C. Fremont

John Cabot

John Cabot

John Charles Fremont : the pathfinder

John F. Kennedy : 35o. presidente de los Estados Unidos de América

John F. Kennedy : our thirty-fifth president

John F. Kennedy's inaugural address, delivered on January 20, 1961 : Proclamation by Lyndon B. Johnson

John Glenn : a space biography

John Henry

John Henry

John Muir

John Muir

John Muir

John Muir : naturalist and explorer

John Quincy Adams : our sixth president

John Steptoe

John Tyler : our tenth president

John Wesley Powell : soldier, scientist, and explorer

Johnny Appleseed

Johnny Appleseed

Johnny Appleseed : a tall tale

Johnny Appleseed : a tall tale

Johnny Crow's garden : a picture book

Joining the Boston Tea Party

The joke's on George

The jolly postman or other people's letters

Jorge el curioso

Jose Marti

Josefina learns a lesson : a school story

Josefina saves the day : a summer story

The Josefina story quilt



Josefina's cook book : a peek at dining in the past with meals you can cook today

Josefina's craft book : a look at crafts from the past with projects you can make today

Josefina's surprise : a Christmas story

Joseph : 1861-- a rumble of war

Joseph and his coat of many colors

Joseph had a little overcoat

Joshua's westward journal

Jouanah, a Hmong Cinderella

Jouanah, la Cenicienta Hmong

The journey

Journey home

A journey into a lake

A journey into a river

A journey into a wetland

A journey into an estuary

A journey into the ocean

The journey of little Charlie

Journey on a runaway train

Journey to America

A journey to the New World : the diary of Remember Patience Whipple : Mayflower /Plimoth Colony, 1620

Journey to Topaz : a story of the Japanese-American evacuation

Las joyas d la Castafiore

Joyful noise : poems for two voices

Joyful noise : poems for two voices

Juan fachas el lobo

Juan Pablo Ángel

Juan Ponce de Leon

Judge Rabbit and the tree spirit : a folktale from Cambodia

Judo

Judo

Judo

Judy Moody

Judy Moody

Judy Moody and the bad luck charm

Judy Moody and the bucket list

Judy Moody and the not bummer summer

Judy Moody : around the world in 8 1/2 days

Judy Moody : around the world in 8 1/2 days

Judy Moody : around the world in 8 1/2 days

Judy Moody declares independence

Judy Moody declares independence

Judy Moody gets famous!

Judy Moody gets famous!

Judy Moody, girl detective

Judy Moody goes to college

Judy Moody goes to college

Judy Moody, M.D. : the doctor is in!

Judy Moody, M.D. : the doctor is in!

Judy Moody, Mood Martian

Judy Moody predicts the future

Judy Moody predicts the future

Judy Moody saves the world!

Judy Moody saves the world!

Judy Moody saves the world!

Juegos



Juguetes

Julia Dent Grant, 1826-1902

Julián is a mermaid

Julie Krone

Julie Krone, fearless jockey

Julie of the wolves

Julius Caesar : A Shakespeare Story

July

Jumanji

Jumanji

Jump, frog, jump!

Jump jets : the AV-8B Harriers

Jumping the broom

June

Juneteenth Day

Jungle animals.

Junie B., first grader, aloha-ha-ha!

Junie B., first grader (at last!)

Junie B., first grader : boss of lunch

Junie B., first grader : dumb bunny

Junie B., first grader : one-man band

Junie B., first grader : shipwrecked

Junie B., first grader : toothless wonder

Junie B. Jones. Aloha-ha-ha!

Junie B. Jones and a little monkey business

Junie B. Jones and a little monkey business

Junie B. Jones and her big fat mouth

Junie B. Jones and some sneaky peeky spying

Junie B. Jones and that meanie Jim's birthday

Junie B. Jones and the mushy gushy valentime [i.e. valentine]

Junie B. Jones and the stupid smelly bus

Junie B. Jones and the yucky blucky fruitcake

Junie B. Jones. Boo-- and I mean it!

Junie B. Jones. Boss of lunch

Junie B. Jones. Cheater pants

Junie B. Jones. Dumb bunny

Junie B. Jones. First grader (at last!)

Junie B. Jones has a monster under her bed

Junie B. Jones has a peep in her pocket

Junie B. Jones is a beauty shop guy

Junie B. Jones is a graduation girl

Junie B. Jones is a party animal

Junie B. Jones is (almost) a flower girl

Junie B. Jones is Captain Field Day

Junie B. Jones is Captain Field Day

Junie B. Jones is not a crook

Junie B. Jones. Jingle bells, Batman smells! (P.S. so does May)

Junie B. Jones loves handsome Warren

Junie B. Jones. One-man band

Junie B. Jones poisson du jour

Junie B. Jones. Shipwrecked

Junie B. Jones smells something fishy

Junie B. Jones. Toothless wonder

Junie B. Jones. Turkeys we have loved and eaten (and other thankful stuff)

The junior book of authors



Junipero Serra

The junkyard dog

Júpiter

Jupiter

Jupiter

Jupiter : the largest planet

El juramento de lealtad

Just a dream

Just a little different

Just as long as we're together

Just like Daddy

Just like home / Como en mi tierra

Just like me : stories and self-portraits by fourteen artists

Just tell me when we're dead!

Just us women

Just you and me

Justice and fairness

Justin and the best biscuits in the world

Ka-ha-si and the loon

Kaká

Kalos beginner's handbook

Kane

Kangaroo : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Kangaroos

Kangaroos

Kangaroos and koalas : what they have in common

Kangaroos have joeys

Kansas

Kansas

Kansas

Kansas

Karate

Karate

Karate

Katana at Super Hero High

Katherine Johnson

Kathy Ross crafts letter shapes

Katie couldn't

Katy and the big snow

Katy and the big snow : story and pictures

Katy no-pocket

Kavik the wolf dog

Kavik the wolf dog

Kaya shows the way : a sister story, 1764

Kaya's escape : 1764, a survival story

Kaya's hero : 1764, a story of giving

Keep the lights burning, Abbie

Keeper of the doves

Keepers of the earth : native stories and environmental activities for children

Keeping healthy

Keeping warm and cool

Keisha leads the way

Keisha the fairy snow queen

Kelp forests

Kentucky



Kentucky

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kevin's grandma

Key battles of the Civil War

Key battles of World War I

Key battles of World War II

Key Lardo : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

A kick in the head : an everyday guide to poetic forms

The kid in the red jacket

The kid who named Pluto : and the stories of other extraordinary young people in science

The kid who ran for President

Kidnap kids

The kidnapped king

Kids' silliest jokes

Kids' silliest riddles

Kiko, el dragon desobediente : cuentos bilingues = Kiko, the disobedient dragon : bilingual stories

Killer app

Killer whale : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

King Lear : A Shakespeare Story

King Midas and the golden touch

King Midas and the golden touch

King of the kooties

King Tut's game board

King vultures

The Kingfisher illustrated animal encyclopedia

The king's secret : the legend of King Sejong

Kira-kira

Kirby manga mania. Volume 1

Kirby manga mania. Volume 2

Kirby manga mania. Volume 4

Kirsten learns a lesson : a school story

Kirsten on the trail

Kirsten saves the day : a summer story

Kirsten's cook book : a peek at dining in the past with meals you can cook today

Kirsten's craft book : a look at crafts from the past with projects you can make today

Kirsten's surprise : a Christmas story

Kit learns a lesson : a school story

Kit saves the day : a summer story, 1934

The kitchen.

The kite

The kite fighters

Kite flying

Kit's friendship fun.

Kit's surprise : a Christmas story

Kitten and the night watchman

A kitten called Moonlight

The kitten who thought he was a mouse

Kittens

Kittens

Kittens : a very first picture book

Kitten's First Full Moon

Kitty from the start

Kitty riddles

Klondike fever : the famous gold rush of 1898



Klondike fever : the famous gold rush of 1898

The knight and the dragon

The knight at dawn

Knights

Knight's castle

Knights of the kitchen table

Knights vs. dinosaurs

Knitting

Knock-knock jokes

Knots on a counting rope

Knots on a counting rope

A know-nothing Halloween

Koala : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Los koalas

Koalas

Kofi Kingston

Koi and the kola nuts : a tale from Liberia

The Korean Cinderella

The Korean Cinderella

Korean conflict

KOREAN CONFLICT.

Kristy's great idea

Krypto the superdog. The secret rocket

Kung fu

Kung Fu

Kung fu and tai chi

Kwanzaa

De la cabeza a los pies

De la oruga a la mariposa

Labor Day

Labor Day

"Ladies and gentlemen!"

Lady Bird Johnson : making our neighborhoods beautiful

Ladybugology

Ladybugs

Ladybugs

Ladybugs

A ladybug's life

Lafcadio : the lion who shot back

El lago de la luna : un relato

Lakes

Lakes

The land

The land

Land battles of the Revolutionary War

Land ho! : fifty glorious years in the age of exploration with 12 important explorers

The land I lost : adventures of a boy in Vietnam

The land of forgotten girls

The land of stories : an author's odyssey

Land of the lost teddies

Landon Donovan

Landslides

Landslides

Langston Hughes

The language of doves



El lapiz de abuela.

Lassie

Lassie and her friends.

Lassie-come-home

Lassie come-home : Eric Knight's original 1938 classic : in a new picture-book edition

Lasso Lou and Cowboy McCoy

The last 500 years

The last battle

The last cherry blossom

The last guardian

The last kids on Earth

The last kids on Earth and the zombie parade!

The last of the real great Whangdoodles.

The last Olympian

Latkes and applesauce : a Hanukkah story

Laugh-eteria : poems and drawings

Laughing crocodiles

Laughing tomatoes and other spring poems = Jitomates risuenos y otros poemas de primavera

Laura Bush

Laura Ingalls Wilder

Laura Ingalls Wilder

Laura Ingalls Wilder : a tribute to the young at heart

Laura Ingalls Wilder : author of the Little house books.

Laura Welch Bush, First Lady

Lawnmageddon. Volume 1

Lawnmageddon. Volume 2

The lazy dog.

Lazy lions, lucky lambs

Leadership

Leadership

Leaf-cutting ants

Leaf dance

Learn chess fast : the fun way to start smart and master the game

Learning about determination from the life of Gloria Estefan

Learning about dignity from the life of Martin Luther King, Jr

Learning about food chains and food webs with graphic organizers

Learning about forgiveness from the life of Nelson Mandela

Learning about justice from the life of Cesar Chavez

Learning about responsibility from the life of Colin Powell

Learning about the work ethic from the life of Cal Ripken, Jr

Learning about unicorns

Least things : poems about small natures

Leaves

Leaves fall down : learning about autumn leaves

Leaves in fall

Leaving for America

Las lechucitas

Lechuzas

Lee Trevino

Leeches

Leftover Lily

The legend of El Dorado : a Latin American tale

The legend of Freedom Hill

The legend of icebreaker

The legend of rock paper scissors



The legend of Sleepy Hollow.

The legend of Sleepy Hollow

Legend of Sleepy Hollow and other tales.

The legend of the bluebonnet : an old tale of Texas

Legend of the Ghost Dog

The legend of the persian carpet

The legend of the poinsettia

LEGO manufacturers : the Kristiansen family

Lego Ninjago, masters of Spinjitzu. #4, Tomb of the Fangpyre

The lemming condition

Lemurs

Lenny and Mel

Leo the late bloomer.

Leo the Lop

Leo the Lop (tail two)

Leola and the honeybears : an African-American retelling of Goldilocks and the three bears

Leonardo Da Vinci

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonardo da Vinci

Los leones

The leopard gecko

Leopard : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Los leopardos

Leopards

Leopards

Leprechaun in late winter

The leprechaun's gold

Let it shine : stories of Black women freedom fighters

Let me tell you about my baby.

Let the games begin!

Let there be light : poems and prayers for repairing the world

Let's celebrate Christmas

Let's celebrate earth day

Let's celebrate Halloween

Let's celebrate Presidents' Day

Let's celebrate St. Patrick's Day

Let's celebrate Thanksgiving

Let's draw a bear with squares = Vamos a dibujar un oso usando cuadrados

Let's draw a butterfly with circles = : Vamos a dibujar una mariposa usando círculos

Let's draw a fish with triangles = : Vamos a dibujar un pez usando triangulos

Let's draw a frog with ovals = : Vamos a dibujar una rana usando ovalos

Let's draw a horse with rectangles = Vamos a dibujar un caballo usando rectangulos

Let's draw a turtle with half circles = : Vamos a dibujar una tortuga usando medios circulos

Let's get ready for Earth Day

Let's get ready for Easter

Let's get ready for Halloween

Let's get ready for Hanukkah

Let's get ready for Independence Day

Let's get ready for Kwanzaa

Let's get ready for Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Let's get ready for Memorial Day

Let's get ready for Thanksgiving

Let's get ready for Valentine's Day

Let's go, dear dragon

Let's go home, Little Bear



Let's go traveling in Mexico

Let's have a play

Let's look at animal homes

Let's look at things that go

Let's make a cake

Let's make bread

Let's make rabbits : a fable

Let's play hopscotch

Let's pretend this never happened : by Jamie Kelly

Let's take a field trip to a tide pool

Let's take the bus

Letter carriers

A letter from Phoenix Farm

The letter, the witch, and the ring

A letter to Amy.

Lety out loud

Lewis and Clark and me : a dog's tale

The Lewis and Clark Expedition

Lewis Cardinal's first winter

La ley de Rodrick

La leyenda del Pincel Indio

Liar, liar, pants on fire

Libélulas

The Liberty Bell

Liberty's journey

The librarian

The librarian

Librarian = El bibliotecario

The librarian from the Black Lagoon

The librarian from the Black Lagoon

The librarian of Basra : a true story from Iraq

Librarians

Libraries

Library

Library

The library card

Library Lil

Library lion

The Library of Congress

Library of souls

El libro apestoso

El libro vivo de los supercamiones

Lice

The life and strange surprising adventures of Robinson Crusoe

The Life and times of the apple

Life as an Air Force fighter pilot

Life as an Army demolition expert

Life cycle of a bean

The life cycle of a bird

The life cycle of a butterfly

The Life Cycle of a Cat.

The Life Cycle of a Frog.

The life cycle of a frog

Life cycle of a frog

Life cycle of a kangaroo



The life cycle of a koala

The life cycle of a lion

Life cycle of a-- pumpkin

The life cycle of a sea turtle

Life cycle of a-- silkworm

Life cycle of a-- turtle

The life cycle of a whale

The life cycle of a wolf

Life Cycles.

Life cycles

The life cycles of plants

Life in a tide pool

Life inside the Coast Guard Academy

Life inside the Military Academy

Life on a submarine

Life on Mars

Life with the Navy Seals

Liftoff!

Light

Light and shadows

The light bulb

A light in the attic

A light in the storm : the Civil War diary of Amelia Martin

Light it! creations that glow, shine, and blink

The light on Hogback Hill

The lighthouse mystery

A lightning bolt is hotter than the sun and other facts about electricity

Lightning, hurricanes, and blizzards : the science of storms

Lights, camera, middle school!

Lilly's big day

Lilly's purple plastic purse

Lily and Miss Liberty

Lily's crossing

Lincoln Logs creator : John Lloyd Wright

Lincoln Memorial

Lincoln Memorial

The Lincoln Memorial

Lindbergh : the lone flier

Lindsey

Line up on the line

The lion and the little red bird

The lion and the mouse

The Lion and the Mouse / retold by Allan Tussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Andrew Geeson.

Lion dancer Ernie Wan's Chinese New Year

Lion : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

The lion, the witch and the wardrobe : a story for children

Lionel and his friends

Lionel in the summer

Lionel Messi

Lions

Lions at lunchtime

Lions at lunchtime

Liquids

Liquids

Listen to the desert = : Oye al desierto



Listen to the rain

Little airplane.

The little auto.

Little blue and little yellow : a story for Pippo and Ann and other children

Little Bunny Bobkin

Little cloud

The little cookie

The little cowboy and the big cowboy

Little dog, dreaming

The little engine that could

The little farm.

The little fir tree

The little fire engine.

Little Firefly

The little house

Little house in the big woods

Little house in the big woods

A little house of your own

Little house on the prairie

The little Indian pottery maker

The little league team from the Black Lagoon

The Little League team from the Black Lagoon. #10

Little lost fox cub, on the trail of Little Fox

Little Louie the baby bloomer

Little men : life at Plumfield with Jo's boys

Little mouse on the prairie

Little Oh

Little Pear, the story of a little Chinese boy

Little Pig and the big bad wolf

Little polar bear

The little prince

A little princess

Little Puff

The little red cat : who ran away and learned his A-B-C's (the hard way)

The little red hen

The little red hen

The little red hen

The little red hen : an old story

The Little Red Hen makes a pizza

The little red lighthouse and the great gray bridge

little red riding hood.

Little Red Riding Hood

Little Red Riding Hood

Little Red Riding Hood

Little Red Riding Hood : a newfangled prairie tale

Little Red Riding Hood = : Caperucita roja

The little riders

Little Roja Riding Hood

The little runaway

The little sail boat.

The little seven-colored horse

The little train

Little Whistle's Christmas

Little Wizard stories of Oz

Little Wolf, Big Wolf



Little Wolf's haunted hall for small horrors

Little women

The littlest dinosaurs

The littlest leaguer

Live again our mission past

Lively locators : locating books in the library

Liverwurst is missing

Lives of the athletes : thrills, spills (and what the neighbors thought)

Lives of the musicians : good times, bad times (and what the neighbors thought)

Lives of the presidents : fame, shame, and what the neighbors thought

Living by a river

Living in a desert

Living in a prairie

Living in a rain forest

Living in a temperate deciduous forest

Living in the taiga

Living in the tundra

Living on a mountain

Living with asthma

Living with diabetes

Living with Down syndrome

Living with epilepsy

Livingstone Mouse

The lizard and the sun : a folktale in English and Spanish

Lizzy's dizzy day

Llamaphones

Llévame a casa, osito polar!

Los lobos

Lobos grises

Lobsters

Lobsters, crabs and other crustaceans

Lola

Lollipop

Lon Po Po : a Red-Riding Hood story from China

The lonely scarecrow

The long, long letter

Long road to freedom

A long way from Chicago : a novel in stories

The long way home

The long way to a new land

The long way westward

The long winter

A look at Pluto and other dwarf planets

Look down low

Look How It Changes!

A look inside dinosaurs

Look out, it's April Fools' Day

Look out kindergarten, here I come!

Look what came from Africa

Look what came from Austria

Look what came from China

Look what came from Egypt

Look what came from France

Look what came from India

Look what came from Ireland



Look what came from Italy

Look what came from Japan

Look what came from Mexico

Look what came from Russia

Look what came from Spain

Look what came from Switzerland

Look what came from the Netherlands

Look what you can make with craft sticks

Look who's playing first base

Looking at rocks

Looking for Daniela : a romantic adventure

Looking into my body

Loop the loop

Loose threads

Loose tooth

The lorax

El Lórax

Lords of the sea : the Vikings explore the North Atlantic

Lose, team, lose!

Lost!

Lost

The lost and found

Lost and found

Lost and found

The lost colony

The lost heir

The lost house

Lost in New York

Lost in the blinded blizzard

Lost in the storm

The lost page

The Lost Track of Time

Lostman's River

Lotions, potions, and polish : DIY crafts and recipes for hands, nails, and feet

Lots of balloons

The lotus seed

Lou Gehrig

Louie

Louie's search

Louis Braille : bringer of hope to the blind

Louis Pasteur

Louis Pasteur

Louis Pasteur : leading the way to a healthier world

Louisa Catherine Johnson Adams, 1775-1852

Louise builds a boat

Louise builds a house

Louisiana

Louisiana

Louisiana facts and symbols

The Louisiana Purchase

Louisiana's way home

Lovable Lyle.

Love

Love is all around

The love mints



LOVE, SUGAR, MAGIC: A Dash of Trouble

Love that dog

Love you forever

Lowriders

Lowriders in space. Book 1

Lowriders to the center of the Earth

Loyalty

Lu

Lu & Clancy's secret languages

Lu & Clancy's spy stuff

Luba and the wren

The luckiest one of all

The lucky baseball bat

Lucky Chuck

Lucky leaf

The lucky lottery

The lucky stone

Lucy and the sea monster

Lucy and the sea monster to the rescue

Luis Munoz Marin

Luis Suárez

Luis W. Alvarez

The Luiseno of California

Luke : on the golden trail, 1849

Luke's way of looking

A luna moth's life

#3 Lunch Lady and the author visit vendetta

#5 Lunch Lady and the bake sale bandit

#1 Lunch lady and the cyborg substitute

#6 Lunch Lady and the field trip fiasco

#2 Lunch Lady and the League of Librarians

#7 Lunch Lady and the mutant mathletes

#8 Lunch lady and the picture day peril

#10 Lunch Lady and the schoolwide scuffle

#4 Lunch Lady and the summer camp shakedown

#9 Lunch Lady and the video game villain

Lupita's papalote

La luz del sol

Lyndon Baines Johnson : our thirty-sixth president

M. C. Higgins, the great.

M. C. Turtle and the hip hop hare : a nursery rap

M is for music

The Maasai of East Africa

Mabel the whale

Mabela the clever

Macaws

Macbeth : A Shakespeare Story

Machines at work : a very first picture book

Machines we use

Machinist

Mad about markers

Madam C. J. Walker

Madam C. J. Walker : pioneer businesswoman

Madeline

Madeline



Madeline and the bad hat

Madeline and the gypsies

Madeline and the gypsies.

Madeline in London

Madeline. Story and pictures by Ludwig Bemelmans.

Madeline's rescue

Madeline's rescue

Mae Jemison

Mae Jemison : a space biography

Maestros

Mag the magnificent

Magda's pinata magic

Magellan : Ferdinand Magellan and the first trip around the world

Maggie and the pirate

The Maggie B

The magic apple

The magic beans

Magic by the lake

Magic dogs of the volcanoes / Los perros magicos de los volcanes

The magic finger

The magic finger

The magic finger

The magic gourd

The magic kerchief

Magic monsters!

The Magic Nutcracker

The magic pot

Magic rings and other magical things

The magic school bus at the waterworks

The magic school bus explores the world of bugs

MAGIC TREE HOUSE : A Ghost Tale for Christmas Time

MAGIC TREE HOUSE : Dogs in the dead of night

MAGIC TREE HOUSE: Pirates Past Noon

MAGIC TREE HOUSE : Soccer on Sunday

Magic tricks

The magic weaver of rugs : a tale of the Navajo

Magic windows/Ventanas Magicas

The magical world of J.K. Rowling

The magical world of J.K. Rowling

The magician's nephew

Magnets

Magnets

Mailing May

Main battle tanks

Maine

Maine

Maine

Maisy goes camping

The Makah

Make cool gadgets for your room

MAKE IT WORK!: Ancient Egypt

MAKE IT WORK!: Old Japan

MAKE IT WORK!: Stone Age people

MAKE IT WORK!: The Roman empire

Make it yourself! bots & circuits



Make it yourself! collages & sculptures

Make it yourself! coloring & doodling

Make it yourself! comics & graphic novels

Make it yourself! from junk to jewelry

Make it yourself! paper pop-up art

Make way for ducklings

Make way for ducklings

Making a circuit

Making a difference in the world

Making bombs for Hitler

Making fractions

The making of Monkey King = El surgimiento del Rey Mono

Making origami birds step by step

Making the world

Mako sharks

Mala suerte

Malala Yousafzai

Malala Yousafzai : activista por la educación

Malayan sun bears

The Maldonado miracle.

The malted falcon : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Mama Provi and the pot of rice

Mammals

Mammals

Mammals

Mammals

Man out at first

The man who paints nature

The man who walked between the towers

Manatees

Los mandriles

Mandy

Maniac Magee : a novel

Manners at school

The mansion in the mist

Manta rays

Manta rays

Manuela's gift

Many moons

Map keys

A map of days

Map scales

Maps in history

Maquinaria de la granja

El mar

Marbles

Marc Brown

Marc Chagall

MARC::Field=HASH(0x3c2fa38).

March

March of the Vanderpants

The march on Washington

Marco Polo

Marco Polo : his notebook

Margret & H. A. Rey's Curious George at the baseball game



Margret & H. A. Rey's Curious George's dinosaur discovery

Marguerite, go wash your feet

Marguerite makes a book

Maria Molina and the Days of the Dead

Marian Anderson

Maria's comet

Marie Curie

Marie Curie

Marie Curie

Marie Curie : a photo-illustrated biography

Marina's muumuu

Mario Lemieux

La mariposa

Mariposa Monarca en la calle Aster

Mariposas

Mariposas del mar

La mariquita malhumorada

Mark and the molecule maker

Mark and the Molecule Maker 2

Mark Henry

Mark Twain and Huckleberry Finn

The Market Square dog

Mars

Mars

Mars

Mars

Mars needs moms!

Mars : the red planet

Marshmallow

Marte

Martha habla

Martial arts for fun!

Martial arts in action

Martin Luther King

Martin Luther King, Jr

Martin Luther King, Jr

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Martin Luther King, Jr

Martin Luther King, Jr

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King Jr. : líder de los derechos civiles

Martin Luther King Jr. : marching for equality

Martin Van Buren : our eighth president

Martin's big words : the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Marvelous math : a book of poems

The marvelous misadventures of Sebastian : grand extravaganza, including a performance by the entire cast of the Gallimaufry-Theatricus.

Marvin K. Mooney will you please go now!

Marvin Redpost: alone in his teacher's house

Marvin Redpost, class president

Mary Anne and the library mystery

Mary Cassatt

Mary Cassatt

Mary had a little ham



Mary had a little jam, and other silly rhymes

Mary Jackson

Mary McLeod Bethune

Mary on horseback : three mountain stories

Mary Poppins

Mary Poppins comes back.

Mary was a little lamb

Mary wore her red dress, and Henry wore his green sneakers

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

The Maryland Colony

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

The Massachusetts colony

Massachusetts facts and symbols

The master puppeteer

The master swordsman & the magic doorway : two legends from ancient China

Masters of music Mozart and classical music

Matematicas con plantas

Math at the store

Math curse

Math in the backyard

Math in the car

Math in the kitchen

Math in the neighborhood

Math matters!

Math on the playground

Matilda

Maudie's umbrella

Maui-Maui

Maurice Sendak

Max

Max and Molly and the mystery of the missing honey

Max cleans up

Max cleans up

Max Meow. #2, Donuts and danger

Maximilian & the bingo rematch : a Lucha libre sequel = Maximiliano y la revancha de lotería : la continuación de la lucha libre

Maximilian & the Lucha Libre Club : a bilingual Lucha Libre thriller

Maximilian & the mystery of the Guardian Angel : a bilingual lucha libre thriller

Max's chocolate chicken

Max's dragon shirt

Max's words

May

The Maya

The Maya

Maya Angelou

Maya Angelou

Maya civilization

Los Mayas

Los Mayas

Maya's children : the story of La Llorona

Maybe, a mole



The Mayflower

Mayflower 1620 : a new look at a pilgrim voyage

The Mayo brothers : doctors to the world

Mayors

McDuff and the baby

McDuff comes home

Me and my shadow : a book about light

Me gusta el invierno!

Me gustan los libros

Me llamo Maria Isabel

Me on the Map

Me quieres, mamá?

Me time : how to manage a busy life

A mealworm's life

The meanest doll in the world

The meanest thing to say

Measuring

Measuring sizes

Measuring weight and time

Meats & protein

Mechanical engineer

Médicos

Mediopollito = : Half-Chicken

Medusas

Meeow and the little chairs

Meet Addy : an American girl

Meet Felicity : an American girl

Meet Josefina, an American girl

Meet Kaya : an American girl, 1764

Meet Kirsten, an American girl

Meet Kit, an American girl

Meet Molly : an American girl

Meet My Pet: Bird

Meet My Pet : Dog

Meet My Pet: Fish

Meet My Pet: Frog

Meet Samantha, an American girl

Meet Spike

Meet the baboon

Meet the baboon

Meet the baker

Meet the cheetah

Meet the cheetah

Meet the construction worker

Meet the elephant

Meet the farmer

Meet the fireman

Meet the hyena

Meet the hyena

Meet the impala

Meet the impala

Meet the librarian

Meet the mayor

Meet the nurse

Meet the pilot



Meet the policeman

Meet the teacher

Meet the vet

Meet the warthog

Meet the warthog

Meet the zebra

Meet the zebra

Meet Tonka Joe

Meeting dolphins : my adventures in the sea

Mei-Mei loves the morning

Mejores enemigas para siempre

Melania Trump

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

The Menominee

The Merchant of Venice : A Shakespeare Story

Merci Suárez changes gears

Mercurio

Mercury

Mercury and Venus

Mercury : the iron planet

Merry Christmas, big hungry Bear!

Merry Christmas, dear dragon

Merry Christmas, dear dragon

Merry Christmas, space case

Merry Christmas, Strega Nona

Merry un-Christmas

The mess

Messy Bessey

Messy Bessey's closet

Messy Bessy's garden

Metamorphic rocks

Metamorphic rocks

Metamorphosis

Metamorphosis

Meteor!

Mexican Americans

The Mexican War : how the United States gained its western lands

Mexicans in California

Mexico

Mi mama es fantastica

Mi primera enciclopedia de animales

Mi primera enciclopedia del mundo

Mia

Mia Hamm

Mice and beans

Michael Faraday

Michael Jackson

Michael Landon

Michael Phelps

Michael Rosen's ABC

Michelangelo



Michelangelo Buonarroti

Michelangelo Buonarroti

Michelle Obama

Michelle Obama : ex primera dama y modelo a seguir

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan facts and symbols

Mick Harte was here

Mickey Mantle

Microbes

Microworlds : unlocking the secrets of atoms and molecules

The Middle Ages

The midnight farm

Midnight in Memphis

Midnight magic

Midnight on the moon

The midnight ride of Flat Revere

The midnight ride of Paul Revere

The midnight ride of Paul Revere

Midnight zone

A Midsummer Night's Dream : A Shakespeare Story

The Midwest

The Midwest

The mighty hunter

mighty mizzling mouse.

Migration

Migration

Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla

Miguel y su valiente caballero : el joven Cervantes sueña a Don Quijote

Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel

Mike's mystery

Mikhail Gorbachev

Miles and Miles of Reptiles.

Military

Military planes in action

Military tanks in action

Milk is magnificent

Millard Fillmore : our thirteenth president

The Miller Who Tried to Please Everyone / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; Illustrated by David Preston Smith.

The million dollar strike

Millions of cats

Millipedeology

Milton el madrugador

Milton Hershey : chocolate king, town builder

Milton the early riser

Mine

Minerals

Minerals

Ming Ling

Ming Lo moves the mountain

Minikin

A mink, a fink, a skating rink : what is a noun?

Minnesota



Minnesota

Minnesota

Minnesota facts and symbols

Minnie & Moo and the seven wonders of the world

The minstrel's melody

Minty : a story of young Harriet Tubman

Minuk : ashes in the pathway

Mira como salen las estrellas

Miracle at the plate

The miracle planet

Miracle's boys

The miraculous journey of Edward Tulane

Mirandy and Brother Wind

The miserable mill

Miss Bindergarten gets ready for kindergarten

Miss Bindergarten stays home from kindergarten

Miss communication

Miss Daisy is crazy!

Miss Hickory

Miss Lazar is bizarre!

Miss Mary is scary!

Miss Nelson is missing!

Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children

Miss Polly has a dolly

Miss Rumphius

Miss Small is off the wall!

Miss Smith's incredible storybook

Miss Spider's new car

Miss Spider's tea party

Miss Suki is kooky!

Missiles and rockets

The missing chums

Missing May : a novel.

The missing mummy

The missing piece

The missing piece meets the Big O

Mission : addition

Mission control

Mission Hindenburg

Mission La Purisima Concepcion

Mission Mumbai : a novel of sacred cows, snakes, and stolen toilets

Mission Nuestra Senora de la Soledad

Mission San Antonio de Padua

Mission San Buenaventura

Mission San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo

Mission San Diego de Alcala

Mission San Fernando, Rey de Espana

Mission San Francisco de Asis

Mission San Francisco de Asis

Mission San Francisco Solano

Mission San Gabriel Arcangel

Mission San Gabriel Arcangel

Mission San Jose

Mission San Juan Bautista

Mission San Juan Capistrano



Mission San Juan Capistrano

Mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa

Mission San Luis Rey de Francia

Mission San Luis Rey de Francia

Mission San Miguel Arcangel

Mission San Rafael Arcangel

Mission Santa Barbara

Mission Santa Barbara

Mission Santa Cruz

Mission Santa Cruz

Mission Santa Ines

The missions of California

Missions of the central coast

Missions of the inland valleys

Missions of the Los Angeles area

Missions of the Monterey Bay area

Missions of the San Francisco Bay Area

Missions of the Southern Coast

Mississippi

Mississippi

Missouri

Missouri

Missouri

Los misterios del senor Burdick

Mitchell is moving

The Miwok of California

The mixed-up chameleon

The M&M's brand chocolate candies counting book

Mockingbird

Moctezuma and the Aztecs

The Modoc of California and Oregon

Moja means one : Swahili counting book

The Mojave of California and Arizona

Mole and Shrew all year through

Mole and shrew are two

Moles and hedgehogs : what they have in common

Molly learns a lesson : a school story

Molly saves the day : a summer story

Molly takes flight

Molly y los peregrinos

Molly's cook book : a peek at dining in the past with meals you can cook today

Molly's craft book : a look at crafts from the past with projects you can make today

Molly's magic carpet

Molly's pilgrim

Molto's dream

Moluscos, crustaceos y otros animales acorazados

Momentos divertidos en el reino animal : los animales y sus amigos

Momentos hermosos en el reino animal : los animales y sus colores

Momentos tiernos en el reino animal : los animales y sus bebes

Momias

Mommy's briefcase

Momotaro.

A monarch butterfly's journey

Monday with a mad genius

La Moneda De Oro



Monet

Money

Money business : banks and banking

Money hungry

Money smarts

Monica Seles

Monitos, cuadritos y triangulitos

The monkey and the crocodile : a Jataka tale from India

Monkeys

Monkeys

The Mono of California

The monster gang

A monster is hiding : El monstruo escondido

Monster jokes

Monster math picnic

Monster museum

Monster night at Grandma's house

Monster riddles

Monster trucks

Monsters

Monsters!

Monsters and other mythical creatures

Monstruos de la profundidad

Montana

Montana

Montana

La monta~na

Montana

Montanas

El monton de hojas

The moon

The moon

Moon

Moon

Moon, have you met my mother? : the collected poems of Karla Kuskin

Moon rising

Moon rope : a Peruvian folktale = Un lazo a la luna : una leyenda Peruana

Moonbeams, dumplings & dragon boats : a treasury of Chinese holiday tales, activities & recipes

Moongame

Moonlight madness

Moonlight on the magic flute

Moonpowder

Moonsong lullaby

The moorchild

Moose

Moose

The moose : gentle giant

Moose : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Moose tales

Moosekitos : a moose family reunion

Mop top

The mopwater files

More classics to read aloud to your children

More scary stories to tell in the dark

More tales of Oliver Pig



More than, less than

Morgan and me

Morning Girl

Morning is a little child : poems.

Morning, noon, and night

Morocco

Morris's disappearing bag

Mosaics

Moses goes to a concert

Moses the kitten.

Moshi Moshi

Mosquitoes

Mosquitoes

Mosquitoes

Mosquitos

Mother Earth's counting book

The Mother Goose book

Mother, Mother, I want another

Mother Teresa

The mother's day mice

Mother's Mother's Day

Motion

Motion and forces

Motocross

Motos de nieve

The motto

The motto

Mount Rushmore

The Mount Rushmore calamity

Mountain biking

Mountain goats

Mountain goats

Mountain top mystery

Mountains

Mountains and highlands

The mouse and the motorcycle

The mouse bride : a Chinese folktale = Ang nobya ng daga : isang kuwentong-bayan mula sa tsina

A mouse called Wolf

Mouse count

Mouse makes words : a phonics reader

Mouse mess

Mouse practice

Mouse soup

The mouse that snored

Mouse's first day of school

A mouse's life

Move it! projects you can drive, fly, and roll

Move over, Twerp

The moves make the man : a novel

A movie in my pillow / Una pelicula en mi almohada

Moving and growing

Mr. Badger and Mrs. Fox. #1, The meeting

Mr. Badger and Mrs. Fox. #2, A hubbub

Mr. Badger and Mrs. Fox. #3, What a team!

Mr. Bear's new baby



Mr. Brown can moo! Can you?

Mr. Cool

Mr. Granite is from another planet!

Mr. Gumpy's motor car

Mr. Gumpy's outing.

Mr. Klutz is nuts!

Mr. Lincoln's way

Mr. Little's noisy 1 2 3

Mr. Louie is screwy!

Mr. Macky is wacky!

Mr. Maxwell's mouse

Mr. Putter and Tabby bake the cake

Mr. Putter and Tabby fly the plane

Mr. Putter and Tabby pick the pears

Mr. Putter and Tabby row the boat

Mr. Putter & Tabby feed the fish

Mr. Putter & Tabby paint the porch

Mr. Putter & Tabby write the book

Mr. Revere and I : being an account of certain episodes in the career of Paul Revere, Esq. as recently revealed by his horse, Scheherazade, later prid

Mr. Revere and I : being an account of certain episodes in the career of Paul Revere, Esq. as recently revealed by his horse, Scheherazade, later prid

Mr. Rover takes over

Mr. Sugar came to town = LA visita del señor Azucar

Mr. Sunny is funny!

Mr. Tanen's ties

Mr. Tony is full of baloney!

Mr. Tucket

Mr. Wiggle loves to read

Mr. Wiggle's book

Mr. Wiggle's library

Mrs. Biddlebox

Mrs. Chicken and the hungry crocodile

Mrs. Cole on an onion roll, and other school poems

Mrs. Dole is out of control!

Mrs. Jafee is daffy!

Mrs. Katz and Tush

Mrs. Lizzy is dizzy!

Mrs. Mack

Mrs. Morgan's lawn

Mrs. Patty is batty!

The Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle

Mrs. Spitzer's garden

Mrs. Yonkers is bonkers!

Ms. Coco is loco!

Ms. Frizzle's adventures in Egypt

Ms. Glee was waiting

Ms. Hannah is bananas!

Ms. Krup cracks me up!

Ms. LaGrange is strange!

Ms MacDonald has a class

Ms. Todd is odd!

Much Ado About Nothing : A Shakespeare Story

Much bigger than Martin

El muchacho el la gaveta

Mucky Moose

Mufaro's beautiful daughters.



Mufaro's beautiful daughters : an African tale

Muffler man

Muhammad Ali

Muhammad Ali, the greatest

Mumkin

Mummies in the morning

Mummies made in Egypt

Mummies of ancient Egypt

Mummies unwrapped!

The mummy

Mummy riddles

Mummy scares best

Muncha! Muncha! Muncha!

El mundo marino

Munia y la luna

Museum

Museum

Music, music for everyone

The music of dolphins

The music teacher from the Black Lagoon

Musica para todo el mundo!

The musicians of Bremen

Musicians of the sun

Musty-crusty animals 123

Musty-crusty animals ABC

My amazing body : a first look at health and fitness

My America : a poetry atlas of the United States

My apron : a story from my childhood

My Aunt Otilia's spirits = : Los espiritus de mi Tia Otilia

My aunt Otilia's spirits = : Los Espiritus de mi Tia Otilia

My best friend Bear

My book of inventions

My brain

My brother, Ant

My brother Sammy

My brother's keeper : Virginia's Civil War diary

My camp-out

My car

My diary from here to there

My dog, Cat

My ears

My eyes

My father is in the Navy

My father the dog

My father's dragon

My first book of proverbs = : Mi primer libro de dichos

My first Martin Luther King, Jr. book

My first Valentine's Day book

My first visual dictionary = Mi primer diccionario visual.

My friend Harry

My friend John

My friend rabbit

My friendly chicken, and me

My full moon is square

My goose Betsy



My grandma lived in Gooligulch

My grandmother's journey

My great-aunt Arizona

My heart is on the ground : the diary of Nannie Little Rose, a Sioux girl

My house

My house=mi casa : a book in two languages=un libro en dos lengus

My little book of cats

My little book of trains

My little pony : friendship is magic

My little pony : friendship is magic. Vol. 3

My little pony : friendship is magic. Vol. 4

My little pony : friendship is magic. Vol. 5

My little pony : friendship is magic. Vol. 6

My little pony : friendship is magic. Vol. 7

My little pony : friendship is magic. Vol. 8

My Little Pony pioneer : Bonnie Zacherle

MY LUCKY DAY.

My lungs

My Mexico / Mexico mio

My mother and I

My mother got married : and other disasters

My mother is mine

My mother is the most beautiful woman in the world : a Russian folktale

My mother sends her wisdom

My mother talks to trees

My mother's daughter : four Greek goddesses speak

My mysterious world

A my name is Alice

My name is Celia : the life of Celia Cruz

My name is Jorge : on both sides of the river : poems

My name is Maria Isabel

My name is not Friday

My new boy

My nose

My pants are haunted : by Jamie Kelly

My Pet: Hamsters & Gerbils

My Pet: Rabbit

My place

My prairie year : based on the diary of Elenore Plaisted

My red rowboat

My red umbrella

My river

My rows and piles of coins

My side of the mountain

My soccer mom from Mars

My teddy bear at play

My teddy bear on vacation

My two border towns

My very own room

My Weirder School: Ms. Beard is weird!

My world

My writing day

Mysteries of the deep

Mysterious encounters

The mysterious giant of Barletta : an Italian folktale



Mysterious people : a chapter book

The mysterious rays : Marie Curie's world

Mysterious signs

The mysterious tadpole

Mystery at Chilkoot Pass

mystery at club sandwich.

The mystery at the Crooked House

Mystery behind the wall

The mystery cruise

The mystery in the computer game

Mystery in the sand

The mystery of Cabin Island

The mystery of crop circles

The mystery of haunted houses

The mystery of life on other planets

The mystery of the abominable snowman

The mystery of the Bermuda Triangle

The mystery of the cupboard

The mystery of the cupboard

Mystery of the Dark Tower

The mystery of the empty safe

Mystery of the flying express.

The mystery of the hidden painting

The mystery of the midnight dog

The mystery of the mixed-up zoo

The mystery of the moaning cave

The mystery of the wild ponies

The mystery of UFOs

Mystery on Everest : a photobiography of George Mallory

Mystery on Skull Island

Mystery ranch

The mythical world of Rick Riordan

The mythical world of Rick Riordan

Myths and civilization of the ancient Egyptians

Myths and civilization of the ancient Greeks

Myths and civilization of the ancient Romans

Myths and civilization of the Native Americans

Myths of ancient Greece

Myths of ancient Rome

The name jar

Nana upstairs & Nana downstairs

Nana's hog

Nancy Kerrigan, courageous skater

The napping house

NASA

Nat Turner and the Virginia slave revolt

Nate by night

Nate el Grande al revés

Nate el Grande ataca de nuevo

Nate el grande infalible

Nate el Grande : invencible

Nate el grande sobre ruedas

Nate el Grande : único en su clase

Nate el grande vive a tope

Nate the Great and the phony clue



National City, pioneer town.

National Geographic world atlas for young explorers

National velvet

A Nation's Hope: The Story of Boxing Legend Joe Louis

The Native Americans : the indigenous people of North America

Natural gas

Natural gas

Nature! wild and wonderful

The Navajo

Los Navajo

The Navajo Nation

Naval warfare of the Revolutionary War

Naves espaciales

Navidad

Navidad en familia : Christmas in family

Navy ships in action

NBA all-time super scorers

The NBA finals

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska facts and symbols

Neighborhood sharks : hunting with the great whites of California's Farallon Islands

Neil and Nan build narrative nonfiction

Neil Armstrong

Neil Armstrong : astronauta y primer humano en caminar sobre la luna

Neil Armstrong : man on the moon

Neither

Nelson Mandela

Neptune

Neptune

Neptuno

Nerf genius : Reyn Guyer

Nevada

Nevada

Nevada

Never do anything, ever : by Jamie Kelly

Never underestimate your dumbness : by Jamie Kelly

A new brain for Igor

New cat

A new class

A new coat for Anna

The new girl-- and me

New Hampshire

New Hampshire

New Hampshire

The New Hampshire colony

New Hamsphire

A new home

New Jersey

New Jersey

New Jersey

The New Jersey colony

New kid

The new kid



The new kid from the Black Lagoon

New Mexico

New Mexico

New Mexico

The new read-aloud handbook

New socks

New Year's Day

New York

New York

New York

The New York Colony

New York facts and symbols

New York's bravest

The new you

Next spring an oriole

Neymar

Neymar : the new Pelé

The Nez Perce

Los Nez Perce

The Nez Perce tribe

Nick Huckleberry Beak's Awesome Juggling Tricks

Nick Huckleberry Beak's Magic Tricks

Nick joins in

Nicki

The night after Christmas

The night before Christmas

The night before christmas. Clement Clarke Moore; Illustrated by Tasha Tudor

Night city

The night diary

The night flyers

The night I followed the dog

The night of Las Posadas

Night of the new magicians

Night of the Ninjas

The night of the stars

Night of the twisters

Night of the werepoodle

Night of the zombie goldfish

The night swimmers

Night tree

Night witches : a novel of World War II

The nightingale

Nighty-Nightmare

Nighty-nightmare

Nim and the war effort

La nina y el delfin

Nine days to Christmas

Nine for California

Nine o'clock lullaby

Ninja

Ni~no Cuervo

El nino pastor

El niño que no creia en la primavera

Nintendo innovator : Hiroshi Yamauchi

The ninth nugget



No arm in left field

No, David!

No dragons for tea : fire safety for kids (and dragons)

No good in art

No jumping on the bed!

No more poems! : a book in verse that just gets worse

No new pants!

No se salta en la cama!

No such things

Noah's ark

Noah's ark

Nobody asked me if I wanted a baby sister

Nobody rides the unicorn

Nobody's child

Nobody's mother is in second grade

Nod's limbs

Noisy Nora

Noodleheads find something fishy

Noodleheads see the future

Norman the doorman.

North America

North America

North America

North American Indian sign language

North American wildlife.

North Carolina

North Carolina

North Carolina

The North Carolina Colony

North country night

North Dakota

North Dakota

North Dakota

The Northeast

The Northeast

Northern spotted owls

Northwest Coast Indians

Nory Ryan's song

Noses that plow and poke

Not I, not I

Not just a witch

Not now, Mrs. Wolf!

The not-so-jolly-Roger

Nothing at all

Nothing's fair in fifth grade

Nouns

Nouns

Nouns

November

Now one foot, now the other

Nuclear power

Nuclear submarines

Nueve dias para Navidad

La nuez magica.

Number the stars



Number the stars

Numbers

Numbers

Nurse sharks

Nurses

Las nutrias

Nutrition anyone?

The oak tree

Ocean explorer!

Ocean explorer

Ocean life

Ocean parade : a counting book

Ocean worlds

Oceans

Oceans

Oceans

Oceans

Oceans and beaches

Oceans, lakes, and rivers

Oceans, lakes, and rivers

October

October ogre

Octopus

An octopus followed me home

Octopuses

Octopuses

Octopuses, squid & cuttlefish

Odd Velvet

Of flowers and shadows

Off to school!

Off to school, Baby Duck

Office of the President

Office of the President

Officer Buckle and Gloria

Ogres and giants

The Ogs discover fire

The Ogs learn to float

The Ogs learn to fly

Oh!

Oh, a-hunting we will go

Oh, cats!

Oh my darling, porcupine : and other silly sing-a-long songs

Oh, no!

Oh no, it's Robert

Oh say can you say di-no-saur?

Oh, the places you'll go!

Oh what a noise!

Oh, what a Thanksgiving !

Ohio

Ohio

Ohio

Ohio

Ohio

Ohio facts and symbols

The Ohlone of California



Oil

Oil

Oink?

The Ojibwa

The Ojibwa Indians

The Ojibwe

Ojos

Okapis

Okay, so maybe I do have superpowers : by Jamie Kelly

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Old black fly

Old black fly

Old Crump : the true story of a trip West

Old MacDonald had a farm : words and music traditional

The old man who loved to sing

The old meadow

The old motel mystery

Old Thomas and the little fairy

Old-time toys

Old turtle

The old woman who loved to read

Old world monkeys

Old Yeller

Old Yeller

El olfato

Oliver and Albert, friends forever

Oliver and Amanda and the big snow

Oliver and Amanda's Halloween

Oliver Twist

Olive's ocean

Olivewood Gardens and Learning Center : Olivewood Elementary Recipe Book.

Olivia

Olivia

Olivia and Oscar build an opinion piece

Olivia forms a band

Olivia la reina del circo

Ollie

Ollie forgot

Ollie the Stomper

Olympians. [1], Zeus, king of the gods

Olympians. [2], Athena, grey-eyed goddess

Olympians. [3], Hera, the goddess and her glory

Olympians. [4], Hades, lord of the dead

Olympians. [5], Poseidon, Earth shaker

Olympians. 7, Ares : bringer of war

Olympians: Aphrodite, goddess of love 6, Aphrodite, goddess of love

Olympians: APOLLO 8, Apollo : the brilliant one

Olympians: Artemis: 9, Artemis : wild goddess of the hunt

Olympians: HEPHAISTOS, God of Fire 11, Hephaistos : god of fire

Olympians: HERMES 10, Hermes : tales of the trickster

Olympic National Park

Olympics

Oman



Omar on ice

Omnivores

Omnivores

On a building site

On a mission for her majesty

On beyond a million : an amazing math journey

On beyond bugs

On beyond zebra

On Christmas Eve

On Christmas Eve

On Halloween night

On Monday when it rained

On my honor

On the day you were born

On the farm

On the farm

On the move

On the way home : the diary of a trip from South Dakota to Mansfield, Missouri, in 1894.

On time : from seasons to split seconds

On to Oregon

Once a mouse : A fable cut in wood

Once there was a tree

Once upon a time

Once upon a time, the end : asleep in 60 seconds

Once we had a horse.

The one and only Ivan

One candle

One Christmas dawn

One fine day

One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish.

One frog too many

One giant leap : the story of Neil Armstrong

One hundred hungry ants

The one in the middle is the green kangaroo

One leaf rides the wind : counting in a Japanese garden

One lonely sea horse

One man show

One of each

One riddle, one answer

A one-room school

One Saturday afternoon

One small dog

One, two, three, jump!

The Oneida

Onion John

Only one

Only passing through : the story of Sojourner Truth

Ooey-gooey animals 123

Ooey-gooey animals ABC

Oonga boonga

The opal deception

Opening days : sports poems

Opera

Operation, dump the chump

Opuestos



Orange cheeks

The orange outlaw

Oranges

Orangutan : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Los orangutanes

Orangutans

Orangutans

Orangutans

Orcas

Orcas

Ord eats a pizza!

Oregon

Oregon

Oregon

Oregon

The Oregon Trail

The Oregon Trail

The Oregon Trail

La oreja rota

Orejas

Organisms

Organisms

Origami birds : easy & fun paper-folding projects

Origami dinosaurs : easy & fun paper-folding projects

Origami farm animals : easy & fun paper-folding projects

Origami insects : easy & fun paper-folding projects

Origami pets : easy & fun paper-folding projects

Origami zoo animals : easy & fun paper-folding projects

The original adventures of Hank the Cowdog

La oruga muy hambrienta

Orville & Wilbur Wright

Oscar's starry night

Osceola, 1804-1838

El osito polar

El osito polar y su nueva amiga

Los osos

Osos grizzly

Los osos pardos

Los osos polares

O'Sullivan stew : a tale cooked up in Ireland

Othello : A Shakespeare Story

The other side

The other side : how kids live in a California Latino neighborhood

The other side of the story : fairy tales with a twist

The other side : shorter poems

Others see us

Otis / Janie Bynum.

Otono

Otra broma de elmer

The Ottawa

Otters

Our 50 states : a family adventure across America

Our granny

Our Living Planet: Oceans

Our Living Planet: Weather



Our national holidays

Our national parks

Our new puppy

Our only May Amelia

Our people

Our strange new land : Elizabeth's Jamestown Colony diary

Our warming planet

Out and about

Out and about at the fire station

Out and about at the zoo

Out of the dust

Out! Out! Out!

Outer space

The outlaw

Outside over there

Over the river and through the wood

Oviraptor = Oviraptor

Owen

Owen Foote, money man

Owen Foote, soccer star

Owl

The owl and the pussycat

The owl and the pussycat

Owl moon

Owlbert

Owliver

Owls

Owls

The ozone layer

Pablo Picasso

Pablo recuerda : la fiesta del dia de los muertos

Pachycephalosaurus

Pacific Islands

The Pacific Ocean

Paddington bear

Paddington y su nueva habitacion

Padres of the California mission frontier

The pain and the great one

Painting sunsets with the angels

A pair of socks

El pajaro y su nido

A palm in my palm

Paloma y el secreto de la ciudad de las piramides

Paloma y el secreto de la ciudad de las piramides

Pamela Camel

Pan de Sal saves the day : a Filipino children's story

Pan y mermelada para Francisca

Pancakes for supper!

Panda bear, panda bear, what do you see?

The panda puzzle

Los pandas

Pandas

Pandas have cubs

Papa Francisco : líder religioso

Papa Small.



El papalote.

Papa's mark

El papel

The paper bag princess

The paper princess

PAPERBACKS.

The paperboy

Paperfolding

Papermaking

Papier m~aachae .

A parade of elephants

Parasites

Parasites

Parents in the pigpen, pigs in the tub

The Parker inheritance

Parrots

Parrots around the world

The Parthenon

Un partido de futbol

Party poopers

Un pasito ... y otro pasito

Pasquala of Santa Ynez Mission

Pass the bread!

A passion for proteins

Passover

Pastizales

Patas

The patchwork bike

The patchwork quilt

Paths : Jose Marti, Frida Kahlo, Cesar Chavez

Patience

Patina

Una patinadora sobre hielo algo torpe

Patrick's dinosaurs

Patriotism

Patriotism

Patterns

Patterns with pandas

Patty's pumpkin patch

Paul Azinger

Paul Bunyan

Paul Bunyan, a tall tale /Un cuento fantastico

Paul Cezanne

Paul Cezanne

Paul Gauguin

Paul Klee

Paul Revere's midnight ride

Paul Revere's ride

Paul Revere's ride

Pavo para la cena de Gracias? --No gracias!

The Pawnee Nation

Pax: una historia de paz y amistad

Pay attention, Carter Jones

Peacefulness

Peanut's emergency



Pearl Harbor

Pearl Harbor : December 7, 1941 : America's darkest day

Pearl Harbor is burning! : a story of World War II

Peces

Peces que se esconden

Peces tropicales exoticos

Peces y sus bebes

Pecos Bill

Pecos Bill : a tall tale.

Pedro Menendez de Aviles

Peeking prairie dogs

PeeWee's tale

Pegasus, the flying horse

Penguin

Penguin : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Penguin Pete and Little Tim

Penguin problems

Penguins

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania colony

Pennsylvania facts and symbols

Penny from heaven

The penultimate peril

People in fall

People in the rain forest

People in winter

People of California

The people of Cambodia

The people of Laos

The people of Thailand

The people of Vietnam

The people who hugged the trees : an environmental folk tale

Pepe and Papa

Pepita talks twice = Pepita habla dos veces

Peppe the lamplighter

Percussion instruments

Los Peregrinos De N.C. Wyeth.

Perez y martina : un cuento folklorico puertoriqueno.

The perfect nest

The perfect pet

The perfect pinata

The perfect Thanksgiving

Perfect, the pig

A perfect time for pandas

Period

Perloo the bold

The Persian Cinderella

The Persian Gulf War

Persnickity

Personal hygiene and good health

Una pesadilla un mi armario

La pesca de Nessa

Pet of the Met.



Pet show!

The pet vet

Pet your pet

Petal to the metal

Pete presents the presents

Pete Rose

Peter and the Starcatchers

Peter and the wolf

Peter Pan

Peter Pan

Peter Pan in scarlet

Peter, Peter, pizza-eater : and other silly rhymes

Peterrific

Peter's chair.

pete's big lunch.

Petey

Petey's bedtime story

Petook : an Easter story

Pet's revenge

El pez arco iris

El pez arco iriz y la ballena azul

The phantom in the mirror

The phantom tollbooth

Pharaohs and dynasties of ancient Egypt

Pharrell Williams

Phoebe and the prince

Phoebe the spy

Photography

Physical characteristics

Physical characteristics

Pianos

Picasso

The picnic

A picture book of Abraham Lincoln

A picture book of Anne Frank

A picture book of Benjamin Franklin

A picture book of Christopher Columbus

A picture book of George Washington

A picture book of Jesse Owens

A picture book of John F. Kennedy

A picture book of Martin Luther King, Jr

A picture book of Sitting Bull

A picture book of Thomas Jefferson

The picture life of Stevie Wonder

Picture-perfect Tommy

Pictures of Hollis Woods

Pie-Biter = : Comepasteles

Pie in the sky

Pie is for sharing

Piedras preciosas y joyas

Pieles

Pierre-Auguste Renoir

Pig Pig gets a job

The pigeon wants a puppy!

Pigeons



Piggie pie

Piggybook

Pigs

Pigs aplenty, pigs galore

Pigs at Christmas

Pigs have piglets

Pigs in the pantry : fun with math and cooking

Pigs on a blanket : fun with math and time

Pigsty

The Pilgrim Village mystery

A pill bug's life

Pilots

Pimpon

La pinata

The pinata maker=El pinatero

The pinballs

El pingüino Pedro

El pinguino Pedro y sus nuevos amigos

El pingüino Taky

Pink and Say

Pink y Say

Pinkalicious

Pinkerton, behave!

Pinocchio, the boy : or incognito in Collodi

Pintar con ceras

Pintar con las manos

Pintar personajes

Pioneers

Pioneers of the frontier

Los Pipistrelli. /Illustraciones de Josef Wilkon, traduccion del aleman: Marinella Terzi.

Pippi goes on board

Pip's magic

Piranhas

Pirate School

Pirates

Pirates don't change diapers

A place to grow

Plaidypus Lost

Plains Indians

Planet earth

Plant cycle

Plant life

Plant life cycles

Plants

Plants as food, fuel, and medicine

Plants feed on sunlight : and other facts about how things grow

Plants make their own food

Plants with seeds

Plateau Indians

Platero y yo = : Platero and I

Play ball

Play-doh pioneer : Joseph McVicker

Playing cupid

Playing with words

Please do not feed the weirdo



Please send a panda

Please try to remember the first of Octember!

Please, wind?

The Pledge of Allegiance

Pledge of Allegiance

Pledge of Allegiance

Plotting points and position

A plump and perky turkey

Pluto : the dwarf planet

The Plymouth Colony

A Plymouth partnership : Pilgrims and native Americans

Plymouth : surviving the first winter

Pocahontas

Pocahontas

Pocahontas, 1595-1617

Pocahontas and the strangers

A pocket for Corduroy : story and pictures

Podria ser un pez

Poetry for young people: Edward Lear

Poetry for Young People: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Poetry for Young People: Lewis Carroll

Poetry for Young People: Robert Browning

Poetry for young people: Robert Frost

Poetry for Young People: Rudyard Kipling

Poinsettia & her family

Poison pages

Pokémon adventures. Vol. 5

Pokémon adventures. Volume 6

Pokémon adventures. Volume eleven

Pokémon adventures. Volume four

Pokémon adventures. Volume one

Pokémon adventures. Volume seven

Pokémon adventures. Volume six

Pokémon adventures. Volume three

Pokémon adventures. Volume two

Polar bears

Polar bears

Polar bears

Polar bears

The Polar Express

Polar regions

Polar regions

The police officer

The police officer

Police officer = El policia

Police officers

Police station

Police station

Policeman Small.

Policías

Politeness

Pollita Chiquita

El pollo

El pollo de los domingos

Polluted air



Pollyanna

The Pomo

The Pomo Indians

The Pomo of California

Poniendo el cascabel al gato = : Belling the cat

Ponies of Mykillengi

The Pony Express

The Pony Express

Pony party!

Poodles

Pooh

Pooh's Easter egg hunt

Pop of the bumpy mummy

Poppy

Poppy and Rye

Poppyseed

Pop's bridge

Popular science : science year by year : discoveries and inventions from the last century that shape our lives.

Por que Noe eligio la paloma

Porch lies : tales of slicksters, tricksters, and other wily characters

The Porcupine mouse

Porsche 918 Spyder

Las posadas

Las Posadas : an Hispanic Christmas celebration

Potato pants!

Potbellied pig

Potbellied pig

Pouch!

Poultrygeist

The power of dreaming : featuring the story of Walt Disney

The Powerpuff Girls classics. Volume 1, Power party

The Powhatan people

Practice makes perfect for Rotten Ralph

Praderas

Prairie dog town

Prairie Evers

Prairie primer : A to Z

Prairie songs

Praying mantis

The precious gift, a Navaho Creation Myth

Precipitation

Precipitation

Predators in the rain forest

Prehistoric Pinkerton

Prehistoric times

Prepositions

Prepositions

A present for mother bear

President Donald Trump

President of the whole sixth grade

Presidents

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day



Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presiona aquí

Press here

Pressure play

Prevention and good health

Prickly and poisonous : the deadly defenses of nature's strangest animals and plants

Prietita and the ghost woman / Prietita y la llorona

Primavera

Prince Caspian : the return to Narnia

Prince Fly Guy

The prince of the pond : otherwise known as De Fawg Pin

La princesa and the pea

La Princesa de Negro

La princesa vestida con una bolsa de papel

Princess Academy

The princess and the pea

The Princess and the pit stop

The princess and the pizza

The Princess in Black

The Princess in Black and the hungry bunny horde

The Princess in Black and the mysterious playdate

The Princess in Black and the perfect princess party

The Princess in Black takes a vacation

Princess Smartypants

THE PRINCESS TALES: Princess Test

The princess & the Pea

Princesses and heroines

The principal from the Black Lagoon

Prisoner of war

Prisoners of war

Problem solving with pigs

Probuditi!

Producers

Producers

Projects & layouts

The promise quilt

Pronouns

Proper nouns

Properties of materials

Properties of matter

Proteins are powerful

Protists and fungi

Prudence

La prueba de hierro

Psssst! It's me---the Bogeyman

Pteranodon

Pteranodon

Pteranodon

Pteranodon

Pterodactyl

Pterodactyl

The puddle

The Pueblo

Pueblo boy : growing up in two worlds



The Pueblo Indians

Los pueblos

Pueblos del pasado

Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico

Puffins

Pugs

Pulpos, calamares y jibias

The pumpkin book

Pumpkin circle : the story of a garden

Pumpkin eye

Pumpkin harvest

Pumpkin heads!

Pumpkin moon

Un pu~nado de semillas

Punctuation takes a vacation

Punished!

Punk'd and skunked

Puppy finds a friend = : Cachorrito encuentra un amigo

Puppy Mudge finds a friend

Puppy Mudge has a snack

Puppy Mudge loves his blanket

Puppy Mudge takes a bath

Puppy Mudge wants to play

Puppy takes a Bath.

The Purple coat

The purple pussycat

Pursuit of excellence, the Olympic story

Puss in Boots

Puzzle Dungeon

Puzzle Farm

Puzzle holiday

Puzzle Island

Puzzle jungle

Puzzle Mountain

Puzzle ocean

Puzzle Planet

Puzzle School

Pyramid of the sun, pyramid of the moon

Pyramids of ancient Egypt

Quack and count

Quakes split the ground open

The quarreling book

Que bueno que haya insectos!

Lo que escuchas

Qué está arriba cuando tú estás abajo?

Que hay debajo de la cama?

Qué montón de tamales!

Lo que ves

Queen Isabella I

Querido Pedrin

Querido Salvatierra

Quest for the tower



Question mark

Quiâen soy? : adivinanzas animales

The quick quarterback

The quicksand book

The quicksand question

Quiero ser camionero

Quiero ser doctor

Quiero ser enfermero

Quiero ser maestro

Quiero ser policia

Quiero ser veterinario

A quiet place

Quillworker

Quotation marks

Quotations for kids

R is for radish

R. L. Stine

Rabbit and turtle go to school

Rabbit hill

The rabbit listened

Rabbits

Rabbits have bunnies

Raccoon tune

Racer

Rachel's journal : the story of a pioneer girl

Radar jammers : the EA-6B Prowlers

Radio

The radio

Radio Man = : Don Radio : a story in English and Spanish

Raggedy Ann and Andy and the haunted dollhouse

Ragweed

Raíces

Las raices

The railroad story of San Diego County.

Rain

Rain

The rain came down

Rain forest

Rain forest

Rain forest

Rain forest worlds

Rain forests

Rain forests : a nonfiction companion to Afternoon on the Amazon

The rainbow bridge : inspired by a Chumash tale

The rainbow fish = : Con ca bay mau

Rainbow Fish. Tattle tale

Rainbow fish : the dangerous deep

Rainbow Fish to the rescue!

Rainbow Joe and me

The rainbow tulip

Raindrops

A raindrop's journey

Rainforest creatures

Rainforest explorer

Raising dragons



Raising Sweetness

The Rajah's rice : A Mathematical folktale from India

Ralph S. Mouse

Ramadan

Ramona and her father

Ramona's world

La rana

La rana de bosque

Las ranas

The Random House book of fairy tales

The Random House book of humor for children

The Random House book of poetry for children

The Random House book of sports stories

Randy Moss

Randy Orton

Randy's dandy lions

Ranitas.

Rap a tap tap : here's Bojangles- think of that!

Raphael Sanzio

Rapunzel

Rascal

Rats on the page

Raven : a trickster tale from the Pacific Northwest

The Ravenmaster's secret : escape from the Tower of London

Ray Kroc, mayor of McDonaldland

Raymie Nightingale

Raz-Ma-Taz

Read a rhyme, write a rhyme

The reading challenge from the Black Lagoon. #30

Reading is only the tiger's tail : a language arts program

The real boy

Real friends

The real thief

Rebound

The Recess Queen

Rechenka's eggs

Recogedores de basura

Recycling

Red : a crayon's story

The red-eared ghosts

Red flower goes west

Red is a dragon : a book of colors

Red leaf, yellow leaf

Red light, green light

Red Rhino

The red rose box

Red scarf girl : a memoir of the Cultural Revolution

Red : the true story of Red Riding Hood

Regalos

Regarding the fountain : a tale, in letters, of Liars and Leaks

Regards to the man in the moon

Regiones polares

Regiones polares

Una reina del drama con muchos humos

Reina Elizabeth II : La monarca con el reinado más largo de la historia



The relatives came

El reloj de mi barrio

The remarkable egg

Rembrandt

Rembrandt : a biography

Un renacuajo

The Renaissance

Replay : a new book

The reptile room

Reptiles

Reptiles

Reptiles

Los reptiles

Resource conservation

Resource conservation

Respect

Respect

Responsibility

Responsibility

Retail salesperson

The return of the buffaloes : a Plains Indian story about famine and renewal of the earth

The return of the Indian

Return of the ninja

Return to Howliday Inn

Revolution

Revolutionary War

The Revolutionary War home front

Revolutionary War soldiers

A reward for Josefina

Rey Mysterio

Rhinos

Rhinos for lunch and elephants for supper! : a Maasai tale

Rhinos who skateboard

Rhinos who snowboard

Rhinos who surf

Rhode Island

Rhode Island

Rhode Island

The Rhode Island Colony

Rhubarb

Rhyme schemer

Rhymoceros

Rhythm road : poems to move to

Ribbit!

Ribbons

Richard III : A Shakespeare Story

Richard M. Nixon : our thirty-seventh president

Richard Scarry

Richard Wright and the library card

Rick and Rachel build a research report

Rick is sick

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the Jurassic jackrabbits from Jupiter

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the mecha-monkeys from Mars

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the mutant mosquitoes from Mercury



Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the naughty nightcrawlers from Neptune

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the stupid stinkbugs from Saturn

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the unpleasant penguins from Pluto

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the uranium unicorns from Uranus

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the video vultures from Venus

The riddle of Penncroft Farm

Riddle of the prairie bride

Ride, Fly Guy, ride!

Rimas 3 : Vacalin, vacalon ...

Rimas 6 : Las horas ...

Rimas 7 : Arriba y abajo por los callejones ...

A ring of endless light

The Ring of Truth : an original Irish tale

Los rinocerontes

Rip Van Winkle, and The legend of Sleepy Hollow

The rise of modern China

Rise of the balloon goons

Rise of the undead redhead

The rising tide

The river

River discoveries

River explorer

A river ran wild : an environmental history

Rivers, lakes, and oceans

Rivers, lakes, streams, and ponds

Rivka's first Thanksgiving

The road to inconceivable

Road trip with Max and his mom

Roald Dahl

Roar

Roberto Clemente

Roberto : the insect architect

Robins

Robin's home

Robot-bot-bot

Robot salvaje

Robotify it! robots you can make yourself

Rock climbing

The rock cycle

The rock cycle

Rocket report : a trivia book

Rocks

Rocks and minerals

Rocks and soils

Rocky Mountain : National Park

Rogers Hornsby

Roget's student thesaurus.

Roll of thunder, hear my cry

Roll of thunder, hear my cry

Roller girl

Roller hockey

Rolypolyology

The Roman news

The Romans

Romeo and Juliet : A Shakespeare Story



Una rompecorazones no muy afortunada

Ronald Reagan : our fortieth president

Ronaldinho Gaúcho

Ronaldo

Rooftop astronomer : a story about Maria Mitchell

Room one : a mystery or two

Rooster's off to see the world

The root cellar

Rootabaga stories

Roots

Ropa

Rosa Parks

Rosa Parks

Rosa Parks

Rosa Parks : activista por la igualdad

Rosa Raposa

Rosalyn Sussman Yalow

A Rose for Pinkerton

The rose rose in the garden

Rose's journal : the story of a girl in the Great Depression

Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur

Rotten Ralph helps out

Rotten School : Shake, rattle, & hurl!

The rottenest angel

Rottweilers

The rough-face girl

Round Robin

Round trip

Row, row, row your boat

Roxaboxen

Roxie and the hooligans

A royal Valentine

Rubber duck

Ruby Holler

Ruby in her own time

Ruby the copycat

Rudi's pond

Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer

Rumble in the jungle

Rumble of the coaster ghost

Rumbling running backs

Rump : the true story of Rumpelstiltskin

Rumpelstiltskin

Rumpelstiltskin

Run, jump, whiz, splash

The runamuck dog show

The runaway bunny

The runaway orange

The runaway pumpkin

The runaway racehorse

Runaway Ralph

The runaway tortilla

Runny Babbit : a billy sook

Rushmore

The Russian Revolution



Rutherford B. Hayes : our nineteenth president

Una sabelotodo no tan lista

Sacagawea

Sacajawea : her true story

Sachiko means happiness

The sad story of the little bluebird and the hungry cat

Sadako and the thousand paper cranes

Safari guide! : scouting for wildlife in Africa

Safety during emergencies

Sailing with the wind

Sailors, merchants, and muleteers of the California mission frontier

Saint George and the dragon : a golden legend

Saint Patrick's Day

Sal & Gabi break the universe

Sal y entra

A salamander's life

Salamanders : secret, silent lives

Sally Ride

Sally Ride : a space biography

Salmonella

Salsa

La saltinadora gigante

Sam and Dave Dig a Hole

Sam and the lucky money

Sam, Bangs, and moonshine

Sam, Bangs, and moonshine

Sam Houston : a leader for Texas

Sam Johnson and the blue ribbon quilt

Sam Samurai

Sam y el dinero de la suerte

Samantha learns a lesson : a school story

Samantha saves the day : a summer story

Samantha saves the day : a summer story

Samantha's cookbook : a peek at dining in the past with meals you can cook today

Samantha's craft book : a look at crafts from the past with projects you can make today

Samantha's friendship fun

Samantha's surprise : a Christmas story

Samantha's winter party

Sammy and the dinosaurs

Samuel F. B. Morse, artist-inventor

Samurai

San Diego, California

The San Diego story,1769-1963.

San Diego Zoo

Sand

Sand and snow.

Sand sharks

Sandry's book

The Santa Fe Trail

Santa's hat

Santa's moose

Santino Marella

El sapo distraido

El sapo que no quería comer

Sassy Gracie



Satellites

Satellites

Saturday night at the dinosaur stomp

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

Saturno

Save me a seat

Save the orangutan

Save the panda

Save the polar bear

Save the tiger

Saving Shiloh

Saving Sweetness

Saving Winslow : a novel

Saxophones

Say "Hi!" up high

Say hola to Spanish

Say it again

Scar Island

The scarecrow walks at midnight

Scarecrows

Scared stiff

Scarface Claw

Scary folktales

Scary stories to tell in the dark

Scat, cats!

The Scholastic encyclopedia of the presidents and their times

School

School

The school bus driver from the Black Lagoon

The school carnival from the Black Lagoon. #7

School daze : report to the principal's office

The school nurse from the Black Lagoon

The school play from the Black Lagoon

School safety

The school skeleton

School smarts

The school story

Schooled

Schoolhouse mystery

Schools of fish / Schools of fish /.

The schoolyard mystery

The science fair from the Black Lagoon

The science fair from the Black Lagoon. #4

The science of primates

Science verse

Scooby-Doo and aliens, too!

Scooby-Doo! and the Frankenstein monster

Scooby-Doo! and the runaway robot

Scooby-Doo! and the spooky strikeout

Scooby-doo! Valentine's Day dognapping

Scorpions

Scorpions

Scorpions : the sneaky stingers



The scrambled states of America

Scuba divers & their underwater friends

Se venden gorras

Se venden gorras : la historia de un vendedor ambulante, unos monos y sus travesuras

Sea anemones

Sea creatures.

Sea critters

Sea horses

Sea lions

Sea lions

The sea of lost books

The sea of monsters

Sea otters

Sea turtles

Sea turtles

Sea turtles

Sea turtles

Seafloor

Seal : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Seals

Seals

Seals

The seals on the bus

Seals & sea lions : Text by Stanley L. Swartz ; Photography by Robert Yin.

The search for delicious

The search for delicious

Searching for dragons

Seashells

The season of Styx Malone

Season of the sandstorms

Seasons

The seasons sewn : a year in patchwork

The seasons : spring, summer, autumn, winter

Sebastian : a book about Bach

The secret garden

The secret garden

The secret grave

The secret knowledge of grown-ups

The secret knowledge of grown-ups : the second file

The secret life of toys

Secret lives of snakes

The secret of platform 13

The secret of the attic

The secret of the caves.

The secret of the Indian

The secret of the Indian

The secret of the old clock

The secret of the old mill

Secret place

The secret river

The Secret Santa from the Black Lagoon. #28

The secret school

The secret science project that almost ate the school

The secret shortcut

Secret weapon



The Secret World of Ants

The Secret World of Crabs

The Secret World of Spiders

The Secret World of Whales

The Secret World of Wolves, wild dogs, and foxes

El secreto del unicornio

El secreto en la caja de fosforos

The SECRETS OF DROON: The Golden Wasp

Secrets on 26th Street

Sector 7

Sedimentary rocks

Sedimentary rocks

See you in second grade

Seeds

Seeds, bees, and pollen

Seeing the circle

SELD Art of getting along - Grades 1-2 Early advanced/advanced

SELD Art of getting along - Grades 5-6 Intermediate

SELD Art of getting along - Kindergarten 1-2 Beginning/early intermediate

SELD Ecology: Our environment - Grades 1-2 Beginning/early intermediate

SELD Ecology: Our environment - Grades 1-2 Beginning/early intermediate

SELD Ecology: Our environment - Grades 5-6 Early advanced/advanced

SELD How's the weather? - Grades 3-4 Early advanced/advanced

SELD How's the weather? - Grades kindergarten Beginning/early intermediate

SELD Snowy destination - Grades 3-4 Intermediate

SELD Visual and performing arts - Grades 1-2 Beginning/early intermediate

SELD Visual and performing arts - Grades 1-2 Early advanced/advanced

SELD Visual and performing arts - Grades 1-2 Intermediate

SELD Visual and performing arts - Grades 5-6 Intermediate Proficiency

Selena : queen of Tejano music

Self-discipline

Self-respect

The selfish crocodile

Selvas tropicales

La semana atareada de Clifford

A sembrar sopa de verduras

La semilla de zanahoria

Las semillas

Semillas

Los Seminola

The Seminole Indians

The Seminoles

Semper fido

Senate

Senate

Senor Cat's romance and other favorite Latin American stories

La senorita Runfio

Senses

Senses

September

Sequoyah, 1770?-1843

Serafina and the twisted staff

Series of unfortunate events The Ersatz Elevator

Serpientes

Serpientes marinas



Serpientes que atrapan y estrujan

Serpientes venenosas

Las serpientes y nosotros

Settler sayings

Seven blind mice

Seven blind mice

Seven-day magic

Seven kisses in a row

Seven magic brothers = Pitong may kapangyarihang magkakapatid na lalaki

Seven scary monsters

Seven weeks on an iceberg : starring King and Queen Penguin

The seven wonders of Sassafras Springs

The seven wonders of Sassafras Springs

Sewing

Shadow of a bull

Shadow over second : a Peach Street Mudders story

Shadows

Shadows

Shadows

Shadows in the glasshouse

Shadrach

The Shakespeare stealer

The shape of me and other stuff

Shapes

The shark attacks of 1916

The shark attacks of 1916

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks & rays

The Shasta of California and Oregon

Shattering earthquakes

The Shawnee

The Shawnee Indians

Sheamus

Sheep

Sheep

Sheep

Sheep have lambs

Sheep in a jeep

Shel Silverstein

She'll be comin' round the mountain

Sherman Crunchley

Shiloh

Shiloh season

Shine, sun!

The shining adventures of Shelpa McStorm

The shining mark

A shipful of shivers

The shipwrecked sailor : an Egyptian tale of hieroglyphs

Shipwrecks

Shirley Ann Jackson

Shoeless Joe Jackson



Shoeless Joe & me : a baseball card adventure

The shoemaker and his elves

Shoo, crow! shoo!

Shoo, Fly Guy!

Shoot!

Shoot for the hoop

The shore road mystery

The short and bloody history of ghosts

The shortest day : celebrating the winter solstice

Shortstop from Tokyo

The Shoshone

The Shoshone of California

The Shoshone people

Show-and-tell Sam

Show way

Showdown at the Alamo

The shrinking of Treehorn

Shrublands

Si le das un panecillo a un alce

Si le das un panqueque a una cerdita

Si le das una galletita a un raton

Si, no, Pequeno Hipopotamo

Sidewalk chalk : outdoor fun and games

Sideways arithmetic from Wayside School

Sideways stories from Wayside School

Sideways stories from Wayside School

Sid's surprise

Siempre te querré

Sierra

Siesta de tres anos

Sight

Sight

Sign language

The sign of the beaver

The sign of the seahorse : a tale of greed and high adventure in two acts

Signs

Un sillon para mi mama

Silly Sadie, silly Samuel

Silly stories to tickle your funny bone.

Silly the Seed

The silver chair

Silver on the tree

The silver spoon of Solomon Snow

SilverFin : a James Bond adventure

Silverlicious

Simon Bolivar

The Simon & Schuster book of Greek gods and heroes

Simone Biles

Simple electricity

Sin salida!

Since 1920

Sing a song of people

Sing a song of tuna fish [hard-to-swallow stories from fifth grade]

Sing-along song

A single shard



The sinister signpost

The sinking of the Titanic, 1912

The Sioux

The Sioux Indians

Sip, slurp, soup, soup = Caldo, caldo, caldo

Sir Francis Drake

Sir Francis Drake

Sir Isaac Newton

Sisters

Sit, stay, love

Sit, Truman!

Sitting Bull, 1831-1890

Sitting in my box

Six crows

Six-dinner Sid

Six perfectly different pigs

Skateboard power

Skateboarding

Skateboarding

Skateboarding by the numbers

Skateboarding in action

Skateboarding : today and tomorrow

Skating the X Games

Skeletons

Skinnybones

Skippyjon Jones in the dog house

Skippyjon Jones in the dog house

Sky pioneer : a photobiography of Amelia Earhart

Skyfire

Skylark

Slavery : the struggle for freedom

Sleeping beauty

Sleeping for good health

Sleepless Beauty

Sleepy bear

Sleepy bears

Sleepy, the goodnight buddy

The slime queen : Karina Garcia

Slinky innovators : the James family

The slippery slope

Sloths

Sloths

Slower than a slug

Slowpoke

Slugs

A slug's life

Small cats

Small spaces

Small steps

The small world of Binky Braverman

Smart research strategies : finding the right sources

The smashing scroll

Smell

Smell

Smile



"Smile," says little Crocodile

Smiles : Pablo Picasso, Gabriela Mistral, and Benito Juarez

Smokey

Smoky Mountain Rose : an Appalachian Cinderella

Smoky night

Smoky : the cow horse

Smudge

The smuggler's treasure

Snack snatcher

Snacks from around the world

The snail and the whale

Snail city

Snail girl brings water : a Navajo story

Snail trail

Snailology

Snails, shellfish and other mollusks

A snake in the house

A snake is totally tail

snakes.

Snakes

Snakes

Snakes on the hunt

Snakes with venom

Snap of the super-goop

Sneaky salamanders

Sneeze of the octo-schnozz

Sniff-snuff-snap!

Sniffles

Snow

Snow

The snow day from the Black Lagoon

Snow dog

Snow Joe

The snow queen's surprise

The snowball

Snowballs

Snowboarding

Snowboarding for fun!

Snowboarding in action

Snowbound

The snowflake : a water cycle story

Snowflake Bentley

Snowflakes

Snowflakes can fall in summer : and other facts about the seasons

The snowman

Snowman : the true story of a champion

Snowy owls

So many circles

So you want to be an inventor?

So you want to be president?

Sobre patines

Soccer

Soccer

Soccer by the numbers

Soccer for fun!



Soccer in action

Soccer star Kaká

Soccer star Robinho

Soccer tournament

Socks

Sody Salleratus

Software engineer

Soil

Soil

Soil

Soil

Sojourner Truth

Sojourner Truth : a path to freedom

Solar power

The solar system

Soldiers and their families of the California mission frontier

Soldiers of the Civil War

Soldiers of the Spanish-American War

Soldiers of the War of 1812

Solids

Solids

Solids and liquids

Some kids are blind

Some kids are deaf

Some kids use wheelchairs

Some kids wear leg braces

Some kind of pride

Some smug slug

Someday, said Mitchell : by Barbara Williams

Someone I like : poems about people

Someone says

Someone's in the kitchen with mommy : more than 100 easy recipes and fun crafts for parents and kids

The something

Something about Hensley's

Something beautiful

Something big has been here

Sometimes I feel like a mouse : a book about feelings

Sometimes it's turkey, sometimes it's feathers.

Somewhere in the darkness

Soñadores

Song and dance man

A song of colors

Song of the swallows.

Song of the trees

Sonia Sotomayor : a judge grows in the Bronx = la juez que creció en el Bronx

Sonríe!

Sopa de cactus

Sopa de piedras

Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz

La sorpresa de Nandi

Sorpresa de Navidad para Chabelita

Sorting

Sorting the elements : the periodic table at work

Sorting with snakes

SOS Titanic



Soul looks back in wonder

Sound

Sound

Sounder

Sounder

South Africa

South Africa

South America

South Carolina

South Carolina

South Carolina

South Carolina

South Carolina

South Carolina

South Carolina facts and symbols

South Dakota

South Dakota

South Dakota

The Southeast

The Southeast

Southeast Indians

The Southwest

The Southwest

The Southwest

Southwest Indians

Soy el agua

Soy paciente

Soy una hoja

Soy una semilla

Space case

Space Dog Jack

Space guys! : beep-- beep-- beep--

Space missions

The space shuttle

Space suits

Space walks

Spanish pioneers of the Southwest

Spectacular science : a book of poems

Spending and saving

The spider and the fly

Spider-Man saves the day

Spiderology

Spiders

Spiders

Spike

Spike in the city

The Spine Tingler

Spinning spiders

Spinosaurus

Spinosaurus

Spinosaurus

The spirit of Chicano Park = El espíritu del Parque Chicano

The spirit of Tio Fernando : a Day of the Dead story

Spirits, heroes & hunters from North American Indian mythology

Splash!



Splash! : a book about whales and dolphins

Splish, splash!

Splish splash : poems

Sponges

Spooky folktales

Spooky spinechillers

The spooky tail of Prewitt peacock.

Spooky tricks

The spooky world of R.L. Stine

The spooky world of R.L. Stine

A spoon for every bite

Sport climbing

Sports stories you'll have a ball with.

Sportsmanship

Sportsmanship

Spots

Spray, smooth, and shampoo : DIY crafts and recipes for healthy hair

Spreading deserts

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring : an alphabet acrostic

The spring dance from the black lagoon

The spring dance from the Black Lagoon. #15

Spring Pearl : the last flower

Spring : signs of the season around North America

Springfellow

Springs and magnets

A sprinkle of spirits

Sprinkles and secrets

Spyhole secrets

Spying on Dracula

Squanto, 1585?-1622

Squanto and the first Thanksgiving

Square

Squeakers

Squeaking bats

Squeaky clean

The squeals on the bus

Squeeze a sneeze

Squiggle's tale

The squire, his knight, and his lady

St. Patrick's Day

St. Patrick's Day

St. Patrick's Day from the Black Lagoon

St. Patrick's Day in the morning

St. Patrick's Day shamrocks

Stacey's mistake

Stage fright on a summer night

Stamps

Stan and Jan Berenstain

Stan Lee : escritor de cómics y creador de Spider-Man

Stan Musial

"Stand back," said the elephant : "I'm going to sneeze!"



Stand up, Yumi Chung!

Standing in the light : the captive diary of Catharine Carey Logan

Stanley mows the lawn

Stanley's party

Stanley's wild ride

Star factories : the birth of stars and planets

The star-spangled banner

The star-spangled banner

The Star-spangled banner

Star wars

Star Wars, episode I : the phantom menace

Star Wars, episode II : attack of the clones

Star wars, episode III. Revenge of the Sith

Star Wars, episode IV : a new hope

STAR WARS Jedi Academy

STAR WARS Jedi Academy : Return of the Padawan

STAR WARS Jedi Academy : the phantom bully

Star Wars. Skywalker strikes

Stardusters

Starfish

Starfish & urchins

Starfish, urchins and other echinoderms

Stargirl

Starry messenger : a book depicting the life of a famous scientist, mathematician, astronomer, philosopher, physicist, Galileo Galilei

Stars

Stars

Stars

The stars beneath our feet

Stars! Stars! Stars!

The start of the American Revolutionary War : Paul Revere rides at midnight

Starting ballet

Starting cooking

Starting fishing

Starting gardening

States of matter : a question and answer book

The Statue of Liberty

The Statue of Liberty

Staying nine

Stealing home

Stealth jet fighter : the F-117A

Stegosaurus

Stegosaurus

Stegosaurus

Stegosaurus

Stegosaurus

Stella and Roy

Stella Louella's runaway book

Stellaluna

Stellaluna.

Stems

Step by step

The Stephen Cartwright A B C

Steps : Rita Moreno, Fernando Botero, Evelyn Cisneros

Stevie Wonder

Stickybeak



Still more stories to solve : fourteen folktales from around the world

The Stinky Cheese Man and other fairly stupid tales

Stone Fox

Stone Fox y la carrera de trineos

Stone Rabbit. [1], BC mambo

Stone Rabbit. [2], Pirate palooza

Stone Rabbit. [4], Superhero stampede

Stone Rabbit. [5], Ninja slice

Stone Rabbit. [6], Night of the living dust bunnies

Stone Rabbit. [7], Dragon boogie

Stone Rabbit. 8, Robot frenzy

Stonewords : a ghost story

Stop drop and roll

Stop that pickle!

Stopping by woods on a snowy evening

Stories on stone : rock art, images from the ancient ones

Stories to solve : folktales from around the world

Storm boy

The storm runner

Stormy

A story, a story : an African tale

The story about Ping

A story for bear

The story of Anne Frank

The story of Babar, the little elephant

The story of Columbus

The story of El Rancho de la Nacion.

The story of Ferdinand

The story of Jumping Mouse : a native American legend

The story of Muhammad Ali

The story of Nim : the chimp who learned language

The story of numbers and counting

The story of Ruby Bridges.

The story of Sequoyah : talking leaves

Story of the Chinese zodiac = Ang kuwento ng kalendaryong tsina

The story of the Statue of Liberty

The story of the three musketeers

The story of time and clocks

The story of weights and measures

A storyteller's story

Stowaway to the Mushroom Planet

Straight to the pole

The strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

Stranger in right field : a Peach Street Mudders story

Stranger in the woods : a photographic fantasy

A straw for two

Strawberry girl

The stray dog

Strays

Street luge

Street poems.

Streets of gold

Strega Nona : an old tale

Strega Nona : an original tale

Strega Nona, her story



Strega Nona meets her match

Strega Nona takes a vacation

Strega Nona : un cuento tradicional

Stress less : how to achieve inner calm & relaxation

Strider

Strike fighters : the F/A-18E/F Super Hornets

A string in the harp

Stringbean's trip to the shining sea

Stringed instruments

Stuart Little

Stuart Little's big adventures

Stuck

The Stupids have a ball

Sturdy turtles

Styracosaurus

Subarctic Indians

The submarine pitch.

Submarines

Subtracting with seals

Subtraction action

El sueno de Matias

El sueno del zorro

Suho and the white horse

The Sumerians

The Sumerians

Summer

Summer

Summer

Summer

Summer : an alphabet acrostic

The summer camp from the Black Lagoon

The summer camp from the Black Lagoon. #24

Summer of the monkeys

Summer of the sea serpent

Summer reading is killing me!

Summer : signs of the season around North America

The summer solstice

A summer to die

The summer vacation from the Black Lagoon. #17

Summer with Elisa

A summery Saturday morning

Sun

Sun

Sunlight

Sunlit zone

Sunny

Sunny side up

Sunset of the sabertooth

Super Fly Guy

Super Hero High School yearbook

Super scary ghosts

Super scary monsters

Super scary places

Super scary stories

Super silly riddles



Super silly school jokes

Super simple bar cookies : easy cookie recipes for kids!

Super simple butterfly gardens : a kid's guide to gardening

Super simple Christmas activities : fun and easy holiday projects for kids

Super simple classic cookies : easy cookie recipes for kids!

Super simple Earth Day activities : fun and easy holiday projects for kids

Super simple earthquake projects : science activities for future seismologists

Super simple fairy gardens : a kid's guide to gardening

Super simple fossil projects : science activities for future paleontologists

Super simple Halloween activities : fun and easy holiday projects for kids

Super simple hanging gardens : a kid's guide to gardening

Super simple healthy cookies : easy cookie recipes for kids!

Super simple holiday cookies : easy cookie recipes for kids!

Super simple ice projects : fun and easy crafts inspired by nature

Super simple indoor gardens : a kid's guide to gardening

Super simple kitchen gardens : a kid's guide to gardening

Super simple leaf projects : fun and easy crafts inspired by nature

Super simple mineral projects : science activities for future mineralogists

Super simple no-bake cookies : easy cookie recipes for kids!

Super simple pinecone projects : fun and easy crafts inspired by nature

Super simple Presidents' Day activities : fun and easy holiday projects for kids

Super simple pressed flower projects : fun and easy crafts inspired by nature

Super simple rock cycle projects : science activities for future petrologists

Super simple salad gardens : a kid's guide to gardening

Super simple seashell projects : fun and easy crafts inspired by nature

Super simple specialty cookies : easy cookie recipes for kids!

Super simple Thanksgiving activities : fun and easy holiday projects for kids

Super simple twig projects : fun and easy crafts inspired by nature

Super simple Valentine's Day activities : fun and easy holiday projects for kids

Super simple volcano projects : science activities for future volcanologists

Super simple weather projects : science activities for future meteorologists

Super Sorda

Super storms

Superbikes

Superfudge

Superfudge

Supergirl at Super Hero High

Supergirl's pet problem!

SuperHero ABC

Supermarket

The Supernaturalist

Supersonic jets

Supply and demand

Suppose the wolf were an octupus? : K to 2

The Supreme Court

Supreme Court

Supreme Court

Surfer dog

Surfing

Surfing

Surprise!

Surprise Island

Surprise Island

Surprising myself

Survival and change



Surviving Antarctica : reality TV 2083

Susan B. Anthony

Susan B. Anthony : a photo-illustrated biography

Susanna of the Alamo

Susanna of the Alamo : a true story

Swamp Angel

Swan lake

Sweep : the story of a girl and her monster

Sweeping tsunamis

Sweet Clara and the freedom quilt

Sweet hearts

Sweet whispers, Brother Rush

A swiftly tilting planet

Swimming for fun!

Swimming in action

Swimmy

Swindle

Swine lake

Swing it, Sunny!

The Swiss family Robinson

The Swiss family Robinson : Johann David Wyss; illustrated by Fritz Kredel.

Sylvester and the magic pebble.

Sylvester and the magic pebble : Reading beyond the basal

Symbiosis

Symbiosis

The table where rich people sit

Tadpole story

Tae Kwon Do

Tae kwon do

Tae kwon do

Tagalog picture dictionary : learn 1,500 Tagalog words and expressions

Taiga

Tail, toes, eyes, ears, nose

The tailypo : a ghost story

Take a hike, Snoopy!

Take me to the river

Taking a walk=Caminando : a book in two languages

A tale of Antarctica

The tale of Benjamin Bunny.

The tale of Despereaux : being the story of a mouse, a princess, some soup, and a spool of thread

The tale of Jemima Puddle-duck.

The tale of Rabbit and Coyote

The tale of the Firebird

The talent show from the Black Lagoon. #2

Tales and poems of Edgar Allan Poe

Tales beyond time : from fantasy to science fiction

Tales from a not-so-best friend forever

Tales from a not-so-glam TV star

Tales from a not-so-smart Miss Know-It-All

Tales from Gold Mountain : stories of the Chinese in the New World

Tales of Bunjitsu Bunny

The tales of Olga da Polga

Tales of the peculiar

Talkin' about Bessie : the story of aviator Elizabeth Coleman

Talking about bullying



Talking about Death

The talking eggs : a folktale from the American South

Talking like the rain : a read-to-me book of poems

The talking T. Rex

Talking to dragons

Talking walls

Talking walls : the stories continue

Talking with artists : conversations with Victoria Chess, Pat Cummings, Leo and Diane Dillon, Richard Egielski, Lois Ehlert, Lisa Campbell Ernst, Tom

Tallos

Talons of power

The tamale quilt

The Tamarindo puppy and other poems

The Taming of the Shrew : A Shakespeare Story

Tanks

Tanques de combate

Tap dancing

Tapeworms

The tapping tale

Tar Beach

Taran Wanderer.

Tárantulas

Tarantulas

Tarántulas goliat

Tasmanian devils

Taste

Taste

A taste of smoke

Taxes

Te quiero, nina bonita

Tea and whoppers

The teacher

The teacher

The teacher from heck

The teacher from the black lagoon

The teacher from the black lagoon

Teachers

Teammates

Technical foul

Technology in the time of ancient Greece

Technology in the time of ancient Rome

Technology in the time of the Aztecs

Technology in the time of the Maya

Technology in the time of the Vikings

Tecumseh, 1768-1813

Ted Williams

The Teddy Bear who couldn't do anything

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles : Donatello

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles : Leonardo

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles : Michelangelo

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles pizza party

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles : Raphael

The teeny tiny ghost

Teetoncey

Teetoncey and Ben O'Neal

The telephone



Telephones

Television

Tell me a story

Tell me, tree : all about trees for kids

Tell time with turtles

Telling stories to children

Temperate forests

Temperate grasslands

The Tempest : A Shakespeare Story

Ten apples up on top!

Ten little rabbits

Ten Mile Day and the building of the transcontinental railroad

Ten, nine, eight

Ten out of bed

Ten seeds

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennis in action

The tenth good thing about Barney

The tenth good thing about Barney

Teo y la tv

Terrible times : book three of the Eddie Dickens trilogy

Terrific

Terrifying tornadoes

Tesla Model S

El tesoro

Testing Miss Malarkey

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas facts and symbols

Thailand

Thank you, Mr. Falker

Thank you, Omu!

Thankgiving Day at our house : Thanksgiving poems for the very young

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving Day

Thanksgiving Day

Thanksgiving Day crafts

The Thanksgiving Day from the Black Lagoon

Thanksgiving helper

Thanksgiving is for giving thanks

Thanksgiving on Thursday

Thanksgiving turkeys

That's good! That's bad!

That's what friends aren't for

That's what leprechauns do



The 39 Clues: DOUBLECROSS: Mission Titanic

The Great Migration: From farms to cities

The Land of Stories : Beyond the Kingdoms

The Land of Stories The Wishing Spell

The Land of Stories: Worlds collide

The Time Machine

Theodore and the talking mushroom.

Theodore Roosevelt : our twenty-sixth president

There once was a man named Michael Finnegan

There was a bold lady who wanted a star

There was an old lady who swallowed Fly Guy

There was an old witch

There's a big, beautiful world out there!

There's a boy in the girls' bathroom

There's a Fly Guy in my soup

There's a great bear in the sky and other facts about stars

There's a hippopotamus under my bed

There's a monster under my bed

There's a nightmare in my closet

There's a zoo in room 22

There's an owl in the shower

There's no creature like snow creature

There's no place like space

Thermometers

These happy golden years

They call me Güero : a border kid's poems

They say blue

The thief

The thieves of Ostia : a Roman mystery

Thimble summer

Things on wheels

Think for yourself : avoiding plagiarism

The third mushroom

The thirteen colonies

The thirteen hours of Halloween

This day in June

This first Thanksgiving day : a counting story

This gum for hire : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

This house is made of mud

This is not my hat

This is our Earth

This is the farmer

This is the turkey

This is the way we go to school

This land is my land

This Little Light of Mine

This train

This way to books

Thomas Alva Edison

Thomas Edison

Thomas Edison

Thomas Jefferson : declaring our freedom

Thomas Jefferson : our third president

Those bloomin' books : a handbook for extending thinking skills

Thoughts, pictures, and words



Threatened

Threatened habitats

The three bears

The three bears

The three bears holiday rhyme book

The three billy goats gruff

Three Billy-Goats Gruff

Three billy goats Gruff

Three cheers for Hippo!

Three cheers for Keisha

Three cheers for Tacky

Three French hens : a holiday tale

Three friends: a counting book : = Tres amigos: un cuento para contar

The three goats

The three goats

A three hat day

Three keys

The three-legged cat

Three little Indians

The three little kittens

The Three Little Pigs

The three little pigs

The three little pigs and the fox

The three little wolves and the big bad pig

Three monks, no water

Three Names

THREE PEBBLES AND A SONG.

The three pigs

The three pigs : Nacho, Tito, and Miguel

Three Prince Charming tales

The three questions

The three wishes

Through Grandpa's eyes

Throw your tooth on the roof : tooth traditions from around the world

Throwing smoke

Thump and Plunk

Thunder cake

Thundering landslides

Tibet : through the red box

Tiburones

Tiburones ballena

Tiburones blancos

Tiburones cebra

Tiburones mako

Tiburones makos

Tiburones martillo

Tiburones peregrinos

A ticket to Kenya

Tickets to ride

The tickle stories

Ticks

The ticky-tacky doll

Tico and the golden wings.

Tidal zone

Tiempo de calabazas!



La Tierra

Tiger

Tiger : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Tiger is a scaredy cat

The tiger rising

Tiger sharks

Tiger sharks

Tiger vs. nightmare

Tiger Woods

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers at twilight

Tiger's fall

Tigger

Tight end

Tight times

Tightwad Tod

Los tigres

Tikki Tikki Tembo

Tikki Tikki Tembo

Tikki Tikki Tembo

Time

Time flies

Time for Andrew : a ghost story

Time for bed, the babysitter said

Time garden

The time paradox

Time to recycle

Timepocalypse. Volume 1

Timepocalypse. Volume 2

Timepocalypse. Volume 3

Timid Timothy's tongue twisters

Timothy goes to school

Timothy of the cay

Timothy Tugbottom says no!

Timothy Tunny swallowed a bunny

The tin can man

The tin forest

Tintin en el país del Oro Negro

Tiny, the snow dog

Tiny tortilla

Tiny's bath

Tiranosaurio rex

The Titanic

Titanic

The Titanic

The Titanic

Titanic crossing

The Titan's curse

Tito, tito : rimas, adivinanzas y juegos infantiles

To be a princess : the fascinating lives of real princesses



To root, to toot, to parachute : what is a verb?

To the edge of the universe : the exploration of outer space with NASA

A to Z, do you ever feel like me?

A to Zoo : subject access to children's picture books

Today is Monday

Today was a terrible day

Todd's box

Tom, Ally, and the baby-sitter

Tom and Pippo on the beach

Tom Edison's bright ideas.

Tom Seaver

Tom Thumb

Tomas and the library lady

Tomás y la señora de la biblioteca

Tomasa the cow = La vaca Tomasa

Tombs & treasures

Tome raider

Tomie de Paola

Tomie dePaola's Favorite nursery tales.

Tommy at the grocery store

Tom's first day at school

Tom's new haircut

Tom's rabbit : a surprise on the way to Antarctica

The Tomten

Tongue twisters

The Tongva of California

Tontimundo y el barco volador : un cuento ruso

Too hot to handle

Too many frogs!

Too many leprechauns, or, How that pot o' gold got to the end of the rainbow

Too many monsters

Too many tamales

Took : a ghost story

Took : a ghost story

Tool book

The toolbox

Tools and gadgets

Toot & Puddle : I'll be home for Christmas

Toot & Puddle : the one and only

Toot & Puddle : top of the world

The top is on top

Top soccer tournaments around the world

Tops and bottoms

Torn

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Una torta de cumpleaños para Osito

The tortilla factory

The tortilla quilt

Tortillas and lullabies, tortillas y cancioncitas

La tortillería

Tortillitas para mama and other nursery rhymes : Spanish and English

The tortoise and the hare : an Aesop fable



The tortoise and the jackrabbit

Tortugas

Tortugas de mar

Toucans

Touch

Touch

Touch the moon

Tough cookie

The town mouse and the country mouse

Town mouse, country mouse

Townspeople and ranchers of the California mission frontier

Toys

Toys go out : being the adventures of a knowledgeable stingray, a toughy little buffalo, and someone called Plastic

Traction Man is here!

Tractors

Traditional crafts from Africa

Traditional crafts from China

Traditional crafts from Japan

Traditional crafts from Mexico and Central America

Traditional crafts from native North America

Traditional crafts from the Caribbean

Traditions from Africa

Traditions from China

Traditions from the Caribbean

The Trail of Tears

Trains

The transcontinental railroad

The transfer of energy

Trashy town

The traveler's guide to ancient Greece

Traveling man : the journey of Ibn Battuta, 1325-1354

The travels of Ferdinand Magellan

The travels of Francisco Pizarro

The travels of Hernan Cortes

The travels of Lewis & Clark

The travels of Marco Polo

El trayecto = : The trek

The treasure

The treasure hunt

Treasure Island

Treasure Island

Treasure Island

A tree for me

Tree frogs

Tree frogs

Tree house mystery

A tree is nice

The tree is older than you are : a bilingual gathering of poems & stories from Mexico with paintings by Mexican artists

The Tree Lady: The True Story of How One Tree-Loving Woman Changed A City Forever

Tree of life : the world of the African baobab

Trees

Trees

Trees

Trees and plants in the rain forest

The trees stand shining : poetry of the North American Indians



The trek

El tren de Navidad

Trenes

Los tres cerditos

Los tres lobitos y el cochino feroz

Tres mujeres valientes

Tres no es compañía

Los tres osos

Los tres pequeños jabalíes

The trespassers

Trial and terror

Trial by ice : a photobiography of Sir Ernest Shackleton

Trial by journal

Trials of death

Triangle

Triceratops

Triceratops

Triceratops

Triceratops

triceratops.

Trick or treat from the Black Lagoon. #31

Triple-dare to be scared : thirteen further freaky tales

Triple H

Tris's book

Triumph on Everest : a photobiography of Sir Edmund Hillary

Trombones

Tropical forests

Tropical grasslands

Trouble at Fort La Pointe

Trouble don't last

Trouble in a fur coat

Trouble in the Barkers' class

Trouble is my beeswax : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Trouble on the tracks

The trouble with teachers

Trouble with trolls

The trouble with Tuck

Truck stop

Trucking across America

True bugs : when is a bug really a bug?

The true confessions of Charlotte Doyle

True stories of the Revolutionary War

True stories of World War I

The true story of the 3 little pigs

The trumpet of the swan

Trumpets

The truth about bears

The truth about dolphins

The truth about elephants

The truth about food

The truth about hippos

The truth about Stacey

The truth as told by Mason Buttle

Plants vs. zombies. The greatest show unearthed

Tsunamis



Tsunamis

Tsunamis

Tubas

Tuck everlasting

Tuck everlasting

Tuck triumphant

Tucket's gold

Tucket's ride

Tundra

Tundra discoveries

Tundras

Tundras

Tunnels

Turk and Runt

A turkey for Thanksgiving

The turkey who came to dinner

Turkeys

Turkeys

Turnagain, Ptarmigan, where did you go?

Turquoise Boy; A Navajo Legend

Turtle and Snake go camping

Turtle dreams

Tutankhamen

Tutankhamen's gift

Tutankhamun

Twas the night before Christmas : or account of a visit from St. Nicholas

The Twelfth : A Shakespeare Story

Twelve days of Christmas

The twelve days of summer

Twelve lizards leaping : a new Twelve days of Christmas

The twenty-one balloons

The twenty-one balloons

Twilight zone

Twist of gold.

The twisted claw.

The twister trap

The Twits

The Twits

Two bad ants

Two homes

Two logs crossing; John Haskell's story

The two princesses of Bamarre

Two ways to count to ten : a Liberian folktale

Ty Cobb

Types of maps

The tyrannosaurus game

Tyrannosaurus rex

Tyrannosaurus Rex

Tyrannosaurus rex

Tyrannosaurus rex

Ugly Cat & Pablo

The ugly duckling

The ugly vegetables

Ultimate field trip 4 : a week in the 1800s

Ulysses S. Grant : our eighteenth president



Umbrella.

Uncle Pete, the pirate

Uncle Peter's amazing Chinese wedding

Uncle Pete's pirate adventure

Uncle's bakery

Under construction

Under Copp's Hill

Under my nose

Under, over, by the clover : what is a preposition?

Under the black flag

Under the ground

Under the microscope : science tools

Under the moon

The Underground Railroad

The Underground Railroad

Understood Betsy

Undertaker

El unicornio del oeste

Unicorns and other magical creatures

Uniquely California

The United Nations

United States.

United to strike : a story of the Delano Grape workers

The universe

The unnatural

Uno arriba, uno abajo

Uno, dos, tres = : One, two, three

The unsolved mystery of alien abductions

The unsolved mystery of Atlantis

The unsolved mystery of Bigfoot

The unsolved mystery of ghosts

The unsolved mystery of the Bermuda Triangle

The unsolved mystery of the Loch Ness monster

The unsolved mystery of UFOs

The unwanted : stories of the Syrian refugees

The unwilling umpire

Up

The upside down boy

The upstairs room.

Uptown

Urano

Uranus

Uranus

Urchin of the riding stars

The U.S. Air Force at war

The US capital commotion

The U.S. Capitol

The U.S. Congress

The U.S. Constitution

The U.S. Constitution

The U.S. Constitution and you

U.S. landforms

The U.S. Marine Corps at war

The U.S. Navy at war

Usain Bolt



The Usborne book of peoples of the world : Internet-linked

The Usborne complete book of the microscope

The Usborne first book of America

The Usborne first story book

The Usborne Internet-linked children's world cookbook

The Usborne internet-linked encyclopedia of ancient Egypt

The Usborne Internet-linked encyclopedia of world religions

Usborne timelines of world history

Using electricity

Utah

Utah

Utterly yours, Booker Jones

Las vacaciones de Arturo

Vacation under the volcano

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day from the Black Lagoon

Valentine's Day is cool

Vallejo and the four flags : a true story of early California

Valley Forge

The Valley of the Kings

Valley of the Moon : the diary of Maria Rosalia de Milagros

Vamos a cazar un oso

Vamos todos de safari : Un recorrido numerico por Tanzania, Africia

Vampirates: Demons of the ocean

Vampire bats

The vampire chapter

The vampire's vacation

Vampirina ballerina hosts a sleepover

Van Gogh

The Van Gogh Cafe

The vanishing cat

Vanishing forests

Los vecinos de Guau Guau son una pesadilla

Vegetable dreams

Vegetable gardens

Vegetables

Vegetables are vital

Vehículos militares anfibios

Vehículos militares con ruedas

Vejigante masquerader

Velociraptor

Velociraptor

Velociraptor

Velociraptor

The velveteen rabbit or how toys become real.

Ven aqui, Daisy!

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus and Serena Williams

Vera's first day of school

Verbs



Verbs

La verdadera historia de los tres cerditos!

Verdezuela

Verdi

Vermont

Vermont

Vermont

Versos de dulce y de sal

The very bad bunny

Very best (almost) friends : poems of friendship

The very busy spider

The Very Greedy Dog / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen; illustraded by Andrew Geeson.

The very hungry caterpillar

The very hungry caterpillar

The very little boy

The very little princess : Zoey's story

The very noisy night

The very quiet cricket

The very worst monster

Veterans Day

Veterans Day

Veterans Day

Veterans Day

The veterinarian

The veterinarian

Veterinarians

El viaje de Jenny

La vida secreta de las serpientes

Vieja escuela

La vieja Letivia y el Monte de los Pesares

La viejecita que no le tenía miedo a nada

Vietnam War

The Vietnam War

The view from Saturday

Viking it & liking it

Viking ships at sunrise

Vikings

The Vikings

The Vikings

The Vikings

The vile village

Vilma Martinez

Vincent van Gogh

Vincent Van Gogh

Violent volcanoes

Violins

Virals

Virgie goes to school with us boys

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

The Virginia Colony



Virginia facts and symbols

Virtual reality

Visions of fantasy : tales from the masters

La visita del senor rataquemada

Visiting a village.

Visiting Langston

Vitamins are vital

Viva Frida

Viva Heather!

Voices at Whisper Bend

Voices : poetry and art from around the world

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volleyball in action

Vostok 1 : first human in space

Voy a la biblioteca

The voyage of the Dawn Treader

Voyage on the great Titanic : the diary of Margaret Ann Brady

The voyages of Doctor Dolittle

Wacky wedding : a book of alphabet antics

Wading birds

The wadjet eye

Wag a tail

Wagon wheels

Wagons west!

Wait till Helen comes : a ghost story

Wait till Helen comes : a ghost story

Waiting alligators

Waiting for mama

Waiting for the Biblioburro

Walk across the sea

Walk Around a city

Walk Around a farming town

Walk Around a Suburb

Walk Around a Town

A walk in the boreal forest

A walk in the deciduous forest

A walk in the desert

A walk in the prairie

A walk in the rain forest

A walk in the tundra

Walk two moons

Walk two moons

Walk with me

The walking coat

Walking on the moon

The wall in the middle of the book

Wallop and Whizz and the bottle of fizz

Walt Disney

Walt Disney

Walt Disney : animador y fundador

Walt Disney; master of make-believe



Walt Disney's Dumbo.

Walt Whitman

Walter Wick's optical tricks

The Wampanoag Indians

The Wanderer

War of 1812

The war of the worlds

war of the worlds.

The warden's daughter

Warren G. Harding : our twenty-ninth president

Warren Spahn

Warships

Warthogs in the kitchen : a sloppy counting book

Warthogs paint : a messy color book

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington, D.C

Washington, D.C

Washington, D.C

Washington, D.C

Washington facts and symbols

Washington Irving's Rip Van Winkle

The Washington Monument

Washington Monument

Washington Monument

Watch apple trees grow

Watch corn grow

Watch out for the chicken feet in your soup

Watch out, Ronald Morgan!

Watch tulips grow

Watcher in the piney woods

Watchful wolves

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

The water cycle

The water cycle

The water cycle

The water cycle

Water dance

Water has a skin and other facts about water

Water land : land and water forms around the world

Water monsters

Water music : poems for children

Water plants

Water plants



Water pollution

Water pollution

Water pollution

Water power

Water power

Water power

Water safety

Waterfowl : from swans to screamers

The Watsons go to Birmingham--1963 : a novel

Waves : the electromagnetic universe

Way out in the desert

Way out West lives a coyote named Frank

The way west : journal of a pioneer woman

Ways to go

Wayside School gets a little stranger

We all come from different cultures

We all have different abilities

We all have different families

We all look different

We are grateful : otsaliheliga

We are growing!

We are patriots : Hope's Revolutionary War diary

We don't eat our classmates!

We found a hat

We gather together-- now please get lost!

We never get to do anything

We see.

We shake in a quake

We the kids : the preamble to the Constitution of the United States

We went looking

We were there : A Nativity Story

We wonder what will Walter be, when he grows up?

Weapons and technology of World War I

Weapons and technology of World War II

Weapons of fantasy and folklore

Weather patterns

Weather words and what they mean

W.E.B. Du Bois

Webster's collegiate thesaurus.

Wednesday is spaghetti day

A weed is a flower : the life of George Washington Carver

A week in the woods

Weekends with Max and his dad

Weird the Beard

Welcome to Addy's world, 1864 : growing up during America's Civil War

Welcome to Bosnia and Herzegovina

Welcome to Felicity's world, 1774

Welcome to Josefina's world, 1824 : growing up on America's Southwest frontier

Welcome to Kirsten's world, 1854 : growing up in pioneer America

Welcome to Kit's world, 1934 : growing up during America's Great Depression

Welcome to Molly's world, 1944.

Welcome to Samantha's world, 1904 : growing up in America's new century

Welcome to the sea of sand

The well : David's story

The well-wishers



Wemberly worried

Wendy the witch

Weslandia

Weslandia

The West

The West

West from home : letters of Laura Ingalls Wilder to Almanzo Wilder, San Francisco, 1915

West Virginia

West Virginia

West Virginia

The Westing game

Wetlands

Wetlands

Wetlands

Wetlands

Wetlands

Wetlands : soggy habitat

Whack of the P-rex

Whale in a fishbowl

Whale journey

Whale sharks

Whale sharks

Whales

Whales of the world

Whales on stilts!

Whales passing

The whales' song

What?

What a hungry puppy!

What a mess!

What am I?

What are checks and balances?

What are friends for?

What are rights and responsibilities?

What are the Summer Olympics?

What cat is that?

What comes in spring?

What! cried granny : An almost bedtime story

What day is it?

What did mommy do before you?

What do I do?

What do we know about the Aztecs?

What do we know about the Greeks?

What do you do with a tail like this?

What happened to Patrick's dinosaurs?

What happens to your food?

What if we run out of fossil fuels?

What is a bird?

What is a fruit?

What is a lever?

What is a plane?

What is a pulley?

What is a screw?

What is a wheel and axle?

What is an insect?



What is citizenship?

What is it?

What is it?

What makes a fish?

What makes an amphibian?

What makes an ocean wave? : questions and answers about oceans and ocean life

What makes ten

What mommies do best : What daddies do best

What the animals were waiting for

What was it like before the telephone?

What would Joey do?

What would Mama do?

What's a pair? What's a dozen?

What's for lunch?

What's for supper? = : Qeé hay para cenar?

What's in a box?

What's inside? Shells.

What's inside trees?

What's next, Nina?

What's smaller than a pygmy shrew?

What's that awful smell?

What's the big idea, Ben Franklin?

What's up with that cup?

Wheels on the bus : Raffi songs to read

When?

When Bluebell sang

When everyone was fast asleep

When Hitler stole pink rabbit

When I grow up---

When I Grow Up

When I was nine

When I was young in the mountains

When lightning comes in a jar

When Lola visits

When Marian sang : the true recital of Marian Anderson, the voice of a century

When pirates came to Brooklyn

When someone dies

When Sophie gets angry--really, really angry

When the circus came to town

When the moon is full

When the world's on fire

When Tiny was tiny

When will this cruel war be over? : the Civil War diary of Emma Simpson

When winter comes

Where?

Where can the animals go?

Where do bears sleep?

Where do they go?

Where fireflies dance = Ahi, donde bailan las luciérnagas

Where is Jake?

Where is Max?

Where people live

Where the buffaloes begin

Where the red fern grows

Where the red fern grows : the story of two dogs and a boy.



Where the sidewalk ends : the poems & drawings of Shel Silverstein.

Where the wild things are

Where the wild things are

Where was Patrick Henry on the 29th of May?

Where's Bitesize?

Where's my teddy?

Where's prancer

Which witch?

While you were sleeping

The whimsical world of Dr. Seuss

The whimsical world of Dr. Seuss

The Whingdingdilly

The whipping boy

Whispers along the Mission Trail.

Whistle for Willie

Whistler in the dark

White House

White House

White House

White is the moon

The white stallion

The white wolf

Who?

Who are Venus and Serena Williams?

Who belongs here? : an American story

Who built the pyramids?

Who came down that road?

Who goes to school?

Who hops?

Who is Barack Obama?

Who is Jane Goodall?

Who is Jeff Kinney?

Who is Pope Francis?

Who is Ralph Lauren?

Who is Sonia Sotomayor?

Who is Stevie Wonder?

Who Lives on the Farm?: Chickens

Who Lives on the Farm?: Goats

Who Lives on the Farm?: Pigs

Who Lives on the Farm?: Turkeys

Who owns the sun?

Who? : pictures to talk about

Who says?

Who stole the cookies?

Who took the cookies from the cookie jar?

Who took the farmer's [hat]?

Who was Albert Einstein?

Who was Alexander Hamilton?

Who was Amelia Earhart?

Who was Anne Frank?

Who was Annie Oakley?

Who was Ben Franklin?

Who was Blackbeard?

Who was Bob Marley?

Who was Cesar Chavez?



Who was Coretta Scott King?

Who was Elvis Presley?

Who was Fidel Castro?

Who was Harriet Tubman?

Who was Helen Keller?

Who was Jesse Owens?

Who was Lucille Ball?

Who was Martin Luther King, Jr.?

Who was Maya Angelou?

Who was Michael Jackson?

Who was Princess Diana?

Who was Rosa Parks?

Who was Sacagawea?

Who was Steve Irwin?

Who were the first North Americans?

Who were the first people?

Who were the Romans?

Who's in my bed?

Who's new at the zoo?

Who's on whose spot?

Who's seen the scissors?

Whose mouse are you?

Why?

Why can airplanes fly?

Why cats chase mice : a story of the twelve Zodiac signs

Why do birds sing?

Why do leaves change color?

Why do the oceans have tides?

Why do we pay taxes?

Why dolphins call : a story of Dionysus

Why don't you get a horse, Sam Adams?

Why is it hot?

Why is the sky blue?

Why mosquitoes buzz in people's ears : a West African tale.

Why plants become extinct

Why rat comes first : a story of the Chinese zodiac

Why should I brush my teeth? : and other questions about healthy teeth

Why should I wash my body? : and other questions about keeping clean and healthy

Why should I wash my hair? : and other questions about healthy skin and hair

Why so sad, Brown Rabbit?

The wide window

The wide window

Wilbur and Orville and the flying machine.

Wild about books

Wild about watercolor

Wild animals : a very first picture book

Wild bears

Wild horse winter

The wild robot

The wild robot escapes

Wildfire

Wildfires

Wildfires

The wildlife detectives : how forensic scientists fight crimes against nature

Will Rogers : an American legend



Will you be my friend? : a Bunny and Bird story

Will you forgive me?

Will you read to me?

Will you sign here, John Hancock?

William Henry Harrison : our ninth president

William Howard Taft : our twenty-seventh president

William J. Clinton : our forty-second president

William McKinley : our twenty-fifth president

William Shakespeare

William Shakespeare

William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet

William's doll

Williamsburg

A Williamsburg household

Willie Mays

The willow flute : a north country tale

Will's mammoth

Will's quill

Wilma Rudolph : against all odds

Wind

Wind

Wind

The wind blew.

Wind in my hand

A wind in the door.

The wind in the willows

Wind power

The winged cat : a tale of ancient Egypt

Wings : a novel

Wings : a novel

Wings of fire : Graphic Novel. Book one, The dragonet prophecy

WINGS OF FIRE: The Hive Queen

WINGS OF FIRE: The Lost Continent

Winnie-the-Pooh

Winnie-the-Pooh and some bees

The Winnie-the-Pooh book

Winter

Winter

Winter

Winter : an alphabet acrostic

The winter of red snow : the Revolutionary War diary of Abigail Jane Stewart

Winter of the ice wizard

Winter : signs of the season around North America

The winter solstice

Winter turning

Wipeout of the wireless weenies and other warped and creepy tales

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin facts and symbols

Wish for a fish

The wish giver : three tales of Coven Tree



Wish you were here

The wishing spell / : (#1)

Wishtree

Witch catcher

The witch who went for a walk

The witches

With love from Koko

The wizard in the tree

The wizard in the tree

The wizard of Oz : by L. Frank Baum ; with pictures by W.W. Denslow.

Wizards and witches

The wizard's map

The wobbly tooth

Woe of Jade Doe

Wolf : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Wolf in the snow

The wolf is coming!

The wolf man

Wolf run; a Caribou Eskimo tale

Wolf stalker

The wolf, the duck, & the mouse

Wolf Watch.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

The wolfhound

The wolf's chicken stew

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

Women of the frontier

Wonder

Wonder

The wonder of black bears

Wonder Woman at Super Hero High

The wonderful flight to the Mushroom Planet

The wonderful flight to the Mushroom Planet

The wonderful world of Roald Dahl

The wonderful world of Roald Dahl

A wood frog's life

Woodrow Wilson : our twenty-eighth president

Woodsong

Woodwind instruments

The word eater

A wordful child

Working cotton

World at war, 1944

The World Book dictionary.

The World Book student discovery encyclopedia.

World holidays : a Watts guide for children

The world of Ben Lighthart

The world of Pooh : the complete Winnie-the-Pooh and The house at Pooh Corner

The world of the American Indian.

The World of the pirate

The world of the Roman emperor



A world of words

World War I

World War II

World War II

Worlds collide

Worm loves Worm

Wormology

Worms

The worrywarts

The worst things in life are also free : by Jamie Kelly

Worth

Would you rather be a bullfrog?

Wow! You can fly!

The wreck of the Zephyr

Wrestling in action

The Wright brothers : how they invented the airplane

A wrinkle in time.

A wrinkle in time

the writing bug.

The wump world

Wyoming

Wyoming

The x'ed-out x-ray

Xtreme sports : cutting edge

Y si--

Yahoo for you

Yang the youngest and his terrible ear

Yard sale

Yay, you! : moving out, moving up, moving on

A year down yonder

The year of Miss Agnes

The year of the dog : a novel

Yeh-Shen : a Cinderella story from China

The Yellow Boat

Yellow hippo

The yellow house mystery.

The yellow house : Vincent van Gogh and Paul Gauguin side by side

Yellow star

The yellow star : the legend of King Christian X of Denmark

The yellow yacht.

Yellowstone National Park

Yo-kai watch : official guide

Yo, Naomi León

Yo quisiera vivir en un parque de juegos : I wish I lived at the playground

Yo siempre te querre.

Yo soy el durazno

Yo! Yes?

Yogi Berra

The Yoruba of West Africa

Yosemite : National Park

You and me, Little Bear

You can write Chinese

You can't eat your chicken pox, Amber Brown

You go first

You read to me, I'll read to you : very short Mother Goose tales to read together



You silly goose

You wouldn't want to be a medieval knight! : armor you'd rather not wear

You wouldn't want to be a pirate's prisoner! : horrible things you'd rather not know

You wouldn't want to be an Egyptian mummy : disgusting things you'd rather not know!

You wouldn't want to be Cleopatra! : an Egyptian ruler you'd rather not be

You wouldn't want to be in a medieval dungeon! : prisoners you'd rather not meet

You wouldn't want to be Tutankhamen! : a mummy who really got meddled with

You wouldn't want to sail on the Titanic! : one voyage you'd rather not make

Youn Hee and me

Young Cam Jansen and the baseball mystery

Young Cam Jansen and the dinosaur game

Young Cam Jansen and the pizza shop mystery

The young chef's Mexican cookbook

Young Fu of the upper Yangtze

The young man and the sea

A young painter : the life and paintings of Wang Yani-- China's extraordinary young artist

Your environment

Your fantastic elastic brain : stretch it, shape it

Your mother was a Neanderthal

your pal Mo Willems presents Leonardo the terrible monster.

Your right to vote

You're a good sport, Miss Malarkey

You're just what I need

You're on your phone

You're only old once!

Yours truly, Goldilocks

Yummy! : eating through a day

Z is for Moose

Zachary Taylor : our twelfth president

Zachary's ball

Zack Ryder

Zack's alligator goes to school

Las zanahorias maléficas

Los zapatos de Munia

Zebra sharks

Zebras

Zebras

Zebulon Pike : soldier-explorer of the American Southwest

Zeely

Zekmet, the stone carver : a tale of ancient Egypt

Zella, Zack, and Zodiac

Zeus

Zia

Zia

Zin! zin! zin! : a violin

Zippity zoom

Zlateh the goat and other stories

Zoe in wonderland

Zombie in the library

The zombie zone

Zomo the Rabbit : a trickster tale from West Africa

Zoo in the sky : a book of animal constellations

Zoologico

Zoom nature

Zoom space



Zooman Sam

La zorra y el cuervo

Los zorrillos

El zorro artico y el zorro rojo

The Zucchini Warriors

The Zulu of Southern Africa

The Zuni

Zupy Has Many Feelings

Zupy Stays Strong

Zupy Wiggles, Jiggles and Giggles

Zzzng! zzzng! zzzng! : a Yoruba tale


